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Each subseriber 1s particularly requested to note

inade-

and

quate incomes of ministers, the neglect of
the churches to encourage Joung, men in
the exercise of their gifts, the false methods adopted of ascertaining the fitness of

candidates for a college * training ;—these
and other suggestions were made in accounting for the comparatively small numof entering

ber of young men desirous

the

ministry. Perhaps. deeper than all these
reasons lies the true cause,—the lack of
earnest and sincere consecration of heart

and life to God in the churches.

A resolu-

tion was passed, deploring that few young

|

well as the pulpit, as to seem in another
world, and to exercise the least possible of
personal influence on the souls in torment
below,—as a witty minister said in object-

New York Correspondence.
NEw HAVEN, July 14, 1872,
The One hundred and seventy-second
Anniversary of Yale College comes attended by the most harmonious as well as happy auspices from the *‘ mighty opposites ”
of the age. Past and Future, Old and New,
Culture and Utility, Revelation and Seience, Discipline and Liberty,

ing to preach for the students,—for
said he,
* between us and you there is a great gulf
fixed.” The aversion of the youth to the
gloomy and uncomfortable place is not overcome for a moment by the most populat of
the many eminent preachers from far and
near who really make jt the best church for

our love, and to induce

and Enterprise, have met and kissed each
other, joining hands to enrich one favored
depository with the plenary fruits of their

the world, to say nothing of New Haven.
But the boys are eager to get away from:
Fisher, Bushnell,

in Heaven.
Miguel replied that
Howard as his

Scudder,

Wool-

friend,

he trusted
and

General

would

follow

him wherever he said. He should be glad
if the General would return with him ; but,
if he could not do this, the tears would

roll

down the cheeks of Miguel when they came
As to following Jesus, he believed

there were two roads,—one the

the other the bad road.

good road,

of State to meet this condition were considered. The conclusion forced in upon the
mind by a discussion

of

the

theme

was,

“ Our
Village Churches.”
A Sunday
School Conference was held, at which the
new Elementary Education Act, and the

that only the gospel of Jesus Christ and the proposal of the Manchester Conference to
gpirit and power of ‘God could regenerate separate the religious from the secular in
onr social life and take away the reproach elementary ' schools, called for the much
of wretchedness and | strife that still rests worn discussion. While most of the deleupon mankind in great measure in Eng- gates considered the government justified
land, and elsewhere.
The
church .of in taking up the question of education and

Christ must address itself to the solution of seeking to establish a national system, one
our social problems, and so manifest . the or two of thie brethren still hold that gov-

divinity of its origin and the greatness of
its power.
'
tie
. .
First in the business of ‘the Association,
because the Committee was first, came the

College at Chilwell,

An unusually

small

ernment has nothing to do

with the

mat-

ter, because
ho education is complete

with-

out religious teaching,

and

the

State as

such has no business with religion at all.
The majority, and a very large one, upheld

the government, but took exception to the
funds of the institution, and only one new ¢ Conscience clause ” and’ to Somes
applicant was received, Only six men are tional teaching.
now in course of training. for the work of
The statistics of the year were incomnumber of students is at present

upon

the

will be commenced

immediately,

with

the

many

a scalp.

One

bullet

had passed

.

THE

HEATED

Si

\
[3

SEASON.

The oldest inhabitant fails to remember
such a month as we are just ending. For
more than thirty days, with scarcely an exception, the mercury has been up among
the eightiesand nineties. No cooler terms,
among

sandwiched in

nights

The

periods:

fervid

the

been

have

even brief ones,

¢ further remarks ’ to offer.

He

certainly

the tropics had pitched
very

heart

of the

thzir teats in the,

north

temperate

breathing upon us

with,

equatorial

straw

7,re

freely

Linen

and

zone,

fervor.

patronized,

handkerchiefs aré “qm constant demand, fans

find a ready sale, the ice-carts are besieged,
and both tow’, and country threaten to go.

off bodily t7, the sea-shore and into the surf.
—It is er gy t6 complain, summer maladies
somewhat

are

and s gp.stroke

prevalent,

and he perspiration of humanity is perhaps
I" ther excessive. But such a time for the
almost

luxuriant growth of vegetation was

The fields laugh, the forests

never known.

are like seas of emerald, and the husbandman’s acres are everywhere eloquent with
abounding promise and precious gifts.
Isn't it quite as well to smile as to sigh, and
bless a Providence, which is always wise,
for the wealth of sunlight that is crystallizing into gold, instead of whining and
croaking over the warmth of its infinite
generosity ?
THE CAMPAIGN OPENING.
North Carolina is just

now the center of

political interest. She holds her election
Aug. 1. Each of the two parties is especially anxious that the vote there may prove
an indorsement of its platform and candidates. Both are at work.
Both talk hopefully. Both have sent down documents,

money and oratory.
retary Boutwell

Mr. Wilson

are

and Sec-

there in behalf of the

administration and the republicans.

- Other

men are holding forth in the name of res
form and Greeley. It: will be a short,
sharp, heated struggle.
It is to be hoped
that the issue of it may be ene that shall
encourage righteousness, uncover shams,
help the truth, and serve the country.
THE STOKES TRIAL.
Since Monday of last week, when the disagreeing jury was discharged, after having
been locked up a night or two that they
might fashion a verdict, no really new thing has appeared in connection with this
famous trial. ‘The case is at present dealt
with very freely by the papers and the pulpit,-the trial is done over and

over, there is

a surfeit of criticism and moralizing and
prophecy, while the lawyers rest at the
watering-places from their hard work, and
the culprit reposes in his cell from his nervous anxieties,
The general conviction
seems to be that a second trial may be had
at no very distant day, but that there is
very little reason to expect a verdict of
guilty. A popular murder too often makes
a reputation instead of gibbeting a crime.
. GRATZ BROWN’S ILLNESS.
.
The Missouri nominee for the Vice Presidency has been quite seriously sick since
Baltimore indorsed him and President Porter of Yale gently snubbed and wittily rebuked him for his egotistic impertinence at
the Commencement dinner. It may have
been to much for him,—this dosing

him

so

strongly with acid and alkali at about the
same time. But he is fortunately rallying”
and is now quite convalescent, and ready
either to rehearse his patriotic history, receive compliments, be toasted or assured of
all thewelectoral votes in November.
His
illness calls for general sympathy; the
country could witness the collapse of his
egotism without deploring its loss or wasting its tears.
ARBITRATION AT GENEVA.
Since the question of indirect claims for
damages has been disposed ofthe conference

at Geneva seems to have begun its work in
deliberation and becoming dignity, but in
real earnestness. Its daily sessons during
the week have been brief, but progress
marks the work. It is said that the case of
each vessel captured by the

Alabama,

&c.,

will be taken up in its order, studied and
disposed of without needless delay. Both

England and the United States have become
so

large a place in the papers and the govern-

calm, and the

discussions,

which

filled

mental circles of both countries for months,

have almost wholly dropped out. There is
general confidence in the capacity and
honor of the tribunal, and a great relief has

Atlantic.

both

on

people

come to the

of

sides

the

y

A RASCALLY OFFICER.

Butler, the

American Consul-Geeneral

at

Alexandria, Egypt, proves to be a miserable

fellow, who has scandalized his country and

ibbeted himself. The full facts remain to
e given. But he seems to have been connected with a duel and in the spirit of a
murderer, and he has run from his ‘post to
escape detection. Wadleigh, whose name
figures in the dispatches as Butler's secreta, and prominent in the fight, is from

oston, a young adventurer who held some
subordinate position in the French army,
and after the war

drifted

he found employment

joe.

Egypt

to

where

in the consul’s sery--

It is time this «disgrace was ended.
3

0)

A

go in the good road, and to follow on in it
have seemed to add to the sultriness. The,
until he should see God. Inthe Apache
ample showers have left the temperature
language they have the name of the Son of
about where they found it. It is as though,
God ; so that was known to him. Then re-

through his lungs, another through his had been most frankly and politely anthigh, a third had penetrated his skull.— swered, and he seemed ¢ satisfied.” One eye was gone. Yet he was still a stalneeded, to the students.
There "was a wart man.
On one occasion he was ‘a cap(Gentleness.
fund of $55,000, from an’ individual, for tive, bound and dragged into Sante Fe at
Gentleness is love in society ; it is love
this all-important object, but this. was_in- the tail of a mule. No force had subdued
sufficient to: warrant beginning to build. | him. He was not brought under control by' holding intercourse with those around it.
Within a lew weeks, personal applications fear; but he told gratefully of a good officer: It is that cordiality of aspect and that soul
have been successful in raising this fund to who spoke Kindly to him while a prisoner, of speech which. assuré us that kind and
| $80,000, and only $10,000, orat most $20, and showed him the better way of peace earnest hearts may still be met with here
000, will be required to finish the building, and duty. And now he sat as a child, his below. It is that influence which, like
and will doubtless be forthcoming before it scarred face and broad, high brow suffused the scented flame of an alabaster lamp, fills
is done.
~The plans are not yet decided: with emotion, intent on the story of the many a home with light, and warmth, and
To appreciate the’ importance of this addi- Cross. The General could talk with Miguel fragrance altogether. It is the carpet, soft
tion to the College apparatus,one must firsy only through double interpreters. A pri- and deep, which, whilst it diffuses a look of
be a Christian, of course, and will then vate United . States soldier could speak ample comfort, deadens many a creaking
need but a short attendance in the rude and English and Spanish, and a Mexican, held sound, Tt is the curtain which from many
antiquated chapel so long used, to under- captive by the Apaches for thirty years, a beloved form wards off at once the sumIt is
stand the bearing of the matter on the well could speak Spanish and Apache. Through ter's glow and the winter's wind.
being of the young men. The students are these two the slowly repeated sentences the pillow on which sickness lays its head
geated on the hard benches of the rough passed from Gen, Howard to Miguel, and and forgets half its misery, and to which
intention tp make it-not only-an ornament
to the University and the city, but an attraction and a spiritual blessing sorely

Events of the Week

have prolonged the sweltering heat of the.
He wanted now to days which went before them. The clouds.

The Worning Star.

words, and theyclaims and insufficiency of the devotional meetings on ¢¢ Christian Felcommunism,
poskivism,and new enactments lowship,”
‘The Prayer-emeting,” and

.
A

—-——

they allot the partial sey, ¢“ or any other man,” and to get into a
products of their rivalry. The new Presi- pleasant modern ‘house of worship, with
dent is one of these complex auspices in cushions and a full human
congregation,
churches to look out such young men, .and himself.
ferring to one whom the General had introGenial but loyal, dispassionate ‘“ a goodlie companie,”
’
to pray the Lord of the harvest tosend yet sympathetic, gentle though decided,
duced as his friend, who loved to have
all the
field that is al- President Porter commands hoth respect
01d men and babes and loving friends,
children taught of God, Miguel said,'if that
the date on the label for the expiration of his gub- them as laborers into the
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing ready ripe for the sickle.
The former Sec- and favor from every circle he touches, and
And youths and maidens gay,
man was the friend of Gen Howard, he
reminder from this office,
year, withoat further
retary of the College having resigned, your | actively conciliates all true elements of
was Miguel's friend, and Miguel wished he
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
—especially.
In the new chapel, things
correspondent
was
appointed
in
his
place.
would
come and teach the children of his
support
to
the
completion
of
the
University
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
are ih a flour- as the great business of his life and times. will be different. “Students will be seated tribe. Soon Miguel would be dead ; but he
from the post-offtce—whether directed to bis name ox The funds of the Institution
among other classes of their kind like huanother's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
ishing condition. An interim sub-commitwanted his children to follow on in the good
5
The jarring modern elements of scholarresponsible for the payment.
man
beings, not ** dumb driven cattle.” If
2, Ifa person orders his
paper discontinued, he tee was appointed to receive
and
consider
road
towards God, when he was gone.—
ship
unite
in
him
in
perfect
peace.
The
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may conthe ground seats have still to be mainly retinue to send it until joint is made, and collectthe any applications for admission to the ColSome Indians grew feebler and fewer as
historical,
the
humane
and
the
material
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
lege that might arise from the special ap- sciences forget their mutual jealousy and served for them, probably every third or tribes. Miguel wanted his people never to
£
sflice or not.
fourth slip will be distinguished’ in some die out while the world stands, and believ3. The courts have decided that refusingto take peal sent to the churches.
distrust, and content themselves as parts,
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
Next to the College, the business of the not monopolies of Divine revelation and of way, as by the absence of a door, for the ed civilization would help them to long life
removing and leaving them unmcalled for, is prima
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
free use of the public, and thus the restrainOrissa Mission occupied attention.
There truth.
and prosperity.
:
ing and refining influence of general socieare two missionaries on furlough, and only
When
the
General
had
ceased
to & jeq)k,
The organic development of the Univer& When Agents receive prémiums, no percentage
five in the field.
The great needs of the sity conserves the old in putting on the new, ty will be brought into close contact with Miguel turned to the others of his, party,
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
sa We send no Looks out to be sold on commisprovince of Orissa and its tributary states, as yesterday the six popularly chosen Fel these undomesticated creatures, to their and preached Jesus to them. Fa*!jnto the
gion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
with. their nearly four millions of inhabit- lows took their places in the Corporation great pleasure and profit.
night he sat, telling with anim? gq gesture
them.
The Alumni dinner “yesterday, was disants, have been newly impressed upon the as representatives of the Alumni, side by
and earnest words the trut'y he had just
minds of some of the supporters of the side with the solid old clergymen who have tinguished by the presence of Mr. B. Gratz learned concerning him W pq is “the Way,
Brown,
who made a peculiar ‘ speech.
mission, through the perusal of Dr. Hun- so long controlled its offices.
and
the
Truth,
and
the
Life.”
Is there
A capital
ter’s work on Orissa. Nor have the plaint- half dozen of men : ‘and as Mr. Wm. Wal- Perhaps he had read in the papers what wonder that Gen. Ho" gard has interest in
Ex-president Woolsey said to the graduative cries that have again and again come
ter Phelps (the leader of the agitation ing class from his front door, of the present and hope of the tribss of which these men
from the brethren in Orissa for more help which led to the innovation, and the only
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24, 1872.
are representatives ?
‘“ most disgusting compromises ¥ in poliBut nothing was done
- | been without effect.
representative of ‘‘ Young Yale ” on the tics. Perhaps it was simple native egotism
at the Association, save the passing of a
Dr. Bethune.
A Prayer for Patience.
elected ticket ), harmoniously characterized and want/of courteous sense.
For some
resolution to send out another missionary
Rng
ud
it in his Alumpi-dinner speech, by quoting cause, he delivered an. unmitigated lecture
Wood's
Household
Magazine contains
as soon as possible.
The state of the funds
Lord, on these souls disquieted,
the overheard remark of
‘a parishioner to the university authorities on the flaws he
some Caite characteristic anecdotes of the
does
not
seem
to
warrant
the
Society
in
These hearts cast down in sore distress,
frem Squashville,”—** All good but Phelps.” had profoundly discovered in their system
late Dr. Bethune. Two or three are found
sending out at present a re-inforcement of
These lives whence all but pain seems fled.
The system of instruction drops nothing and results, and the contrasts which he below :
the already insufficient and enfeebled staff,
Look with thine utter tenderness!
* There resided in the city of B—,
some of whom are grown gray in the work, in its progress, making room for natural drew without reserve in favor of his own
Look on the love that fain would bide
sciences and current tongues, without dis- section of the country in respect both to during * Dr. Bethune’s pastorate there, a
and
can
not
be
expected
to
be
spared
to]
Clothed in patience at thy feet,
labor much longer.
It was confidently paragement of the profounder themes and popular and higher education, which, he man of wealth and social position, who
And waiton thee, albeit denied,
less familiar exercises through which the averred, was ¢* far ahead of anything at was rather noted for his penuriousness.
And find the very waitin g sweet!
hoped, however, that help would soon be
most efficient culture must still be sought. the East ”! As a specimen of how little- He was a near neighbor of the Doctor's,
sent,
and
some
younger
brethren
introduc-We know thy healing, Lord, is sure,
The old-fashioned muscularity of mental brains parties are led with, Mr. Brown
and they were well acquainted and quite
edto the work.
With grave anxieties
Though sorrow wrings our cry: How long ?
drill is not relaxed, but is pushed further gave as his opinion that in importing the familiar. This neighbor was a large man,
‘| about Orissa were blended new projects
That they are happy who endure,
and further back by a gradually rising English university system (!) we had left of brusque manner, and not devoid of a
‘Or, in thy spirit, suffer wrong.
about a less distant land.
The world-fastandard of admission, and by reinforcing
behind its most necessary feature (‘‘ coach- rude, blunt kind of humor, and there had
mous conductor of Tourists to the ContiOh, give us patience, even like thine
the instructors of the Freshman year; so ing 7”) and gravely enjoined upon the in- been repeatedly good-natured passages of
nent, to Jerusalem,to the Pyramids and the
(That waiteth our submission stil}) ;
making both room and power for more structors.of Yale to meet this deficiency, wit between them.
One
morning, as
Nile is a zealous General Baptist.
Mr.
And patient faith that shall divine
mature, diversified
and liberal culture and see to it that they ‘“ put every student Bethune stepped from his door to go down
Love—only love—in all thy will!
Thomas Cook is the grandson of one of the
within the academic course.
; of them through ” by personal pushing and town, he saw his neighbor just ahead of
first of the General Baptist ministers of the
Then shall the cross that each must bear,
The very buildings typify boldly the drill’; adding a shocking account of the ig- him moving in the same direction.
He
Midland counties. Frequently in his visits
Slow-toiling where the Christ hath led,
same principle of cumulative growth, as norance he had himself attained here for quickened his pace and soon overtook him.
to Rome, Mr. Cook has desired the esBe lifted up, and we shall wear
opposed to shifting and change. The rude want of such fidelity, twenty-five years ago, As he joined him, he saluted him goodHis crown of perfect love instead.
tablishment of a mission by the churches
dormitory of a century and a half ago lin- and of that which he had discov ered by naturedly: ¢ Good morning, Mr. S—r
with which he is connected, to*aid in the
Then, almost, Earth shall antedate
evangelization of Rome.
Very much was gers a little longer by the side of the im- conversing with his classmates, on this, his ‘good morning. How do you do, sir, this
The dawn of bliss undreamed by years,
said of this desire by Mr. Cook in his cor- proved type that has grown out of it. first revisiting of his Alma Mater and of morning P S—— turned, saw who it was,
When faith itself shall cease to wait,
* Farnam ” and *‘ Durfee ” are not only theirs.
and with a merry twinkle in the corner of
And thou shalt wipe away our tears.
:
:
respondence in the General Baptist Magamore
costly,
but
more
academic
in
expreshis
eye, said roughly (intending to be jo— Harriet M’ Ewen Kimball.
President
Porter,
who
occupied
the
chair,
zine some months ago.
Now in Committee and in open Association he pleads the sion and more practical in appointments was fairly roused by Gov. Brown’s impu- cose), ¢ What is it your business how I
Bethune instantly and calmly recause of Rome with his lips, and adds by than the homely piles that gave place to dent and silly speech, and immediately re- do?
English Correspondence,
plied,
with
an air of great benevolence:
them
or
that
still
confront
them;
and
yet
plied
to
it,
with
much
pleasantry
but
with
his speeches to the interest his letters
—
¢ Well, Mr. S—, I'm one of that kind of
the fundamental plan of the old and of the unmistakable spirit and severity, which
awakened.
The
result
of
much
deliberaDERBY, ENGLAND, June 29, 1872.
new has much in common that can not be the Alumni ratified with stunning and pro- ‘men who take an interest in the meanest of
The annual meetings of the General Rap- tion has been the determination to form a
bettered. The former first-named building tracted applause at every thrust.
He ac- God's creation.’
separate
fund
for
a
mission
to
Rome,
and
tist Connection have been held this week at
¢¢ A mutual friend told us he, was. with
is of brick,
with bluestone facings, half- knowledged in generous terms the progto
seek
for
a
suitable
brother
to
send
to
this
Nottingham.
The central position of :this
the
Doctor once upon a time, on a trouting
round
stair
towers
standing
out
at
interress of education in ‘the West, mentioning
enterprising town, and the anticipation of seat ef Papal superstition,
excursion up in the backwoods of Maine.
vals, and mansard fourth story with dor- some of its features and events.
Still,
he
There
was
but
little:
reported
in
Home
discussions of more than ordinary interest,
The desire to unite mer windows: The three entrances, front- said, Governor Brow. would find, by look- They were riding together in a car on some
drew together a large number of brethren. Mission operations.
ing on the interior area or ‘‘ campus” of ing over the annals of Yale for the last branch railroad, quite early in the mornAll the meetings were well attended, and the several district societies into one generthe College, are adorned with beautiful col- twenty-five years, that something had also ing. The car was comparatively empty,
al
seciety
was
expressed,
hut
the
Associathroughout a good degree of harmony and
umns of polished and variegated stone, with happened at the East, since he left. In and the Doctor, who had lost rest, was
tion
postponed
decision
on,
the
question.
finanimity prevailed. A Bazar for the Cendozing., Ata way-side station a man entenary Fund gave variety and liveliness to That the separate small societies need a carved capitals. The latter building is of conclusion, he proposed that at a convenrough squared brown stone,in courses, with ient season, when Gov. Brown would be at tered, who, from some cause, was greatly
Bismarck
to
unify
them
and
make
of
them
the proceedings, anda fine day and a trip
excited with anger, and came into the car
to Alton Towers, where a master-hand has a really formidable imperial society, has Portland and blue stone facings; a plain leisure,—say about next spring ,—the Faculswearing roughly and loudly.
He seized
parallelogram
of
42
by
180
feet,
costing
ty
should
appoint
him
on
one
of
their
ex‘‘ made the desert smile,” formed a pleas- often been felt, but nevertheless provincial$115,000, with a steep-pitched many-ga- amining committees, when he would be one of the seat-backs and dashed it over
ism
and
¢¢
district
”
sovereignty
still
rule.
ant conclusion to. the friendly reunions of
bled.and turreted roof and dormer windows,
better enabled to judge whether the Yale with noisy violence, cursing the railroad
the week.
: The Centenary Fund is indirectly helping
for its fourth story.
students of these days learned anything and company as he did so with great veheThe Chairman of the Association was the Home Mission work, and the fact of its exrence. Bethune roused up from his nap,
The
other
departments
of
the
University
understood anything they learned or not.
istence
ought
to
encourage
amalgamation,
Rev. J. Clifford, LL. B.,of London.
There
ooked frowningly at the man (for he had
Vir.
But instead of are accommodated at present in, borrowed
is no young minister in the Connection federation, or unification.
no
patience with profanity), -and as he
quarters,
except
the
Scientific
School
who is more widely known or who has won concentrating their efforts upon the estab(which
has
a
second
fine
building
now
gostill
continued his noise, said to him mildlishment
of
a
new
church
in
some
popuGen.
Howard
and
the
Apaches.
a larger measure of popular favor than Mr.
ly, but firmly: ¢ My friend, I wish you
ing up about a quarter of a mile from the
Clifford.
Zealous, devoted, enthusiastic, lous locality every few years, our churches
Rev, Henry Clay Trumbull ‘publishes in would not make quite so much. noise; I
always at work upon som project of high- as yet prefer .to be satisfied with helping College ground and near the first, through
the
renewed
munificence
of
its
founder,
struggling
brethren
near
home;
-and
with
the
Independent the following narrative of want to get to sleep.’
er self-culture, or of denominational or
¢¢ Upon this, the excited man turned the
who is one of the new Fellows
Gen. Howard and his method of dealing.
public usefulness, there is no minister of allowing the Home Mission organization to Mr. Sheffield,
battery
of his abuse upon Bethune, windof
the
Corporation)
and
the
Theological
with the Indians who accompanied him to
whom greater expectations are cherished. be weak because divided into six distinct
ing up his tirade with this query: ¢ Do you
Seminary which already crowds its fine Washington :
His appointmext to the Chair was carried societies, and Home Mission zeal to evapby universal acclamation, but he is the orate in subsidizing decaying and well-nigh Geneva-looking new hall opposite the site _. It was really a touching sight to see Gen. think I'm a fool ?’
¢¢ The Doctor instantly and distinctly reyoupet chairman the association has had moribund churches in sparsely-peopled dis- for the new College chapel.
Howard, one early morning, sitting in the
The new College chapel is a heart meas- Indian group, telling the story of Jesus to plied, with an air of great politeness:
or some years.
His inaugural address tricts.
was an eloguent exposition of the relation
Two excellent sermons were preached,— ure with President Porter, who is every those who in full manhood heard it for the ¢ Well, sir, I would not have ventured the
of Christianity to our modern social life, one by the Rev. C. Clarke of Ashby-deé-la- inch a pastor, and as devoted tothe care of first time. Miguel, a warrior chieftain, asserfion, but since you have asked my
The condition of large masses of ourcoun- zouch, the other by the Rev. W. Evans ofl souls as of intellects, Consequently,it is the was a battle-scarred veteran. He had led opinion, T am not prepared to deny. it I’
“The man was silenced; he had no
trymen was depicted in vivid and earnest Leicester. . Addresses were delivered at first building under his administration, and his.tribe in many a bloody fray and taken

men of piety and talent were” seeking to
serve God in the gospel, and urging the

union, as to others

Crosby,

gentleness of Christ.

him

follow

to

trustingly to the home of the Great Futher

an intellectual
man to attend, perhaps, in to part.

Conservatism

us

its depths and all its delicacy. It is everything included in that matchless grace, the
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the answers came back. The General pictto the Apache
ured himself as coming
country to win the loye of the people there,
and to lead some of them to the home of
the Great Father at Washington, where he
would be their friend ; so Jesus, the Son of
God, had to come into this world to win
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ree issued trom the

the

famous

de-

Council of Constance.

"

organized at Pintz, held a general
|
[© onvention at Heidelberg, and a yet larger

The New German
BY

uries for light, reaffirmed

HEZEKIAH

Reformation. | cue at Munich.

BUTTERWORTH,

Almost every European mail
intelligence of the new German
tion, which is exerting a most
influence not only in Bavaria, but

brings us
reformapowerful
in all the |

olic Church, free from the conspicuous errors of Rome.
Comparatively few readers
are aware how wide is the difference he-

tween

thisynew

German Church and the
continental Catholic states.
It is known Infalliblists or Ultramontanes.
We give
in Germany as the Dollinger or the Old | pelow the essential reformatory measures
Catholic movement.
olic movement?

What is the Old Cath- | 45 agreed upon

of the

the

first three centuries,
and

XIIL,Gregory XIIl.and Benedict XIII.each
attempted to hold

‘the place of

1. Each ‘community shall have the rignt to
its own priest; and priests are no
[longer to be named by the bishops.
2. Priests must be sufficiently paid by the
community to enable them to live respectably
5 Compulsory
celibacy must censes
Priests shall be allowed to marry, as in the
|e arly times of Christianity.
4. The Chapters shall be dissolved.
5. Masses and the service of the Church

to] o hoose

reaffirm the decrees of the Council of Constance, which came together in 1419, at the
call of the Emperor Sigismund, to put an
end to the great schism during which John

Pontiff.

by the Old Catholics of Ba-

varia:

The Old Catholics kelaim to represent
church.

Sovereign

The Council deposed them all,and

elected Cardinal Colona legitimate Pope by
the name and title of Martin V. Two of the
deposed Popes submitted to the decision of
the Council, the other set up his pontifical
chair in-Spair, and gave the Spaniards the
exclusive henefits of his infalli bility.

The Council issued a decree, asserting the

must be spoken and read in German, or in
the common language of the province,
6. There shall be no separate payments
for

masses

at

burials,

baptism, &c.

The

priest's salary shall be sufficient to enable
him to live without charging additional
fees,
;
7. Inequalities between the burials of

Toa

supremacy of the convocation of ecclesias- | rich and of poor must cease,
There shall
tics og®r the Pope.
This decree is the basis | be no pomp or extra ceremony. One priest
only shall officiate on such occasions.
of the Old Catholic faith.
8. Auricular confessionmust cease,
The Council of Trent decided that the

YH ra

bishops received their office from the Pope
as the Vicar of Christ, and not directly by
divine appointment.

The (Eccumenieal Council at. Rome took

9. Pilgrimages, processions,
ging missions must cease.
10. The worship

images must

be

and

beg-

of pictures, statues, and

discontinued,

apd

ceeded against by the State.

be pro-
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a
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The Cavour Constitution

of Italy which

On

hence its dazzling luster allures, bewilders;
intoxicates and incites to effort, while true

embodied this principle, was the

first great and noble ambition is crippled and paral yzblow at the temporal power or supremacy | ed. He can not wait the natural process
of the Pope. The states of Germany were of growth.
He is not willing to trust the
already moving in the same direction.
result of honest and intelligent industry.
Catholic Switzerland passed a law that And so he bends all his powers in the directhe rights of no person shall be abmdged on | tion of procuring gold.
Virtue, intelliaccount of his or her religious opinions. gence, manhood and honesty, those glitter- The legislation of Catholic Bavaria was con- ing gems of true wealth, he seeks not, but
ducted in the same tolerant spirit. The | chases with unscrupulous speed those gild-

Austrian Reichstrath followed the Constitu- | ed baubles of time which
ent Assembly

of Sardinia, decreeing

that|and fade

in the clear

tarnish

always

light of life’s sun.

at the age of fourteen, every Austrian sub-| There is -no method of stultification more
ject may choose or change his or her own | certain than this eager chase after riches.
religion; and in the exercise of his or her None which so deadens the life and quick-

fullest protec- | ness of conscience, and turns aside the tend-

convictions shall receive the

tion of the Jaw.

The Prim constitution of | ency of nobler -impulses.

Spain was made

as liberal

and

this respect as the Cavour

explicit in

Fair exchange

becomes extortion, and large and rapid gain

constitution of| is the only equation of business

Article 22 of the Spanish

taly.

constitu- | aresto understand.

tion enacts that if any Spaniard

Once

which he

the possession

professes | Of a dishonest penny was a most severe in-

any other religion than the Catholic, he or | fliction, but now he can count his unjust acshe shall receive the same protection as|quisitions by thousands, and his conscience
foreigners resident in Spain, who are guar- | seems to rest on a bed of roses. It is a most
wild infatuation, this greed after gold. An
anteed all the rights of public worship.
Thus Europe has’ gradually - abnegated | infatuation, because its most glittering
the temporal power of the Pope, and in ef- | promises are never fulfilled. If the young

fect reaffirmed the decree of the Council of
* Constance. Thus the way has been pre-|
paring for a free Catholic church, untrammeled by the superstitions of the Middle
Ages.

| man acquires money, if he grows

speedily

rich, he generally makes a most unlucky
| exchange. He barters away the elements

| of true wealth for the glittering promise of
uncertain

riches.

He

But every great religious movement must | wreck, that he may

becomes

a

moral

have opportunity to

"have a leader, and God, by special disci-| pander to hurtful appetite and vain ambipline, prepares his leaders of religious work. tion. Not satisfied with the certain thrift
Such a .leader in the cause of Catholic | of honest industry, impatientof the substan.
emancipation is John Joseph Ignatius Von tial gains and losses of the flying years, he
Dollinger.
endeavors to crowd their issues into the

He was born at Bomberg,in 1799. He: was | narrow circuit of a day.
And this effort implies sudden fortunes or

ordained an ecclesiastic in 1822. Beinga
hard and successful student, he was. ap-|
pointed an ecclesiastical professor at As-|
chaffenburd. At &
period rationalism
was beginning to
ert a-‘powerful influ-|
ence in Germany, and he began to devote
his literary enérgies to the defense of the
church,
His mind at last become unsettled
as to the wisdom and perfection of the Cath-|
olic system, and a long conflict followed.

His theological works,

which

were’ pro-

spiritual.

history, and the

lifting of the veil of truth.

“woe” breathed upon those who

gradual up- | fortune.

The

following

are the titles of his best known volumes :

1. The Doctrine

gigantic losses, because they sweep
all.
For every sudden fortune made in oil or
| stock investments, nine sweeping lsoses
are felt, And while the one may glitter and
| glare like a castle of splendor in a dreary
land, the nige generally imply frustrated
| ambition and stained and weakened manhood.
There is a sure prophecy in the

make

haste to be rich.” An “ honest penny ™ is
indicate his| a legitimate element in a truly rich man’s

duced with great rapidity, well
own

Young men wish for millions.

And

usually this wish is prompted by an earnest
desire to excel in splendor of style and

of the Eucharist in the | equipage:

Better wish for that disposition

First three Centuries. 1826.
2. History of | of heart which is true wealth. Better seek
the Reformation. 1828. 8. Church History | that’ intellige
nce and loftiness of purpose,

(a defense of Catholicism). 1835.

4. The | which will enable you to place a proper es-

History and influence of Islamism. 1838. | timate upon all things. Generally there
'5. The Reformation, its Internal Develop-| are few really greater calamitie
s which can
ments and Effects.

3 vols,

1846—48.

befall

a young

man,

than

that

he

Among his theological essays, which be- | come into sudden possession of vast

gan to attract attention about this period,
were :
1. On the Religion of Shakespeare. 2.
Commentary on the Paradise of Dante.
3. On the position of the church towards
those who die out
On. error, doubt

Freedom

of the

of her communion,
and truth,
5. On

Church.

6.

On

Luther.

of money.

things

with

should

sums

You can indeed buy many
money.
You can purchase

houses and lands, you

can

buy

deeds

diplomas, mortgages and men, honors

and

and

offices, titles and trusts, but, my dear young

4, man, do not forget, there is one thing you
the| can not buy. The essential wealth of charMartin | acter is a pobler inheritance, You can not

purchase honesty and purity with all your
"All of which indicates a mind restless, | abundance of gold.
Tkese must come
unsettled and ill at ease.

from higher and holier investments, . If you

From 1845 to 1847 Dr. D. represented the invest correctness of purpose
with correct-

University

Chamber.

of

Munich

in

the

Bavarian | ness of living, you may he

In 1847 he was deprived of the enduring wealth:

«professorship through the
«celobrated Lola Montez.

Immediately after the

sure to inherit

If with’that wealth

you

influence of the | find the tinselry of gold, it will have its ap-

He was

restored propriate place.

dissolution of the

Council of Rome, Dr. Dollinger began
writing against the decree which it had|
been called to promulgate, the infallibility
of the Pope. In this course he was violently assailed by the

Bavarian

Dollinger adherents

revived

bishops,

It will be only subordi-

nate and not predominant. You can make
|no more fatal mistake in regard to life, than

| to suppose that true wealth of character
can be intrinsically embellished by the ace
| cumulation of gold. If you would be satis| fied with the result of hyman effort, you had

but| better encourage

the principle of growth,

was sustained by the university, and car-| rather than endeavor tc organize any sys:
ried with him the popular sentiment. The|tem of happiness by rapid and indiscriminate
Old Catholic, and going back

the

name

it will berall the more glorious and

abundant

of building. Gradual and philosophical growth
for four cen- is a surety of endurance and comfort, while

when it comes.

Things which

ought to concern you most are those which
retate to present rectitude of purpose and
action. Strive to understand the theory of
human greatness and glory, and then act
under the direction of that intelligence. This

will be safe-as applied to all trades and all

naments, her long black tresses shorn .off,
clothed in the commonest of apparel, spending two days in every month without food
or water, her employmerts little more than
the meaningless routine of Hindu worship,
unconsoling, uninteresting,

see us’

uninstructive;

hold of me at once.

er

illumine

——

The dry goods dealer may think that he
is not directly interested.in the temperance
movement, as he does not buy nor use intoxicating liquors, and as none of his family
use any, he has no personal intebest in the
matter.
He does not stop to consider that
“John” who saws his wood, does: occasion-

al odd jobs for him, is very

poorly clothed;

that his two grown up boys and three large
girls are all meanly dressed; and that
“John”
and the “boys” spend annually
money enough for rum to clothe decently
the whele family, and if they could be reformed, all the hard earned money that he
pays ‘‘John” and the ‘boys” would come
back into his

own

till, and

more

with

it,

that now goes into the till of “Toddy
Stick ;” those large heads would be covered
hats

once in a while;

new suits

with gospel

light these cheerless

homes, and to create, with

God's

fo a room, took off my hat, and put

blessing,

few

days

afterwards,

call * mem, mem,’ and for some time

could

from.

liberty.”

control

and

sanctify

:

se, I heard

some

invisible
voice

came

On opening a window,however,

EDUCATIONAL OPERATIONS IN THE ZENANAS.

But now we must take our friends inside
some of these Zenanas, and

introduce them

to some of the pupils taught by our lady
missionaries. * *
Mrs. Wylie writes: —
‘* Shortly after I wrote to you last, I spent
a very interesting afternoon in visiting the
Zenanas, * * * It was very affecting to see

or three people standing
and several other women

vestment.

most respectable class, whose husbands are

Let intemperance be abolished, and very
soon the house carpenter would have a half

dozen jobs engaged on those old dilapidated

educated men, employed as clerks in the
different offices. You can picture to yourself nothing more miserable than their

houses

home,

Whitechapel,

and

this too amongst

small tenements of two

the

stories built

The Zenana and its Inmates.
—

ee

;

»

stool,

almost

like

a

bed-

stead, exeepting that it is scarcely two feet
from the ground; it seems to take the place
of chairs very often in, Bengali houses. I
have frequently been to houses, where
there were no chairs, but always a tukta-

WHAT IS A ZENANA ?
The Zenana is that part of the house of a
native gentleman in which the women live
entirely distinet from that occupied by the posh, on which we were invited to sit. In
men, and usually presenting to the eye of this house, two of the Bows squatted crossthe European the appéarancé of a prison; legged upon the {uktaposh, and went
for the windows, if any, on the outside are through their lessons very methodically
very small and high up, so as effectually to and laboriously during the two hours of
preclude the possibility of the women
look- Miss Nicholson’s visit.
On our leaving
ing out, or

looking in.
of the

of any

one from

the

outside

The houses of the upper classes

Hindus

are

often

large,

for sons,

when they marry, do not set up a home of

their own, as in England,

but bring their

wives to their futher’s house, in which they
all live together, and the younger women

betome subject to the older, and all to the
mother-in-law. Often three or four generations are thus living in ‘the same house.
A NATIVE EDITOR'S ACCOUNT.

But let us see what a native editor will
say of the inmates of these homes.
* Up

them, they begged me to come again soon
to see them, and accompanied us to the top
of their brick staircase, the boundary of

their quarter of the house.”
Of one of her Zenanas Miss Nicholson
writes :—‘¢ Here there are six pupils, four
women and two little girls.
One of the
women isa great invalid, so. does not
learn very often. The other day I went to
see her in her own room; she was lying on
a hard wooden bedstead without a mattress, prostrate with fever.
She could

have

scarcely speak to me, but I tried

to

say a

in

his

The foregoing outline indicates of itself
something of the character and success of
his ministerial work. But few in our denomination, or any other, have been in labors more abundant, The record which he

kept indicates that he baptized at least four-

teen hundred converts, attended more than

sixteen hundred. funerals, and solemnized
about six hundred and fifty marriages, . At
one time, it is doubtful if any minister in

I saw two

on a house-top,
peeping out of

the state of Rhode Island was more exten-the door opening on the top ofa house, sively known. As a preacher, he was bold,
In his convictions
They called out * Come to us,’ and when 1 earnest and scriptural.
went received me warmly.
I found some he was firm and decided, and naturally of a

thie

little

door

before

mentioned,

| baptized about fifty persons, and aidédl in

| to be the scene of his future labors, for the
[ first time.
It seems that he arrived at Bur-

rillville on
the Rhode
on the next
the first F.

In these

whatever he did with his might.

of his

secret

qualities lay, under God, the

But few, if any, did more for the

success.

F. Baptist churches of Rhode Island, especially during the earlier period of their history. He was twice married, He lived

of

with his first wife, AliceA. G, Sanborn,

In

period.

a short

Northfield, N. H..but

and

| the formation of several churches.
| In1821, he visited Rhode Island, destined

‘to do

enabled

robust constitution, he was

1842, he was married to Miss Phebe Leonard, of Taunton, the mother of his children,

scrambled over the roof followed by my
| new friends, and we entered the house by
| a similar doorway ( a place not much big_ger than the door of a ship's cabin) I was
justas warmly received here, and was so
leased to find that this lady would really
learn. I go to her regularly now, and the
other day .when there,I was greatly amused
by hearing a tremendous knocking on a
wooden window, and voices saying ‘Is the
mem come ? open that we may see her.' The

who died in 1864. Six children, three sons
and three daughters, survive him,
His funeral was attended at the Xs

Baptist church in North Scituate on the first
The

in June.

Sabbath

‘was

attendance

large, reaching nearly five hundred, includ-

ing many from all the neighboring towns
and Providence,who have enjoyed the benefits of his ministry. Rarely have we seen
a congregation composed so largely of elThe funeral serderly men and women.
mon was preached by Rev. M. Phillips of
Pascoag, In addition to the pastor of the
chunch, Revs. D. Williams, M. W. Burlingame, and. T. C7 Brown were present and

The remarks of

| took part in the exercises.

| Father Williams were particulay pertinent
and interesting. It is perhaps due to say
| that the attendance of the ministry would
have been much larger had not

the

funeral

{"occurred on the sabbath.
Thus has a good and useful

man,

the fathers in our ministry,
| course and gone to receive

one

of

finished his
his reward.

*‘ He, being dead, vet speaketh.”

Cox.
|
|
|

World-Weary.
———

a1

Society is full of people who know that
their lives are frivolous and unsatisfying.
| It chafes them to feel that they are the vic| tims of the great world-show, whirled along
| in it, whithersoever it listeth, with

portunity for a deeper

culture, no

no

op-

time

or

| vitality left for the discipline of the soul,

| for coming into fellowship with the great
minds of the race, for communing with
what is noblest and best in human thought ;
no time left for walking with Christ in the
lowly and obscure paths of charity, for
letting their spirits lie still, that they may
be putin tune, purified, calmed, and rested
in the arms of God.

Persons thus ensnared by their earthly
and selfish cares may well look back, and
sigh for the advantages of other days.
They know that there was much more of
reality and noble truth in their lives then
than now. They were nearer to Nature,
and to all that gives largeness and strength
of soul. We may then envy the obscure
Christian, unvexed with trifling
cares,
whose conversation is in heaven, who
walks daily with God,
and amid those
truths and thoughts which are the glorious
essence of things.

How often, weary and empty

of soul in

this world-pageant, men and women would
be glad to flee out of it, as Moses fled from
Pharaoh's court to Midian.
Better to keep
the sheep of Jethro, if he might thus come

the day of the organization of "unto Horeb, the mount of God, than to
Island Quarterly M®eting, and bask amid royal pleasures which are a
day, he preached the sermon at weariness and pain. Better to flee into the
Baptist ordination which ever
~wilderness, and sit ander a juniper tree,
took place in the state. A few months latfed by the ravens and drinking of -the
er, early in 1822, he came to Rhode Island
brook, than be oppressed with gayeties
the second time, with a .determination to
spend some time in the state and vicinity. which are but vanity and vexation of spirit.
It was not to Pharisee and Scribe, amid
At first he formed a circuit of perhaps eighty
the
pomp of the life they so proudly led,but
miles in circumference, embrasing for Sabto the shepherds who watched their flocks
bath appointments,

Taunton, Blackstone

Pawtucket,

Rehoboth,

and Chepachet,

He

passed round this circuit once in five weeks,
sometimes attending meetings between
these places every day. Revivals everywhere followed his labors, avd churches

were organized in the last threé of the above

named places, where they did not previously
exist. He afterwards, in 1824, located at
Pawtucket, and had the care of the church
there and churches ‘in. other places. Still
later, in 1826, he located in Taunton, with-

few words of love and sympathy, and
been the most* miseruble drudges on the pointed her to the precious love of Jesus. out materially changing the character
of his
face of the earth; cribbed, cabined, and * * *.The two. children are dear little ‘ministerial labors,
i
ognfined within the four walls of their things, very quick and go good in attending
In 1829, he removed ‘to Greenville to take
prison house, all their curiosity is nipped in to their studies. They, Jiways come down charge of the church in that place, together
the bud, all enjoyments a®e proscribed to to the door with me each holding a hapd, with the church at Chepahet.
In
a
and when we are coming down the narrow little more than a year after,
them.”
And a missionary friend adds:
he resigned
‘“ Hindu ladies spend their lives in the in- stone staircase they prefer going sidewise the latter charge, and commenced laboring
terior of the Zenana or women's apart- rather than release theirhold of me. When at North Scituate, spending one half his
ments. Very early marriage often com- they get to the door, they shake hands and Sabbuths there. As a result of his labors, a
mits a little girl of five years to the wholly. stand making salaams until [ drive away, church was soon organized. For nearly
unsympathetic companionship of a man of Poor little girls !it is only till they are mar- twelve years he continued to spend his time
fifty or sixty or eighty; married life to her ried that they are allowed to come to the bétween this church and the one at Greenmeans little more than sorrowful submis- door. After that event they are closely ville. In the Autumn ¢f 1841, he resigned
‘sion to the tyranny of a step-mother and the shut up ! TI could almost wish them to re- | his charge at Groenville* and removed to0
amusement of a husband, who,if he be kind, main children.” * * *
:
North Scituate, and gave his whole time and
treats her as a toy; and when he dies, she
Again. * This Zenana is at the end of a energies to the church there udtil 1845,
enters on a widowhood in which * the™fires long narrow lane, so I have to get out of | when he resigned. At this time the church
would, if British law had not forbidden it, my gari and walk some distance. One day | reported over four hundred members.
have consumed her with the corpse
of her I'was walking along, gazing
For the next seven years, he confinued to
with. longing
husband or transmuted life info the lin- eyes at the Zenanas I passed on the,
way, | reside at North Scituate, but labored extengering woe of a social penal servitude, only and wondering how I should make my way
| sively elsewhere.” Among the fruits of his
to terminate with death. - Bereft of her or- into them, when I heard a window
opened
|] abors during this period was the gathering
.
to this time,” he writes, ¢¢ our women

sitting

chair, he passed away.

person

are now hardly habitable, with their win- around a very small court-yard into which”
dows filled with old Lats and shingles. no ray of the sun penetrates. The long dark shutters were soon opened, and then three
And the money that paints and furnishes grass and weeds grow up in profusion round bright faces gazed at me through the bars
The house has (I really felt I could sympatihze with the
the ‘‘saloon™ keeper's house, would rep:
a“deep well in the center.
beasts in the Zoological Gardens ), and it
all the appearance of a ruin,—brick and
paint and furnish somebody else's hous
plaster falling out, and there they are pent (was so amusing to hear their remarks to
which has a better right to be furnished
| one another on my appearance. I have now
Strange that so many hard working men up in small conficed rooms or sitting on a
small
outer
gallery
.running-} round this | | seven houses in that lane. Is not that delightshould prefer rum to the comfortable
>
[ful ? Though they do not all learn, yet
houses, well furnished tables, well clothed _court-yard, unknown ait uncared for, and
I go and talk to them, and it is so cheering
families and the other enjoyments of life. with no light or ray of truth to cheer or
|
to
see how they look for me, and how caupurify,
or to reveal that God who died to
And stranger still that so many classes of
tious they are to keep me with them, somepeople should be willing to support rum- save them.”
times holding my hat that I may not go
sellers on the funds that might just 'as well
Then Mrs. Woodrow writes at a later
away.”
J.E. P.
go into their own pockets; and then sup- date :—* To-day I went with Miss NickolSantipore, May 23, 1872,
port many of the rumseller’s customers son to a large native house where four laat the pauper house.
Ministers some- dies were taught and two children.
To
Rev. Rebuen Allen.
times dislike to take a very active part in the reach the apartment in which the lessons |
temperance cause for fear that some of their were given, we mounted 4 steep back stair—
hearers will become offended, and their case, which led te the roof of the house,
Rev. Reuben Allen died in North Scituasalaries will suffer by it. You may be the across which we walked, and found some || te, R. I. May, 30th, 1872. He was born in
means of the reformation of a number of very secluded rooms set apart for the la- | Gilmanton, N. H., Sept. 4, 1795, and consemen who pay nothing, and whose families dies and their children. The ladies were quently lacked only a few months of comnever attend church; when they are re- all well advanced and seemed to enjoy be- pleting the 78th year of his age.
His parents were pious, and he was the
formed, the pext thing will be to dress bet- ing taught.
They learned arithmetic, to
ter and then to attend church; and they are which the Burra-Bow—eldest daughter-in | Subject of early Feligions
Impressions.
a mere boy, he was apprenticed
to
not a class of men to ‘‘steal their preaching ; law—and a young widow seemed to be | W hile
they never stole their grog; they will want very
partial. : The Burra-Bow worked | learn the blacksmith’s trade, but he continuto help support the minister ; and they will beautifully in wool-work, and often exhibit- | ed to be surrounded by religious influences.
not ‘be likely to pay grudgingly as too ed great taste in the disposition of colors. When sixteen years of age, he experienced
many do. And we might run this train ot They make slippers, and are delighted to | the redeeming grace of God in his heart, and
‘thought through all the branches of busi- work smoking-caps for their husbands and | the evidences of the change wrought were
ness, and the rum traffic is a curse tothem fathers. They pay for their own material? | of a most decided character, He could say
all.
and many a leisure hour is now spent by | most emphatically in the language of one of
While intemperance is spending so large Bengali ladies in wool-work, which but for | old,—** One thing I know, that, whereas I
an amount of the hard earnings of the indust this new acquirement would be wasted in | was blind, now I see.”
gossip. At this house, near the apartment | At the age of nineteen, yieldingto strong
try of the country, can there be one single
claim made in its behalf for benefits confer- in which we sat, I observed pots af flowers | impressions of duty, he commenced holding
- red upon community ? Is there a single man and shrubs, the pets of the widow, and her | religious meetings ; but it was only after a
better qualified for the discharge of a single peculiar care. There was no access to a severe struggle that he became willing to
responsibility of life ? Can he do his work garden, so the natural love of flowers devote all his time and energies to the
The first of
better, more of it, is he more reliable, more could only be gratified by the possession of work of the gospe! ministry.
honest ; does it add to his skill or efficiency these little pots on the roof. I liked great- his ministerial labors were in the town of
in accomplishing the great tasks of life? ly the little peep I had of these ladie’s ; they Northfield, N. H., where he spent a few
It is wholly a one-sided question as to its appeared affectionate towards each other, months and witnessed quite an extensive
benefits conferred on society ; and not one and the children of one seemed to be the work of gracé. In 1818, when twenty-one
word can be said in its favor, while vol- children of all the others. The room was years of age, he visited Vermont and labor| ed very extensively in Wheelock, and other
umes of the most] heart rending truth can small but neat and clean, furnished with a
towns.
It was during this year that he rebe written and are experienced annually wardrobe for their clothes and the précious
ceived ordination.
While in Vermont, he
against it.
A. DEERING.
wool-work tukiaposh, which means a great
square wooden

Coventry,

Still more recently he tray.

usual, and soon after, while

of the ladies could read a little, but all
seemed anxious to learn. can not, however, teach there yet, for the Babu will not
the poor
women
and their children so give his consent, but I think perhaps I may
Aa
thankful for the least instruction given | get it soon.
While sitting in this house a servant
them, so eager for the visits of their teachers, The same ground mustbe gone over came from a neighboring one, begging me
-to go and see her mistress ; so I crept out of
day after day,—the A B C work, carried on
under a tropical sun, in the midst of foul
ditches, open sewers, defective drains,’ and

in

—————

was easy and tranquil without scarcely any
premonition. In fact, he ate his dinner as

when in

not discover where the

will

surrounded by a moral degradation still
greater if possible than anything that the
Bible women encounter in St. Giles’ or

street, that

Spme

of faith

of cloth es would be bought for the whole
family. Could that merchant spend a little
time and influence to reform that family
and a half dozen others over whem he has
quite an influence, it would be a good in-

and rookeries on a back

me in-

asking questions as to where I lived, would
not I always come to see them, etc., etc.
They told me they had heard of me through
the servants, who told them of a ‘ mem’
who went to a house at the end of the lane,
so they had watched and called me in asI
told you, 1 was greatly pleased with them
all,

r———

five years previous to his death he was con.
fined
largely to his home, and his mental
faculties were greatly enfeebled. Hisyleath -

to a chair before I could say a word,

[$

cert

eled and labored somewhat extensively,
until failing health compelled him to *relinquish the work of his life. For more than

in-

a freedom of faith, which shall anticipate
all other enfranchisement,and an obedience
which

a short period,

to catch

They dragged me

————ri
BLA

In 1852, he again became pastor of the
church’in North Scituate, and continued for

You can imagine how delighted

seven or eight women, all wanting

pian

and drganization of a church

They
of then seated themselves round me and began

Doubtless the advance

teach them the glad tidings of great joy, to

Temperance.—No. 2.

Y

I'wasto go, and how I ran up the very
narrowest staircase I ever saw in my life,
through various little verandas and rooms,
till T found myself eagerly welcomed by

the childless widow,herself perhaps a child,
drinksto its dregs the ‘bitterest cup of a
soulless heathendom whose only, law is
Fate. Doubtless there are bright and happy exceptions, but they are not the fruits

of the system.

v

———————————

above me, and a voice entreating me - in
Bengali, * Mem, mem, won't you come and

professions, and to all circumstances of life. ‘civilization and enlightenment is already
History proves this, our better impulses all thunderingat the door of this cruel captivithe time give it sanction, and the smiles of ty; but an unsanctified freedom to these
our Heavenly Father illuminate the path- poor suffering sisters will be hardly a hap-:
way of those who thus labor and thus walk. pier lot.
We want Christian women to

‘with new

a step in advance of the Council of Trent,
Such is the Old Catholic movement.
In
and decreed that the Pope was infallible.”
another paper we will speak of its extent
Hence, by the Council of Constance, we and influence.
:
mean the supremacy of the church: by the
Council of Trent, the supremacy of the
Young Men.
Pope, and by the (Eccumencial Council at
Rome, the Pope’s infallibility.
BY J. W. BARKER.
Europe has long been preparing the
“way for an emancipated church.
There
But the most unwise of fast - young
has long been a voice crying, as it were, men,
perhaps, is he who will make
in the wilderness of her states, About fif- | haste to be rich. And this is said to be the
teen years ago, Count Cavour, speaking of | special curse of this age of rapid movement.
liberty of conscience and worship, said: This young man has wholly misapprehend“Every constitution which pretends to be | ed the nature of tue riches.
He has not
liberal and would be enduring, must have | the proper appreciation of the relative sigas its foundation the right of every man to nification of riches and poverty. Gold conworship God according to the dictates of | stitutes his grand ideal of true riches. And
his own conscience.”

meee

impatient
and hasty castle building is the
certain prophecy of dissappointment and
ruin, If the golden harvest which you so
much desireto see, be a little farther removed,

The principles set forth at these assem| blies form the basis of the independent Cath-

(| J

by night, that the angel

peared.

the

To thém,

East,

silently

stars, was

wise men in

communing

it first made

iour had been horn,

of the Lord ap-

and to the
known

with

the

that a Say

:

Not amid the hurry of Laban’s ‘home, but
while he lay alone in his far desert journey, were God's eternal counsels revealed to
Jacob.
;
There must be more of simplicity in our
modern lines, less of earthly engrossment,
and more of high spiritual aspiration, if we
would save ourselves from becoming the...
‘automatons of the hour—§.

d
A melancholy story is related of a once
refined and beautiful lady, Mrs. Esther
Wallace, who came to her death in St.

Louis
whisky.

by

her

inordinate

fondness

She left her husband,

for

neglected

her lovely children, and gave herself up to
the passion for stimulants. From one degree to another

she

rapidly

passed,

until

finally her eorpse was discovered in a filthy
garret, and her little girl relatod the story

of her selling everything for opium, her existing upon whisky for several days, and

the final debauch fromy which she never
awoke, Ttis strange’ that amy one will
ever meddle

with

intoxicating

liquor

in

view of such examples of its baleful influence. ‘“Tonch not, taste not, handle not,"
is the only safe rule in this matter.

\

THE MORNING STAR. JULY

2.8. Department
are the teachers in our Sunday-

schools ? Inquire them out in turn.
Any
astor or superintendent can inform you.—

and’ truest

efficiency of the
God has wonderfully quickened the hearts of his people
lately in this respect. The chief impression
left by the last mighty revival in our land
was concerning the
power of individual effort on the part of the lay membership in
our Christian congregations,
Jat is the lesson they are trying to im-

If you draw nigh, so as to oyerhear any
recitation, you will listen onlyto the story

of the cross told over and over again, now
by the parable, now by the history, now by
the type.
What a discipline is this for

stimulating and directing thought, with
such teachers and such themes! How the

is

educated—educed, drawn out—into the exercise of its best powers !

multitudinous appliances for help have increased wonde
during the last few
intend-

of

Providence Wringer.

instructor, in the Sbsorpiion of his subject,
has bent forward from his chair; and that
circle of forgheads almost touch each other.
We, who are a little enthusiastic in such
matters, call that characteristic posture the

**Sunday-school Arch.” You never find it
except at the seats of the most intelligent
and faithful teachers.
Remember that they
have studied that lesson most carefully, and
that their whole hearts are in the duty they
"are doing.
Remember that they have
wrestled in earnest prayer, on bended knees,
before their Lord that very morning, pleading for all needed assistance. Then bear
in mind that their pupils love them, honor
them, and now listen with all the .inquisitiveness of kindled desire to learn something

new and fresh. And the eyes fill sometimes
with the suffusion of tender appeal and affectionate exhortation. ‘Ah! is mot this
the place in which to educate a soul for
God ?
To redeem children, however, is the main

end: And I put the question with all earnestness to any thoughtful and candid man:
Where will you find a plan which has more
hopefulness in it than this ? God converts
souls
; our office is to lead them up under
the4orce of the means of grace. And is
there not in this Sunday-school Arch a fitting symbol of the Divine promise, the
very bow of the ancient covenant, bending
over these young immortals, with its benediction of peace ?

Keep a child

that focus of intense spiritual heat
aglow for a term of years. Let
up under it. Let that immature
come manlier, and perforce
somewhat

with

tallness;

and

there,

in

and light,
him grow
fotm bestraighten
that

other

form that has been bending with eagerness,
begin to stoop with age; and still let the
patient rocess be continued and never reax until the place is changed, and the pupil
becomes

a teacher, and

beginning

little group, makes and Bo

with

a

a new arch of

his own ; what will be the result of all

this

['y

pressure of training in the truth? Go ask
church records what it has been. Read the
names of those who come from the Sabbathclasses into communion and membership.
My Christian friend, how much are you
doing in this day of Gospel privilege to
_ brin
the hearts of fathers back to their
children ? Do we need another prophet,
with his hairy raiment and his leathern girdle, to come forth from the wilderness ?—
Short Studies for 8. 8. Teachers.
m—

GRADED ScHOOLS.—Where schools are
large, with considerable diversity of age in
the scholars, gradation is essential to the
best success. A correspondent of the 0bserver remarks on this point:
_ The properly graded Sunday-school, in
its management and methods of iustruction,
is as superior to the old system

of. Sunday-

schools as is the well-regulated public
school to the district school of former days.
It may be made the Normal School; for in
the lower departments, associated with experienced teachers and assisted by the supermtendent, the thordughly instructed scholar

becomes the practi
and able teacher.—
Would that every church could realize the
importance of
providing
suitable rooms,
however plain—if possible, all opening in:
to one—for the graded Sunday-school.
If these rooms are not provided, then a
partial division

of scholars

can

be

made,

and placed under the supervision of different superintendents in one or more rooms;
and thotigh laboring under disadvantages,
the school can be rendered far more effective, even by this
uated method, than
when under the entire charge of an individual superintendent. Each one in charge
can have the special care of her classes, of
lessons, cards, and the general interest of
her own department. Much can be accomplished in promoting the usefulness of the
deparimente by teachers® meetings, or consultations with the teachers, and each su-

perintendent may carry out her plan rof operation with a good degree of success.

THE Trip ONEs.—The Sunday School
Times points out a liability against which
every teacher, in every sort of school, has
occasion to guard himself:
a7
:
Teachers should not forget the timid ones.
in their classes. They should be careful

in

manifesting

undue

preferences.

The

temptation is only natural to express pleasure at the quick responses and animated inquiries of bright scholars. If he is not on
his guard, the teacher will find himself directing all his questions, and paying all his

attention, to

he

is aware,

these forward ones.

they

will

both him and his teaching.

Before

be monopolizing

The tendency

will be to cause the backward ones to withdraw still closer to their shells. Of two
courses, it is probably better to repress the

forward than to neglect the retiring,

Selections.

The

Christian

revelation

more than a history.

ANTED

is something

It begins with a his-

tort, but does not end with it.n the life of our Lord Jesus Christ, God

was disclosed to men with a fullness eomared to which all before was twilight.
ith his coming, light streamed into the
world as at creation’s dawning it b¥oke
upon Eden. Christ ascended into heaven:
the record of his words and deeds was left
a priceless treasure for us. But that was
not all. God did not disclose himself to human sight and then veil himself again, leaving only the story of his visit. He came
never to depart again. The bodily form
of Jesus

was

withdrawn,

but

a presence

just as real took up his abode forever in
its stead. To-day
makes as direct and
personal and a fresh revelation of himself in
the heart§’of bis children.as he ever made
on the hills of Judea.
This is simply what Christ taught, and
what the history of his Apostles constantly
illustrates. His teaching of it is one of the
most vital points in his life. It was in his
last; sacred hours with his closest friends.
The prospect of his leaving them weighed them down with sorrow. Then, in
the midst of the tenderest consolations
and assurancék, he intimates that their loss
is sposiily to be made
good. ‘I will pray

the

Father, and he shall

Comforter.”

different from,
next

it was

yet like, Jesus himself,
he adds,

know now

*‘ I will

not leave

that the two promises of

were substantially one and the same. The
communion with him which they had enjoyed under. physical conditions was to be renewed under spiritual conditions. God

was to be directly present to their hearts,
and that immediate presence was to be

known as the Holy Spirit.
All through the discourse recorded in
the later chapter of John, recurs the mention of this
Comforter. ‘ He shall teach
you all things, and bring all things to_your
remembrance, whatsoever I have said to
Jon” To the testimony which they, thus
helped by the Spirit, were to bear to their
Master, was to be added the direct wit~

of the Spirit hirhself,—‘“When

the

Comforter is cone, whom I will send unto
you from the Father, even the Spirit of
truth, which
proceédeth from the
Father,
he shall testify of me, and
ye shall also

bear witness.” That is, the
historical testimony of the Apostles, and the direct mnner teaching of the Spirit, were to be disstinet, although agreeing. .
Comfort,

were to come

courage,

through

ed as if he had found a text that seemed to
cover the case?

Men think that if they admit the validity

of this unseen witness it may come in contradiction with the written word. Men are
terribly afraid God will somehow be found
to contradict himself! The different manifestations which God makes of himself are
co-ordinate. It is worse than idle to suppose that the revelation made in thd material creation will be found to contradict
that

made

in the soul;

or that

the revela-

love

and

light,

all

this spiritual mani-

" Preaching through the Press.
—

OO

a

very

it where a hundred
thousand persons may
read it, 8 to speak it in the ears of a few

Our God is a living and ever-present
God, His voice did not cease when Jesus
ascended into heaven. It did not cease
when the last word of the New Testament
was written.

In every heart that loves and

trusts, the Divine Spirit dwells, guiding
it into all truth.— Christian Union.

The

Poor
—

in

Summer.

(¢¢ God help the poor in summer!” was
the exclamation of a woman worn down by
the heats of August, who had been ringing
at the doors of empty houses to find if but
one of her wonted benefactors. ‘¢ Everybody is out of town.” The poor woman's
«¢ everybody” was out of town; but there
were enough ‘‘everybodies” like her forlorn
self left in town to get through the summer without the help of the other ‘‘everybodies” ‘as well as they could. * Ihave
plenty of friends,” she said, ‘‘ when they
are at home; but I can’t find a blessed soul
of them.” And so it is. People who are
generally considerate for the poor, who
have regular recipients of their bounty,
sometimes, strangely forget them when
they pack up for the country. They leave
nothing for them in ‘their absence, as if

there

travelers who

was a vacation in charity—as if the

poor
might ‘“ eat the air for food"—the nutritious street-air of the dog-days.
On ‘several accounts the summer espere able to do it, but the aged,
women

the, infirm,

more

desolate:

than widows, with drunken husbands and
little children.
Such as these find themselves in unusual destitution. They are de’

under

Sinai

have escaped their notice.
Had such ‘not
been the case, I think it highly improbable that so remarkable a
remarkable a spot, sho

fountain,
t have

referred to by s
t
trustworthy
‘authors as
of and
truth and righteousness, by every means in Stanley, Porter,and Tristram. If
his power, in season and out of season, by were situated some miles down
scores, or hundreds.

A minister jof

to promote

the

Jesus

cause

tent influences of the times, and

every

minister of Christ should use it—if he

can.

What an audience too, is his,

strument of
vast,

ble!

utterance

whose

is the pen!

Hearts that could never

be

How
reached

through the stoning ear, are reached

touched

through

the

realling eye.

God's command, he drew forth an abundant stream of water, which, pouring down
the wady, would in a short time reach the

Israelitish camp at Rephidim.—H. H.
laston.

Wol-

i
J

4

After the Chicago Fire.

and

The

voice goes far, but the
printed
page goes
further, and he who speaks in the columns
of a religious paper, speaks to continents

and generations. His counsel, “if it be
weighty, goes out through all the earth,
and his words to the end of the world.

GRAHAM,

PERRY

REAL ‘ESTATE AND

& CO.,

LOAN

AGENTS,

Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW
XS THE TIME TO INVEST

Last but not least, the qualities which
are called for, and the skill which is sure to | here, and to place on loan,

be developed, in successful writing

for the

ful preacher. Newspaper columns, ordinarily, are open fonly to what is important,
interesting; terse, direct, and forcible, and

a,

this is what every sermon ought to be, in |
these stirring days. If ministers generally
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Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
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Alice Benson’s Trials,

A

in-

how remote, how otherwise inaccessi-

travelers
Robinson,
Rephidim
the Wady

God," and there directly facing him at the
head of the valley was this rock fountain,
with which he was probably already familiar from his former long residence in
this vicinity, and from which now, by

the Epistle to the Romans, than when he
addressed the men of Athens in the midst
of Mars Hill? And does anybody doubt
least a constant writer for the press ? The
newspaper is increasingly one of the most

in so
been

Esh Sheikh, where Robinson places it, and
where from the sacred narrative it probab ly
was, then Moses with the elders of Israe
ascended Esh Sheikh to the ‘ Mount
of

voice, hand, pen, or by any instrumentality

which he is able to use.
It is a piece of
professional red-tape which confines a minister to merely lip discourse.

that, were he living in this day, he would
be among other things, if not an editor, at

obtain

rant as they are poor, it appears entirely to

press, are of the very sort most
cially is a hard time for many of the poor public
—not men who. can always find work and ‘needed by him who desires to be a successthe bed-ridden, the

camp

their supply of water; but as itis out of
sight, and the water is always drawn and
brought to camp by natives who are igno=

dealt with, in the one case as in the other,
but we fail to see why,” essentially, it is
not as truly preaching the gospel, to write

Christ is bound

which

being visible from the usual campingground of travelers, and can only be seen
by climbing up over the terraces to it.
Were all these artificial obstructions removed, the fissure would be probably six
or seven feet from the ground at the base
of the natural cliff, which is here nearly
perpendicular.
his is the fountain from which all

Was Paul less a preacher when he indited

—

wady

posite the fountain, prevent the latter from

un-

them.”

only

gravel mound of considerable elevation, in
the Wady Shubeib, and immediately “op-

have no business to write articles for the
public journals, secular or religious,or to
engage in any similar literary avocations,
outside
the sphere of their proper calling.
To us, at least so far ‘as the first point is
seems

the

El Rahah, El Leja, and Shubeib, running
up hill to the base of that mountain.
These
trees and terraces, together with a natural

Jesus Christ, and Him crucified ; ” and they

concerned, this position

and

runs down hill from Mount Sinai ; the others,

’

reasonable one, and one that cuts off those
who take it from labor that would not only
greatly extend their influence, but not a little promote their personal development
and ministerial success.
¥
Of course as much depends upon the truth

;

watercourse,

e believe there are some ministers who
actuslly hold at it is wrong for mentbers
of their profession to write for the newspapers. Ministers, say they, are men solemnly set apart to preach the
gospel; in
doing this, they are ‘‘to know nothing save

tion made in the soul of Paul or John will
prove inharmonious with that which comes
to the sincere and humble believer: to-day.
The Master,as if to put a normal and suffi
cient restraint upon any tendency which
might arise
to vagaries and personal fancies, gives a test, viz: The effect upon
conduct and character of supposed revelations. ‘By their fruits ye shall know

The

the Comforter’s coming and his own return,’

ness

which comes to him as worthy to be follow-

to be

you comfortless,”—literally, wilnot leave
you orphaus,—* I will come to you.”
‘We

his soul to the
the conviction

give you another

Another,—then

moment

cerely and trustfully opeas
Divine illumination, is not

4

a

ThA

has leaned forward from his bench ; and the

td

in for a moment, in imagin-

wit

a

Look

ation, upon a working and effective Sundayschool: Mark one peculiarity in attitude.
The pupil, jn the intensity of his interest,

.

AP

uated?

1

i

spoke, not man.
The truth which is brought
to bear upon the heart and understanding
of the children is immediately authenticated and accompanied hy a vital force from
heaven itself,
The arguments for every
thing just, honest, pure, and of good report,
are not drawn from a mere code of morals,
or backed by mere considerations of expediency ; they are quickened by the unseen
energy
of inspiration which pervades them.
What is the spirit by which they are act-

Te

—

has this simple éxplanation ; it is as if God

a

i

God. The augmented and oftentimes mysterious influence of a Sunday-school lesson

The Quiet Hour,

50

Dr. Lincoln,

Child Life in Many

Lands,

100

:

100

Ruthie Shaw; or, The Good Girl,
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What is the text-book they are acustom‘ed to employ ? " The Bible alone.
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festation of God, that was not to be made
until the visible Christ had departed.
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tions which pass for study and answer between instructors and pupils in these classes
are those that concern the deepest needs
and the loftiest aspirations, of the human
soul. The tremendous problems of sin and
salvation are the staple of close converse.
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we feel The advice was, *‘write for the newspaper.” find it to their advan
the teacher.
He had a protector ‘and a the direct presence of God in the believer's at this time of year.
orders direct to D.
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In summer He followed it, and experience proved
its | stock is one of the largest had best
friend in him. He came back to the class. heart, enlightening, inspiring, glorifying. that they must be helped.
selecte |
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The boy. is to-day knowa as Mr, D. L. We continually meet expressions such as surely they can manage to get along, as if wisdom.
these: * A manwfull of faith and of the 38 of the ills of poverty were quite tolerLet every minister, then, as he has o
Moody, of Chicago.
Holy Ghost;” * full of the Holy Ghost and able as long as there is no danger of freez- portunity,
and do likewise. It is his
wisdom;” *‘ walking in the fear of the ing to death.
ir
right, his privilege, and his duty. The ocCHRIST THE END OF THE LAW.—A wo- Lord and the comfort of the Holy Ghost;”
BY A
e poor don’t go out of town. Sick or cupation is neither unprofessional, undigniman who was in distress Hout bes Sine
well, their health must thrive without the “fied, nor unfruitful.
‘+ filled with joy and the Holy Ghost.”
e may greatly dewent to a great many meetings in the hope
This presence of the Holy Spirit was not change of air and scene which we demand velop his own powers, and extend his influRandal H. Foote's Fi
of getting comfort, but did not find it. ‘At a fing confined to the Apostolic age. That for our own.
contains sensible advice ”» rgd
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Doomed to alternate be- ence thereby, without Oversiepping in the upon
common-sense principles, which an experience
last, " she said, ‘I found that I was goin
might be said of the miracles which some- tween the dingy, pent-up room and the least, his proper functions. If he has the 8 many ere dad Josey
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Board
and
to meetings instead of going to Christ, an
times accompanied it, but the miracles were foul street, the open face of God’s creation talent already, let him use it faithfully, as
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free.
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then I got light.
eyes. The revivin
a subordinate and incidental thing. The seldom gladdens their
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She gave up depending on herself, or her
it fact was the immediate indwelling breath of nature, fresh from the woods an
ship ; if not, let him cultivate it, as one
minister, or
the prayer meetings, and came of God in the believer's soul. That became lawns, braces not their nerves. The toil- who covets earnestly ‘‘the best gifts. "—
| :
[ J you. will
right to Christ, and he saved her.
the grand distinguishing mark of Chris- ers in damp cellars from daybreak till dark And we only add that if any first-rate arti3
5 iss choice
'riend, have you come to Christ ? Noth- tians, It was to be their perpetual privi- have almost forgotten how the green fields cles from néw contributors are elicited by
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ing else will save you. ‘For there is none lege.
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thing as a day’s excursion what we have written, our journal will be Srentost work:
other name under heaven, given among
n our time, the Spirit's presence and for pleasure never enters their heads. The most happy to receive and publish them ?”
men, Whereby we must be saved. ”—Acts, power; .in some of its manifestations, is gen- mechanic, the clerk, the apprentice, have —Congregationalist & Recorder.
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erally recognized by the church. But
there sometimes the chance of a breathing space
It is by odds the most taking and salea
Your sins need an atonement ; come then is a strange reluctance to admit all that in the country. Schools all have their vafield. 1. 1tis ona vitally important ble husk ug
to Christ, “Who his own self bare our sins this rightly implies. The work of the Spirit, cation, that the scholars who can. may go « Moses’ Rock” at Mount Sinai. the
It is by America’s most popular writer on health. :
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for the price, the largest and handsomest boo!
in his own body on the tree, that we being
sadeclared by Christ, is not only to comfort from their play-grounds to the forests and
ever sol by Subscription,
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for such a book, an
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will guide you into all truth.” That is, the of invalids and weakly ones, particularly visiting the peninsula of Sinai will remem- to them. Write for terms, y &o
Come freely, for he says, “Him that Christiap believer has direct and continual women and children, prison-bound by their per that, about two miles up the Wady EI
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cometh to me, I will in no wise cast out.” access to the Divine source of truth. God, narrow dwellings and the immediate neigh- Leja, which runs along the northwest base
—John vi. 37.
| if rightly sought, will be immediately borhood about them, breathing a miasma- of ‘the Horeb group of mountain heads,
Come quickly, for ‘Thou knowest not presen to him, alike as Saviour, Helper, tized air! How many infants die every there lies an isolated, irregular cube of
what a day may bring forth. "—Prov. xxvii.
nite, which has evidently
riend, and as Teacher.
The spirit speaks year at this season of diseases incident to | coarse red
not only through the pages of the Bible; their age, simply from want of fresh air! fallen from the cliff above, and which the
NEW 1812. Moulton Roll
its voice is heard: directly in the believer's We récollect well the astonishment of sev- monks and Bedouins declare is the identical
0
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Most Durable
HELP THE SCHOLARS BEFOREHAND.—A heart. To deny this is to reject Christ's “eral poor families during
some very hot « yock in Horeb ”” which-Moses smote, and
Double Spiral
reason for beginning early in the prepara- own assurance, and to assume, without weather, when, besides giving them their out of which he brought a stream ofhostfreshat
Cogs.
warrant from Scripture or from Christian weekly allowance, we insisted on their water to supply the Israelitish
tion of a lesson is suggested by the S. S.
In confirmation of the fact,
experience, that God has shut himself up sponding in recreation an extra sum, which Rephidim.
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lack the means and appliances of study :
of shining with direct light upon the soul. condition that they would use it in going
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Holds Firmest;
The time to begin preparation is about The writers of the record make no such now and then over the river for a ramble granite running through the whole mass,
presents a weather-worn appeari
two weeks previous to any given Sabbath. assertion.
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in the woods.
*‘ Sure,” said one of them, which
ance.
is, they say, was caused by the
The reluctance to receive such statements
One object of this is, that the teacher may
‘ we have not done the like for years.”
LE
CASTING.
be able to furnish his pupils a week before- as this arises, mainly, from a fear that they
At how little cost might there be an oc- action of the miraculous stream of water,
a
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WEAR
hand with such suggestions and information
derogate” from the authority of the Scrip- casional treat of healthful enjoyment to and that several horizontal cracks or fisas may be a help to them in studying the tures, It is asked: Does not the Bible those whose dreary and monotonous exist- sures in it are the marks of Moses’ rod !
;
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Although no ‘intelligent man believes a
lesson. Many a child comes poorly prepar- contain all the religious truth man needs? ence is scarce relieved by a bright scene or
No doubt it contains the seed-forms of a merry hour through the livelong year! word of their silly legend, yet this stone
ed to school because he does not know how
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written on a slip of paper, and put in the the applications and special forms of truth have the: same capabilities of enjoyment gible that there could be any other ‘rock
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A faint, sad pain—but such that 1
which,
in the time of the Roman Empire,
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* Come, come to Him who made thy heart;
These, and many
other subjects that amid God’s own architecture, for letting his
Come, weary and oppressed;
might be mentioned, the Bible does not lowly children have a sight of it as well as flowing out of the very heart of the living
To come to Jesus is thy part:
rock of Sinai is received into an artificia
address at all. Yet about some of them, yourselves.
His part to give thee rest. .
at "any rate, it is vitally important to us
Suppose you send a contribution to your basin, thence it descends to a succession of
terraces,
that we get at the truth. They touch char- pastor toward a Fresh-air fund, for giving small and rudely constructed
“ New grief, new hope he will bestow,
Thy grief and pain to quell;
acter and faith and the highest welfare of some of your poor brothers «nd sisters occa- where the Bedouins cultivate a few fruit
Into thy heart himself will go,
society. And is it not the ‘privilege of the sional trips, if only in the steamboats plying trees and vegetables; and is ultimately abAnd that will make thee well,”
child
of God to go directly to his Father,
short distances from the city.—Brotherly sorbed in the gravelly hollow at the base of
:
—Feorae Macdonald.
the mountain.
When the stream is large
saying, ** Guide me here” Was not the Words.
it must run down the Wady Esh Sheikh,
promise, ** Seek, and ye shall find,” given
which is the pebbly bed of the mountain
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Wishing to encourage the frierids who
take an interest in the circulation
Star, we make the following offer:

of the

“To any person sending thé names of two
new subscribers with a year's payment in
adyance, 85.00,and 10 cts. additional to pay
postage, &c., we will send a copy of the
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26
inches, entitled “MercY’s DREAM,” the subject of which is taken from Bunyan's Pilgrim’s Progress ; or,
If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs.
Ramsey's Poems, a volume containing the

choicest products of her pen, and which our

ers’ trained voices are pouring the melody
of grand old hymns into ear and soul, or a
prayer full of trust and yearning

the heavy

heart

toward

is lifting

heaven,

or the

sermon draws strong or tender emotion
from the chords of sensibility as the'organist draws divine harmonies from the metallic
pipes of his instrument. The surroundings
almost force one into .both propriety of
conduct and a placid or elevated-tone of

feeling. . Even

an

habitual

blasphemer

grows devout in such a. position, and a moral stoic saturates his handkerchief in keeping the moisture out of his eyes. But all
that may be of little account. It is not how
these people appear here on Sunday that
we need.so much to ask about. It is rather
what they are in'their secular spheres when
the struggle of the mid-week
are upon them.
They may have seemed devout in the one
place; if they really are true and faithful
to righteousness and God in the other, they

will prove the reality of their religion amd
make its testimony convincing.
In these secular spheres our

trained
readers must know, make up a collection of "young men may find grand opportunities
as well as solemn trusts and fearful perils.
real beauty and worth.
’
Going there at the call of Providence, and
We will also send either of the above prewith a high aim and a Christian motive,
miums to any present subscriber to the they can serve their Master well and the
Star, who will make payment for his own world in large measure.
We need their
copy ore year in advance, and also forward skilled brain and their true hearts in every
the name of one new subscriber with 82.50, honorable place of toil. Their cuiture and
their religion are all called for in the lawand 10 cts, additional for postage, &e.
yer's office and in the arena of the courtN. B. No percentage is allowed on money house; in the sick room where the physician
sent for theseé premiums. The number of goes to meet the eyes that look upon him as
- copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
's messenger bearing the word of life
and we can fill orders for it only till the or death on his lips; in the teacher’s chair
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be toward which the faces of reverent pupils
necessary in order to secure this rare work turn without misgiving ; in the merchant's
counting-room so that the ledger may testiof art.
fy for rectitude ; in thé hall of legislation
7
go that God's justice may be framed into the

Religion

in Secular

Life.

state's statutes; in the scholar's libraf¥
in
the editor's sanctum; in the studio of the

It is a cause of frequent and frankly expressed regret that so few young men pass
from the colleges to the pulpit,either directly or by way of the theological school. An
added

source

of

discomfort

is

found

by

more or less persons in the fact that few of
the brilliant minds enter into the small
fraction that choose the ministry. These,
it is said, turn

to

the

bar,

or

wed

them-

artist; in the shop; behind the counter;
following the plow ; tracking out the forest
with the feet of a pioneer; treading the
vessel'sdeck with trumpet in hand,or springing into her rigging to snatch her canvas out
of the grasp of the tempest,—in all these
spheres religion may find a home, a task,
a trust, an opportunity.
And to these spheres God is really calling
his disciples and servants. Here he has

selves to politics, or compete in the marts
of business, or choose the sphere of litera- lessons for their instruction, and sacred
ture. And so the ministry suffers. The | work which may make their lives fruitful in
vacant pulpits remain vacant. Many that honor and blessing. If the call be heeded
are occupied lack power. Religion is left and the tasks performed, there are no lives
to the charge of mediocrity. Her champi- but may be made both useful and sublime.
ons defend her but feebly, and win few They will carry power and diffuse it.
great victories in her name. Church ex- They will not be barren of either joy or
They will add something real to
tension is thus hindered and delayed; not a profit.
the
grand
harvest of the earth, They will
little of the ground long occupied is here
and there gradually given up; science hasten the coming of that triumphant hour
grows defiant and audacious; trade snaps which hears the great voice saying, ‘The
its fingers at theology ; and open and flaunt- kingdoms "of this world are become the
ing worldliness stares devotion out of coun- kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ!”
tenance. And so the gospel speaks to the And a life which does that will not miss the
few and dull ears. Religion must fight highest sanctities, and has no need to fear
:
hard for life. Christ's coronation among a failure,
-lt
men séems a thing so far away that even
faith strains her vision and tires her patience
A Brave and Timely Word.
in looking and waiting for the g#eat glory
that is promised her.
We have received from the author, Rev.
There is some reason in all this. The
J. Clifford, of London, a copy of the diswork of the ministry does find too few hands,
that are at once ready and strong, waiting to
give it a welcome. The privations,the hard. ships, the annoyances,the distrusts, and still
more, the

spiritual exactions

that attach

to

the profession,lead.too many to seek reasons

_ for

refusing it.

The moral elevation of

thought and taste and purpose and aim,
which the true preacher of the gospel is
expected to possess, instead of drawing toward it, too often repels. A soul must have

" learned to weigh interests and estimate life
in some other than the usual way before the
work of the trye Christian minister will be
chosen witha glad and glowing affection.
The constraining love of Christ must be an
experience rather than a mere theory before
a pulpit towers up before the eye of the
© spirit more grandly than a throne. There
are indeed some men who see the heavenly

splendor that surrounds it, but it is a glory
to which, alas, the eyes of most eager and
ambitious young men are well-nigh blind.
But religion may be seived outside the pulpit. If it could not, her servants were indeed few and her prospects gloomy. These
syoung men think foolishly when they-imagine that they are excused from the duty
of honoring Christ and setting forth the
power of godliness by choosing some secular sphere. By declining the special . functions of the faithful minister, no young
man buys the right to be a legal pettifogger,
or a ‘mercantile swindler, or an aimless
spendthrift, or.a conscienceless politician, .or

a social parasite,or a literary debauchee. He
is still girt about with the responsibilities of
a man. The same voice that calls his com-

panion to the sanctities of the ministry calls

course, referred to

by

our.English

corre-

spondent, which was delivered at the annual meeting of the General Baptist Association, recently held at Nottingham. It is
entitled, ‘‘Jesus Christ and - Modern

Social

Life.” We have read it with eminent satisfaction. In both substance and form it is
very admirable. Its argument is as strong
as its rhetoric

is choice.

It represents at

once original thought,
careful culture.

wide

reading

and

Best of all, it is animated

throughout with a spirit equally earnest and
trustful, heroic and devout.

In the author's

thought Christ stands forth as the incarnate
God and the infinite Redeemer of men; it
is also plain that in his heart the Blessed
One has found an adoring welcome and
an abiding home.
He speaks, therefore,
both out of intense and intelligent conviction and a vital and sacred experience.
. We.can give no adequate idea of the discourse within such space as is now at our
command.
The whole production needs
to be read with'a sympathetic deliberation,
and freely
meditated afterward, if one
would really lay full hold of its excellences.
The author specifies the evils that abound
in society, picturing both them and their
mischievous

work

in effective

words, then

sets forth the merely human and superficial
methods in which men have sought and are
still seeking to deal with them, shows
where and how and why these efforts have
failed, and at length comes back to Christ
and his gospel for the relief which may be
found only here, and sets forth the essential
things in order that this divine remedy be
made available. It is a thoughtful, able,

him to the fidelities of a high-toned life. discriminating, earnest and effective plea
He is held by the same authority and to the for Christianity, and for a wiser, steadier,
same law of obligation. Treachery to the . more comprehensive and more practical aptruth here is as really defiance against God plication of the saving forces which Christ
as it is there. Both spheres are ruled over offers us, and which society is often blindly
crying for,
by tLe same Lord. Both lives will be test- 1 groping after; and often “wildly
ed by the same principles. Both souls will without knowing what it seeks. . No brief
extract can give any adequate idea of the
stand before the same tribunal. ~~
And one of the gréat wants of to-day is discourse, but we quote a single paragraph
Christian fidelity and earnestness carried in- as an indication of the decisive tone and

to the ordinary secular spheres. - The ser:
mons that tell most effectively are often
‘those that are preached by the life of the
discipleas he goes quietly about his week-

day work.

The Bible that is read with the

“most careful eye and teaches the most effective lessons, is mot unfrequently that

living epistle seen in the man.or woman

who puts conscience and love into common
duties. The Sunday discourse may per-,:
. chance fall on dull ears and forgetful niinds,

fervid' style which distinguish it.

completing

his formal

thor says:

argument,

After

the au-

4

On every hand, then, what

is wanted is a

thorough-going, loyal, enthusiastic,

loving

grace of

application

of the

God to the manifold

gospel

and

of the

ills and evils

Bethlehem and

HigSon.

‘Pre

aoh

the-gos-

pel to every creature.”
Every
ato is
“and the Bible on the center-table may be still saying, some unconsciously, others
like a sealed book, but the religious fidelity not, “Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly.”
that incarnates itself in every.day. deeds | It lacks none of its ancient power. - It can
v

a

4,

bridge the swid- ciently while approaching a prson, so as
wildest seas of ot to turn around and continue the process ?
lust, cleanse thickest filth, and give new i would be *‘awful splendid™ if they could.
life to the twice dead. The supreme need
of the hour is to secure, at any cost, its
universal

application. * *‘How can men call

Health.

to the hearts and homes of those He is to

save.
Immense reservoirs of spiritual
force are stagnant along the higher levels
of life. They
give no
healing; they disnse no blessing. Cut channels to con-

uct these unused

energies to the lower lev-

els of ignorance, heathenism, sensuousness,

and vice below, And though for a time, as
with the clear blue waters of the beautiful

river Rhone, and the muddy

glacier-wash-

ings of the noisy Aar, they roll on side by
side, meeting but not mingling, in contact

but not united, yet in the énd, as with those
waters, pari will be triumphant and‘cover the whole level with life and loveliness.

“Awful

Splendid.”
—

P——

I: is only three days ago that we stood in
the depot waiting for the cars. Near by
stood a bevy of those young girls, such as
make it a constant practice, if not a religious duty, to be present at every train to
see ‘‘the fellers” arrive and depart. Pretty
soon there was the usual rush and push and
hurry, amd the train had come and gone.
Let us report a conversation that actually
occurred as the girls were leaving the depot:

“O Lu, did you see Charlie on the
train P”
“Yes.”
“How did you like hin, ?”
“Oh, I think he's awful splendid, but I
didn’t like his hat.”
le
Now what are we going to do with such
young ladies as these? They look at a

%

1872.
was aocidental, that Fisk first

pulsively and in

self-defense.

fied that such was the fact.

t

fired

im-

“Tota,” arrived in this country last week by
steamer from Liverpool. After spending
a

Stokes testi-

Whether there

short time with

friends

in New

York, he

is any measure of truth in this statement,

will revisit his old home in New

earthly blessings, yet is the exception
er than the

rule,

rath-

were strongly influenced by it and by the
plea based upon,it. The jury disagreed,—
eight being ready to pronounce the crime

his pen is still to be more or ‘less busy, and
the readers of the Star will not altogether

it is strange that common

sense principles are so rarely applied to the
subject.
There is no lack of physicians,
with almost every conceivable form of the-

ory and

practice, all liberally patronized

and sustained, without much improvement
in the health of the people. Pamphlets, periodicals, and boeks discuss the

question in

every aspect, and are read with. much avidity. Extremes obtain favor, notions and
abstractions usurp the plea of reason, and
shun their pernicious effects; and thus
many conglude that the best way to secure
bealth is PA think nothing about it, but simply follow fashion and inclination. This
extrenie is perhaps no worse than the other,
but both are bad and unworthy of rational
beings. . We have no Nobby, and claim no
special wisdom in the matter, but

quality,

well cooked

and

masticated, and taken at regular times.
The prevalent errors are, too many dishes
at

a

meal,

unwholesome

manslaughter in the third degree.

gravies,

that

lose his pleasant letters.

only

After a

long absence and much argument, which
failed to unify them or to give the promise

RGEVILLE CoLLEGE.
The Catalogue
of this institution, located at Ridgeville,
of unity, they were discharged, a new trial Ind., las been received, from which we
ordered, and Stokes went back to prison.
see indications of fair prosperity. The col.
There will now probably be another long lege classes are as yel small, but there is a
delay, another tedious trial equally full of prospect of their growth.. Whole number
embarrassments, another

disagreement

by

the jury, the culprit will be discharged, jus-

tice will suffer a fresh outrage, crime will
find an added encouragement, the people
will have less faith in the courts, and human life will be still trifled with as though
it were a small thing. All of which is very

r

of pupils in attendance, 130, who are separable into quite a variety of departments,

and a large part of whom are in the General Prepa
i. The institution has a

good corps of teachers, who interpret earn.
estness, persistence and hard weork,—qualities that make no absolute failures.

;

pitiable.

ce —

feel con-

strained to make. 'some practical suggestions.
With respect to diet,common sense teaches
that our food should be plain and nutri-

tiofs, of good

murder, and four insisting that it was

——MR. SUMNER'S PosimioN.

Besides

the

trouble of deciding how to manage the
political campaign on their hands, the
supporters of Mr. Greeley are greatly
plagued with the question, — what will
Charles Sumner do about it ? They have
reflected in secret,

questioned

each

other,

condi-

Danniation News ai : Notes.
Dr. Burns.—Friendly Suggestions.
]

-

The following letter from our friend, Dr.
Burns, tells its own story, and will readily
explain itself. He writes from Ogdensburg, Wis., on his- way to San Francisco,
and in accordance ‘with a suggestion of
ours, that he communicate with the readers
of the Star as often as he could find it practicable. Both those who met him personal
ly and enjoyed his private and public utter.
ances, and those who know of him only by
reputation and the direct reports of others,
will welcome such words of appreciation
and suggestion as are found below. He
has the generosity and receptiveness of
‘spirit that guarantee a ready recognition of
whatever is worthy of approval ; gud he has
also the thorough English frankness which
thinks independently and speaks out its
thought in a manly freedom and faith. We
are glad to get’the words which tell how an
intelligent and sympathetic visitor from
abroad is struck and impressed by what he

argued the point with doubters and oppoments, cake, pastry, and
newly baked
nents, scrutinized his record and utterancbread. Multitudes knowingly violate these es, drawn inferences as to what ought to be
rules and make themselves dyspeptics; yet and naturally would be, prophesied in the
to gratify appetite,not to seem odd, or from | papers, talked confidently on the platform,
heedlessness, they sacrifice vigor, happiness protested against the idea that he eould be
and usefulness.
The poor, and those of hostile or even lukewarm, indirectly promas much in this re- ised his coiiperation, half asked him the
suffer
means,
moderate
youpg man's cravat, and his moustache,
spect as the rich,often more.
They expend
question outright, and sent the most skillful
and his little finger to see if he wears a seal
two or three times as much as they should interviewers to worm his secret out of him
ring, and note the size of his watch chain,
upon the tablé, which they still enjoy less by indirection. - But it all fails. He is as
and the general extravagance of his dress, than the frugal, and ‘are
ever anxious for silent on that matter as though he were
and if these are all according to the fashion
the future ; while a judicious course ir diet
dumb.
He talks generalities, but on this
plates in the shop windows, why, he is would give them
more present comfort, specific point he is inexorably reticent. He
His hat may be a bit
splendid!”
‘awful
better health, and save them a competence.
is a sphinx whose seccet ‘mocks the quesshabby, or made up on last week’s block,
Our drink also has much to do with tioners. He is coldly dignified. He" is inbut that doesn’t bate a degree of the ver- health.
To say nothing of intoxicating flexibly self-contained. He admits nothing,
diet. No matter about the head. They liquors,
including wine and beer of all denies nothing, disclaims nothing.
He only
care but precious little for that, any way.
kinds, which are known to be destroying says that he does not yet choose to speak,
At least they look no farther than to see
their victims by the thousand and ten thou- and that nobody is authorized to say a sinwhat it is covered with.
sand, strong tea and coffee are fearfully gle word in kis behalf.
sees, in and of and among us.
.
We are
But let us have an understanding. In pernicious.
What we would specially inThat seems a little odd, .It is more than neither too exalted for criticism nor too
saying that these represent a class, we
sist on is the necessity of using good water. a little trying. His alliance and effort were | wise to learn. We trust
several additiona!
mean no offense. Very likely, however, Many,
through carelessness, use for. drink
counted on. He was complimented.
for his’| letters from his pen will find their way to
that will not shield us from the anathemas and
cooking filthy water, which is a prolif- early work, and his speech has been sent | this office before he bids América goodof the parties implicated. As much as ic source
of disease. A plentiful supply of over the conutry as a great campaign doc- | by.
:
these young ladies enjoy this office of ingood water is one of the most éssential ument. And yet he will not open his lips
_spection, they don’t like to be published in
things for every family.
or nod his head when asked to indorse |
connection with it. To adorn themselves
Pure air is of vital consequence.
God Greeley.
Let us hope that his silence may || Zditor of the Morning Star :
in their gayest feathers,and to watch assidu- has provided it
in abundance, yet few prop- continue until he can Speak to some better | You have so fully reported most of the
ously the young dandies who get them- erly avail
themselves of the provision. purpose than when he flung-his volleys of | services in which I have taken part
since I
selvesjup on purpose to be leoked at, is a Small, ill-ventilate
d rooms, especially sleep- vituperation at the President.
| came to your country, that there is not
But even this ing apartments,
very delectable occupation.
foul vaults and sinks, stagmuch left for mato say ; but I know you
pleasure isn't so great, we fear, that they nant water, &c., vitiate the
S—
bs
air in and about
will
be glad to have my general impressions
will pardon us for telling about it. Still, numerous dwellings to the inducing
of fe- —— IMPRESSIONS OF THE JUBILEE.
There on what I have seéen and heard.
we shall have the satisfaction of discharg- ver and other diseases,
and poor health in are a few critics, outside of New England,
First of all, I am deeply anxious that
ing a duty, and that is something.
every form. All this is inexcusable. Rea- who have tried hard to ridicule the mon- your large city work should be most
earnSo we say that these young ladies whom sonable care can put a house in a proper loster undertaking of Mr. Gilmore.
But the estly sustained and promoted.
New York.
we saw at the depot represent a class, Per- cation, and provide the requisite supply of
effort has mostly failed. Considering its Boston, Cleveland and Chicago are gre:t
haps we would better say that they are the pure air foreach room.
The mortality of aim and its actual results, it is a marvel of centers, and must be liberally maintained.
class, for one might easily suppose that infants in our large cities is owing more to success. So especially is it regarded by
Without this, you will sacrifice hundreds of
hey were all there. - And with the utmost bad air than to any other cause.
our visitors {rom abroad, who have no church members every year.
regularity besides. They leave school at
We might specify with regard to the im- American partialities to indulge or AmeriYour great Yeariy Meetings, in R. I.,
an early age. They dabble a little in portance of cleanliness, of regularity in ex- can pride
to sustain, These foreign musi- N. H. and Western Maine, all gratified me
music. Now and then one can play the ercise, sufficiency of sleep,exposure to heat, cians represent the highest musical culture
piano decently, and they can nearly all sing cold, and wet, adapting clothing to the tem- of Europe, and they may be regarded as beyond my power to eXpress.
The earnest Christian spirit, the selfsuch songs as “I love the, military,” or, perature, avolding sudden changes of it,and
competent and honest observers, with no
“denying-labors—of
-our—brethren impressed
“Black Eyes for me,” &, Church-going the like ; but we only wish to make these motive to falsify in the interest of a transme most forcibly, and the sermons I heard
has but little attraction for them, except to hints now at a season when sickness is in- atlantic enterprise and people. ‘And yet |
see the styles.” But they usually. patronize creasing in many localities, and when there they commend with one voice. The enter- | ’ exhibited skill, force and adaptedness for
| useful efficiency.
I said often to myself,—
prayer-meetings, where they sit on the is more than usual need of precaution.
prise of the undertaking astonishes and al- | these men labor for
God and souls as those.
back seats and giggle at the fervent re- From inattention to the laws of health the most awes them. The execution of both
who must give an account. My heart has
marks of some aged Christian in rusty country suffers equally with the city. Aft- orchestra and chorus wins their admiration.
been drawn and knit to the dear ministers,
crape, and write.notes on the fly leaves of er all, a contented and devout heart isthe The perfection of the arrangements, even
and
I have been greatly edified by their
hymn books, and are escorted home by best safeguard. As the aged Cornaro said: to the smallest details, was a constant surthe ‘awful splendid” young men. They “How can it otherwise than give me great pfise and joy, and the dignified courtesies pulpit efforts. And yet I have just one
read novels of course; and wish. they were delight, when I think of the goodness of which they met, the generous treatment word to say. I do hope our young preachthe heroines, and imagine some young God, who blesses the earth with such im- everywhere accorded them, the national ers will read as little as may be, and preach
blade of their acquaintange
to be just like mense stores of good things for the use of fraternizations which were so much’ more as much as they possibly can. A little finish may be well sacrificed, if a great deal of
the hero. They seldom
d their mam- mankind? And must it not make me very
things of the spirit than of the mere form will power may be the more readily
exertmas, mestly because these latter had sel- happy to think that I have got such a masand letter, and especially the profoundly
to
second
only
is
orator
thé
of
eye
The
ed.
dom minded theirs, and so made the habit tery over myself as never to abuse any of moral and religious tone which ran through
the tongue in pulpit work. ‘Full Notes,"
inherent. But let us not characterize them these good things,and am perfectly content- the whole twenty days’ performances,
so I think,are the via media between rambling
any further, for we should only have to say ed with such a portion of them as always holding the bad
passions in check that talk and slavish reading. In the one case
worse things if we did.
keeps me in good health?"—j, J. B.
crime was almost wholly unknown and we please
the fastidious few, in the other,
There is one other role, however, in
rudeness an exceptional thing,—this was we edify
the very many.
“We believe,
which one is constantly seeing these young
something that made them feel that the therefore we speak,” is,
Current
Topics.
I
think,
a better
ladies,—and old ones too, as for that matJubilee was really a thing fitted not only to plea, than “We profoundly
think, and
ter,—whi¢ch we can hardly forbear to menpromote peace on earth, but something therefore accurately read.”
tion. And that is when they are looking at ——TRIAL OF STOKES. Since the delays which gave a fresh, forcible,
majestic and
In some congregations the service of
each other. Can any body tell us why this in pressing the trial of Stokes to a conimpressive
interpretation
to
the
first’ strain song seems to be cherished by the people;
clusion
have
been so many and protracted
is so prevalent a habit among the ladies?
of the Bethlehemic song,—“Glory to God
and here 1 feel deeply, for I would not on any
Observe them on the street, and if you can there has been a general doubt whether he
in
the Highest!” The higher mission of account limit the work of praise to artistic
see two meet and pass without at once could be convicted in the New York courts.’ music in the training of
the Christian church choir voices, but call on everything that
turning about to see how each is dressed, The methods heretofore employed to save and in the experiences
of the upper sphere has breath to praise the Lord. Some of ‘the
great
or
notorious
criminals
have all been
report at thig office. In passing a distance
were more than hinted at while the twenty choirs have really first class
mmsical talent,
of four blocks on the street lately, we met called into play in the management of this thousand
voices were sounding through the and I was charmed with it! but T want the
case.
His
council have been bent on one
twenty-seven young ladies. Twenty-five
nave of the Coliseum like the voice of people'to stand up and as with one voice to
of them, by actual count, turned wholly or thing, —to save him from the gallows ‘and
many
waters,
! sing the high praises of the Lord our God.
partially round to gaze at the dress of an- the felon’s cell. The ends of public justice
——
have
seemed
With the short and telling utterances and
of little practical consequence
other lady who was walking the opposite
in
comparison.
prayers and intermingled songs iu the
brief
They
have
made
motions,
way, and to whom we had kept reasonably
——A SERMON IN A PARAGRAPH.
Presito introduce all dent Porter, of Yale College, give the fol meetings of a devotional charactér, I have
close just to try the experiment.
We have filed cxceptions, sought
no fear of being contradicted in making sorts of irrelevant testimony, objected to lowing advicé to the students of that insti- been delighted beyond measure, How I
these statements. They are notorious. Of the most proper inquiries ‘from the prose- tution at the close of his recent bacealanre-’ wish I could convey and introduce thein
course we shall be scolded about. But will cution, argued every. possible point, and in ate discourse. It is equally applicable at a into ‘our prosy prayer-meetings in England! 'T will certainly’ try, if spared to
you, fair friends, take occasion to see how almost every conceivable way sought to in- good many other points. - He said
home. The freedom, the glow of
return.
much truth we have told before you utterly duce a prejudgment of the case by the public
Young, men, you are the architects
of
fervid devotion gave .me_unutterable pleasdenounce us? Go along the street, and as and the jury, or to worry the district attor- your-own fortunes. Rely upon your’ own
+
soon as you have passed a showily dressed ney out of patience. Stokes's friends have strength of body and soul. Take for your ure.
stur self-reliance. Subscribe on your
banheen
persiste
ntly
practicalnes
Your
and
s in Yearly Meeting
skillfull
y active. They ner, “Luck is a
-young lady, turn suddenly about and see if
fool, Pluck is a hero,’—
she isn’t looking at you. For ourselves, have pleaded, menaced, cajoled, flattered, Don’t take too much advice~keep at your business is very striking, but more time is
we should utterly dislike it. Doesn't it and-ridiculed hy turns. “Whether there has helm and steer your own ship, and remems essential if your objects are to be well cardisgust you? If either by provoking, or "been any actual or attémpted bribery, can ber that the great art of commanding * is to ried out. There dre some special topics. I
shaming, or reminding even one, we could not be stated. But they have made an im- take a fair share of the work. Think well must refer to hereafter, as your schools,
of yourself. Strikeout. Assume your own colleges, &c.,
The district attorney savers that position.
&c. At present, I only add,
influence her to forsake the habit and cor- pression.
Put potatoes in a cart, over a
‘he
how extraordinary has been ‘your ‘educa- has
never
worked
‘on a case so beset rough road, and the small ones go ‘to
rect it in others, we would willingly take
the
the consequences of speaking about it. with petplexities and harassments at every bottom. Rise above the envious and jeal- tional progress, and how evidently are the
step.
ous.
It was almost impossible, he says,
Fire above the murk you intend to churches advancing in intellectual culture
Feeling as though something ought to be
hit.
Energy,
invincible
and true efficiency, Your most exeellent
determination,
to
procure
any
legal
assistance, The memdone about it, we, wouldn’t hesitate to do
bers of the New York bar were threatened with a right motive, are the ‘levers that Star is worthy of any denomination in your
our part.
move the world. . Don’t drink, = Don’t
~ Certainly, the boys need to be reminded with social ostracism if they lent their aid to chew. Don’t smoke, ‘Don't swear. Don’t country, and the charming Myrtle is full of
genuine piquancy. Having God's blessing,
of habits of their own that are equally bad. convict the assassin, And many of them deceive. Don’t read novels.
Don't’
get
But we are not just now
speaking of them. found the pressure too severe for their married until you can support a wife. Be in twenty-five years from this I fancy your
in earnest. Be self-reliant.” Be ‘generous. membership will’ be more than doubled.
This one evil is grave endligh for an undi- strength and courage, and so stood
away from

Couldn't there be a reform

What

aid he really got was obtained

aloof,

Couldn't young ladies stay forts to shame the “attorneys into a partial

our depots,

times, and couldn't they

except

at proper

put their faculties

to better use than that of estimating a

performance

of their

plainest

Be

civil.

Read

duties, and

fulfillment of their solemn pledges.

The chief effort of the defenses went to

young man by his clothes ? Couldn’t they” prove. that Fisk had often threatened
munage to study the cut of a garment suffi- Stekes's lite, that the meeting at the hotel

the

papers. ' ‘Advertise

1 feel the kindness you have shown
How
have ne means of expressing, [but my
I
me,
Love your God and fellow-men.
Love truth and virtue. Love’ your country. life:conduct shall speak as to the true-heartand obey. its laws.
Zoid
" ed love for’ you, which has been largely
increased ' by this’ vigit. © Another epistle,
dear Star, shall he forthcoming (D.V.)
ARRIVAL. Rev. J. W. Farnham, for shortly,
ver yours,

by ef- your business.

Make money and

with it.

some

years ‘past a missionary
.

Cw

and out éorvespondent over the signature

drew a pistol

to shoot Stokes, and that Stokes

England,
and how much if any, can not mow be ,|
Where not a few glad and grateful welcomes
known
;
but
both
the
jury
and
the
public await him. We have
While health is considered the greatest of
encouragement

on Him whom they have not believed?
How shall they believe in Him whom they
have not heard P Christ waits to be taken

The gospel of in the matter?

Calvary is not withdrawn.

The mandate still sounds,

JU

vette semrmepebere—

tunnel mountains of error,
est social gulfs, calm the

of man's fate and conduct.”
The eternal
Father has not changed His purpose to re-: vided attack.

deent mankind by

NING

~~

| which show at once the majesty of justice
| and the beauty of love,—this is sowething

——

MO

MI

x

“

do

good

to China,
’

- J. BURNS,

rir

rie

2

promise of aid in extending our influence
wip
and labor,
TEMPERANCE.
That our existing laws should be rigidly
enforced, and the efforts of the whiskey
rings to secure their repeal, resisted.

of the

Institution heed not

‘The friends’ of the

be told that the Nineteenth Anniversary occurred the last week of June. The exercis-

particularly upon the power of habit, giving
full illustrations which met with the hearty

heart, while the

°°

ing May

the

in

leading

others

ence, and making it auxiliary to the Parent

young gentlemen

lars in notes and money were raised for
During
Hillsdale College and missions.
the religious exercises six persons manifest.
ed a desire to become Christians.
Next session with Sparta church, Grand

Home Mission Society.

The entertainment Tuesday evening by the
Prize declaimers was of an unusually high
order and reflected great credit upon the

participating, and upon

their instructor.
The lecture Wednesday evening before
the societies, by Dr, Day, of Dover, upon
the Old and New Anglo Saxon, rich in historical research and logical deduction, was
heartily enjoyed by the audience throughout.

ble effect

from

the

changed

relations

The Promenade Concert

L. B. STARR,

assist-

represented by

Pike Seminary and Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D.,
of New York, all of whom added great interest to the occasion by their counsel and
The reports of the
preaching of the word.
Q. M's on the whole were quite cheering,

showing a bold determination to live, but
the want, in some localities is more efficient

years ago when we participated in a similar occasion. But of our: old school and
class-mates, and of very many intimacies
and friendships at the recollection of which

vigor, none are left as correspondents, and
the whereabouts of most are unknown.
It seems to us that several facts are ex- ‘Baptist Central Association,Rev’s W. Walkceedingly encouraging to the friends of er, R. H. Tozer, 1. J. Hoag, A. W. WestNew Hampton. We will note a few. The gate, J. Wood, D. M. L. Rollin.
school commissioner for N. H., in his annual
The next session to be held with the Byreport, states that there was a larger attenron church. Rex. Ri Hu Tozéi; was apdanee of students at New Hampton than pointed to preach the opening sefion.
at any similar
institution
}
UR
ao

Professor Morgan was allowed to make
an appeal in behalf of Pike Seminary, and a
resolution passed recommending him to the
members of our church to solicit fundsto
A resolution was disendow the same.
cussed and passed recommending that we
raise 81 per resident member for missionary purposes, and that the money raised for

fund of £10,000 is in a good state of progress, aud it is hoped that the new building
for a ladies’ boarding-house will be erected
during the coming_year.—We understand
that Randall Haiti to undergo thorqugh
repairs and reuovation during the long” vacation, and needed repairs upon the other
buildings are doubtless
or completed.

already in progress
ALUMNUS.

‘Home Missions be sent, through the Q. M.

treasurer to the: N. Y. State Mission Society. Resolutions were passed favoring the
Morning. Star and the Baptist Union.
A resolution on Temperance was warmly

Foreign Mission.

The following letter tells a very evident
truth,in a very plain way. Therefore we suband passed, favoring and recommit it for publication. We believe there are discussed
the Ohio State law making the
mending
many churches which have done nothing, as
seller responsible for all damand
vender
vet, for missions, for the sole reason that
the nefaricus traffic. The
by
done
the subject has not been presented to them age
was largely attended throughout
meeting
by the pastors.
and we trust that a good
We are glad to learn of the prosperity of the entire session,
made upon the people in
was
on
impressi
any of our churches, but especially so if
Dr. Ball, of N. Y.;made
they are helpers in our benevolent enter- that community.
efforts at the Parma
happy
his
of
prises, for on such our denominational ex- one
evening of the Yearly
Sabbath.
church,
tension and success depend.
Meeting, which was duly appreciated by a
C. O. LisBy, Cor. Sec.
very large audience.
CHARLESTOWN, Mass., July 15, 1872.
WiLtiam WALKER, Clerk.
DEAR Bro. LiBy :—Please find inclosed
twenty-one dollars, the amount asked of the
Ministers ‘and Churches.
Charlestown church for the support of the
Foreign Mission. I had only to present the
N. H, The church in this place has
GoxIc,
subject, and the Amount was immediately been and still is enjoying a measure of prosperiand most cheerfully made up, by the breth- ty, under the earnest and faithful labors of its
ren and sisters, without taking

a public col-

lection: I can not avoid the conclusion
that the delinquency on the part of many of
our churches is owing to the cireulars not
being presented to them. Hence the credit
for neglect should rest upon other shoulders.
"The church here is working in the spirit
beautiful

of the Master, and hence inmost

harmony, and Jesus is prospering them.
:

Yours in

Christ,

The Ohio Y. M. was held with the Pleasant
organized by

the

Tufts, chairman,

election
and E.

of

onference

Rev.

J.

F.

Butterfield, clerk

pro tem. ‘Reports from the Q. M's indicated steadfastness and some

revivals,

A

re-

embodiment.

begin

correspond with other Y. M's.
The following resolutions were discussed

the

action

biography

poetry,

‘doctrines

be thoroughly studied.

2. That the children shouldbe encouraged to memorize portions of Scripture.
PERIODICALS.

Regolutions were Javied commending the
Morning Star, Myr le, and Baptist Union

Union

Baptist

of the

18, at two

ALLEGAN

&

union as churches are

ago,

is mow

generally,

Clerk.

By L. 0. Emerson and H, R. Palmer,
Large colFine Singing School Course.
20.000 copies
lection of the best anthems and Tunes.
The Banner Church Music Book
already ordered!

400 pages.

47,857

:

See

authors.

Price, 35 cents.

The Pilgrim’s Harp!
+

AND

MAINE

RAIL

’

ASA

HULL.

=

210 pages. Remarkably good for Vestries, and for
use in Prayer- meetings. Small, very clear print.
Large number

of

tunes.

popular

the most

interesting

to build

in its efforts to

Q.

P. M.

o'clock,

M,—Held

Ciavk.

last

its

with

excelthe Grand Prairie church, July 6, 7. An
Rev. Jno. Ashley, of
lent season was enjoyed.
of the
the Seneca and Myon Q. M., did most

0;

o

good

acceptance,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

sallow

or yellow

by it.

color of skin, .or yellowish

0. DITSON & CO., Boston.
t£30
C. H. DITSON & CO, New York.

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

ROAD.

cases

throat, and internal heat; palpitation, in any

a dry, teasing cough, with sore throaty; unsteady
appetite, a raising of tood, and a choking sensationin

throat;

heaviness,

distress,

or: bloated

or

of
and 4,808 local preachers, and a membership
621, 138, There are 6,520 Sunday-schools, 45,417
of
teachers and 800,528 scholars. The amount
collections for missiogs and for conference claimSein

Rev. Dr. Fulton has received a letter from the
distinguished pastor of the First Baptist

Church

8th-for this country,

and his

in

as good

in Liverpool, England; announcing bis intention

The

congre-:

to sail on August

purpoge-to remain until the first week in Octoits
| gation is as large as it has generally been
1 } her. Next to Spurgeon, lie preaches. to ylthe larg:
n
past history.
.
o
:
h in England,and possesses extraordiuaAthy minister wishing to do so, ean correspond | estchurc

4.47
5,05
146

200

THE WHEAT FIELD OF AMERICA.

tull

feeling about stomach and sides, pain in sides, back

THE NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD offers for sale its Lands in Central
and Western Minnesota, embracing: 1. The

for Laconia.
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednesin season to connect
days and Fridays for Alton
Leave Gonic
with trains for Boston and Portland.

Mill, the Farm and the Fire; 3. Rich Prairie PasNatural Meadow, watered by clear Lakes
turage and
streams,—in Healthful Climate, where
and runni

best of Wheat Land;

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Straf-

Leave Alton gaily for Gilmanton Iron Works.
or breast, and about shoulders ; colic, pain and sore- | ford.
Stages connect at Roc ester daily, from East Rochness through bowels, with heat; constipation, alterester, with trains each way.
nating with frequent attacks of diarrhoea; piles,
WM. MERRITT, Supt.
.
flatulénee,

of extremities;

coldness

nervousness,

+

id popularity which Castoria has done. Oneto person
anothrelatos his ‘experience of its good effects
er. It is a vegetable preparation, perfectly harmless,
regbut
pleasant to take; does not distress or gripe,

difficulties; female weakness and irregularities, with
dullness, low spirits, unsociability and gloomy
forebodings. Only a few of the above symptoms
are likely to be present in any

who use Dr. Pierce’s Golden

case at one time.

All

Medical Discovery

for

ulates the

quieting effect it

many

being as good

as new,

In

these

double- threads, including almost all the varieties of
«,Jockstitch” machines, have nevertheless been lately exchanged, in the vicinity of New York, for the

Willcox &

Gibbs

Silent

Family

Sewing

CREEN-HOUSE

when

Machine,

were

FLOWERS 1!

for the
Every variety of FLORAL DECORATIONS
Funeral or Church Service; “Weddings
a
and Parties. Also

2.

Timber

Excellent

for

the

Fever and Ague is unknown.
Grain can be shipped hence by lake to market as

cheaply as fcom Eastern Iowa or Central Illinois.
Cars now run through these Lands from Lake Superior to Dakota. Price of land clese to track, $4.00 to
$8.00 per atre; further away. $2.50 t0°$4.00. Seven
Years Credit; Warrantee Deeds; Northern Pacific. 7-30 JRonds, now selling at par, received
for land at $1.10." No other unoccupied Lands pre{
gent such advantages to settlers

all

SOLDIERS

under the

4

ot 160 acres FREE, near the
0 years’ residence.
TRANSPORTATION
RATES furnished from all

Law (March,

1872)

Railroad, by one and
Hobe
REDUCED
AT
the principal points

setEast to purchasers of Railroad Lands, and fotheir
tlers on Government Homesteads.

roduces natural sleep, ,and is par-

Purchasers,

wives and children carried free over the
Northern Pacific Railroad. Now is the time for settlers and Colonies to get Railroad Lands and Gov:
ernment Homesteads ‘close to the track.
Send for Pamphlet containing full information,
map and copy of New Homestead Law. Address,
PACIFIC
NORTHERN
DEPARTMENT,
LAND
PIMPLE
AND
ONE
COMED
PERRY’S IMPROVED
RAILROAD, ST PAUL, MINN.,
3
Is warREMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age.
Or 120 BROADWAY, N.Y
eruptions i
13teow22WD)
ranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, Sold
by a
BLOTCHED disfigurations of the face.
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.

It
ticularly adapted to crying and teething children. dol
costs but 35 cents, and one bottle will save many4w30
- lars in doctor's bills.

Another Sewing Machine Auction.
A second special auction sale of discarded double
thread sewing machines has just been held in New

York by order of the Wilcox *& Gibbs 8, M. Co.

operate

Any Jerson who has

ever used Castoria for Stomach Ache, Constipation,
Liver,
Croup, Flatulency, Worms, Piles or deranged
Pills or
will never again use nauseating Oil, Bitter neither
contains
Castoria
The
Syrups.
Narcotic
Morphine nor Aleohol. By its soothing,
Minerals,

Soldby all druggists everywhere.

fair condition,

system, and is sure to

other remedies have failed.

Liver Complaint and its complications are loud in its

praise.

J

Perhaps no real medicine ever gained the rap-

rush of blood to head, with symptoms of apoplexy,
pumbness of limbs, especially at night; cold chills
alternating with hot flashes, kidney and urinary

Homes, Good

Healthful Climate, Free
Markets.

CONNECTIONS
Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Center Sandwich.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

Stages leave
and Saturdays
Sandwich and
Leave Alton

dryness of

ness, bitter or bad taste in the mouth,

11.00
10.15
10.45

' STAGE

brown spots on face and other paris of body; dull”
dizziness and drowsiness with frequent headache;

convinced of the superiority of the Willcox & Gibbs.

hed in: the
We learn by the statistics publis
connected
are.
there
that
ate,
Nashville Advoc
traveling
with its 85 conferences, 9 bishops, 2,888

ants was $138,896.

A

produced

showing conclusively that their former owners

» Greneral

a

of the diseases

some

7.30
7.55

Gonic,
¢«
Dover,
An.
¢ . Boston,

of

and

SKIN

DISEASES.

THE VERY LATEST!!

For Moth Patches, Freckles
TAN, USE PERRY'S MOTH AND FRECKLE
The well ‘known, reliable and harmless
LOTION.
remedy for Brown ,Disgolorations of the face. Pre.
Dr. BB, C. Perry Dermatologist,49 Bond
by
only
pared
ists everywhere.
soyset, Ret York. Sold by
AND

“CORONATION,”
NEW

6ml2

:

One-half the people can’ tot take Castor

CHURCH
THE

MUSIC.

Coronation,”

Oil

«
:
from its terrible nauseating taste, and recoil in the
is
ritcher,
Dr.
by
prepared
Castoria
The
tor
throat.
PLANTS
By THEO. -F, SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN.
furnished promptly to order. CHOICE
erfectly harmless, pleasant to
purely Vegetable,
ASSISTED BY
the Garden or Parlor;~Roses, Flowering Shrubs, : ake, and more effective than Castor Oil. It does not
LOWELL MASON,
> Dr.
Vines, &¢., &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE
:
acts
failed.
have
rates when all other remedies
STREET GREEN-HOUSES, EXETER,N. H,
DY
like magio for Stomach Ache, Constipation Flatus |« NO WwW
.
:
CHARLES BURLEY.
REA
|
”
MinSmlt
neither
contains
It
Crou and Worms.
lency,
ts soothing, uieting
érals, Morphine, nor Alcohol.sleep,
per” doz, $13.50.
$1.50:
Price,
400.pages;
and
particularly
produces natural
effect,
g- One copy seit for examination on receipt of
No article
90
adapts it to crying and teething children.
FPHYSKECIAN,”
95
his “FAMILY
sends
ed
endorsement
by
125.
such unqui
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to has-ever met withTake no more Bitter Pills, Narcotic
Sand orders at once; they will be filled in turn.
Remedies are given
make any one their own doctor.
the physicians.
CUT

FLOWERS,
"
1

distressor gtipe,but regulated Lis Shraliod: "18. acts

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

.

for Thirty Diseases, which each perion can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr, 8. 8, FITCH & SOX,
1y¥18
roadway, New york.

es

or Sickening

Oils. The

Syrups, Griping Purgativ
once tried you
astoria costs but 35.cents, and when
4w2s
:

will never be without it,

E

Price,

60 cents.

Special Notices.
BOSTON

»

By

Treas.

in Star, Feb, 14 and 28.

Cure,

Speci-

songs by wide-awake

Wide-awake

tunes or words!

5.00
6910
2.00
15.30
9.25
12.00
6.00

Permanent

also

Cure,

Remarkable

doz.

Sparkling Rubies ! !

20.00
21.00
8,00
6°00
5.00
5.00
15.00
10.00

C.0. LIBBY.

$13.50 per

$1.50,

Price

of the season!

mens sent, post-free, for the present, for $1.25.

2

over the King-

complaint

Kiver

of

Symptoms

Q. M.—Held its last session

MARION, O.,

crowding of
Com.

iu

5.00
8.00
10,00
5.00
1.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
9.00
8.00
15.556
1.25
12.10

of Dula, per C Harding,

dom of a system of Deaconnesses like that which
has for several years been in operation in LonThey are to be under the
don and Liverpool.
direct authority of the bishop, and of the incum-

Cuas. H. STONE, Clerk.

comfortable parsonag# dnd a decent house of worship, free from debt, The church,ithough shattered badly two years

THE STANDARD

Mission,

Mrs § W Cratty, Marion, O, per S I Bates,
»
O,
Montgomery,
per E R Clai ke,
Capac, Mich,
Me, per E Knowlton,
So Montville,
Washington, Me, per E Knowlton,
Genesee Y M, per W Walker,
M,N Y,
Rochester Q

they

PRAISED

‘| just been issued from the Press.

Dover, N. H.

extension

official consent to the

G. R. Q. M., and had quite an interesting
The
The churches were all represented.
ing.
church in
next session will be held with the before
the
Leighton, commencing the Friday
P. M.
fourth Sabbath in Sept., at 2 o’clock,

find

They have

Foreign

The Archbishops of York and Canterbury and.
fourteen of the English Bishops have given their

BARRY
session with the church in Rutland. Wefromenjoythe
od the labors of Rev. 8S. M. Printice,
meet-

to
finance committee to say that they wish

a minister as soon as_practicable.

Jess than

pow number in that canton, no
against 43,606 Protestants.

UNIVERSALLY

By those who have seen them, are the following
three Books, already popular, although the first has

Rev R Poston, Agt. St Croix Q M, Wis,
Kewanee, 111, per J S Dinsmoore,
J Li Hammett, Boston, Mass,
Berlin, Wis,
per H J Brown,
M Garfield, W Wheelock, Vt.
Mrs R Salmon, Lowvilie, N Y, per G C Waterman,
Nekimi, Wis, per O H True,
Hardwick, Vt, per.J M Nelson,
Wolcott and
New Berlin, Wis, per G_H
Hubbard,
Rochester, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
~
Auburn, Me, per EN Fernald,
e
Gray, Me, per A 8 McLean,
Wisconsin Y M, to con Dea JS Hart L M, per R L
Howard,
Charlestown, Mass, per,W F Eaton,
Homer, Ill, ’per D G
Holmes,
:
Four Mile Grove, Ill, per I G Holmes,
Prairie Center, Ill,
*
re
Stone Ridge, 111,
hid
_
Hampton, N H; per F H Lyford,
Penobscot Y M Fem For Miss So towards support

bent of tlié parish in which they work.

HirAM CHAMPLIN,

1. That as the8. 8. interest is of para- Sabbath in August next, I am requested py the
settle

and precepts, shouTd

a very

The church had commenced

mencing Friday, Oct.

mount importance In the
its . history,

of much

Geneva, the old cradlé of Calvinism, that

THIRTY YEARS is certainly a long enough time to
Jone the efficacy of aug medicine, and
the PainKiller is deserving of all its proprietors claim for it,
is amply proved by the unparalleled popularity it
has attained. It is a SURE and FFFECTIVE remedy.
Hold by all Druggists. Price 25 cts., and $1 per botod
Directions accompany each bottle. E
4w27

Rev L. H Witham, Biddeford, Maine.
B Farrar, Phillips, Maine.

1,556,000

There are said to be in Switzerland

SH

OVER THIRTY YEARS

EXPRESS,

The
Protestants, against 1,034,655 Catholics.
at
Catholics have gained ground so rapidly even

unite the scattered Baptist element into one
body.
‘
Not session with the Fairbank church, com-

Having arranged to
NORTH BERWICK, ME.
the church at
with
labors
pastoral
my
close
second
Doughty’s Falls; North Berwick, Me.,the

present and future

of

They printed and circulated during the year the
enormous amount of nearly six hundred millions
gd
of pages.

to Gy held with the Marion
wg biel
bi
8. D. BATES, Clerk.
They give time, honey and personal stimulus to church, Oct, 5, 6.
large
given,
long
the undertaking, as they have

\

Rev G H Damon. Hinckly, Ohio. *
D D Tibbetts, Dwight, Liv. Co., 111,
Rev A Redlon, Dexter, Me.
8 H Gilson, Hydetown, Penn.
D Drew, North Rarnstead, N H.
Rev G C Waterman, Lowville, N Y.
i
Cosson Taylor, Camp Creek, Greene Co., E Tenn.

amounted to $610,000.

ciety for the year closed,

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.

Missionary,

Jesuit

the great

Father DeSmet,

en

Had

church.

Geneseo

meeting.

appeared among this people, and it is especially
fitting to mention the active interest of the
Messrs. Whitehouse, the owners and managers
of the manufacturing interest in the village.

weekly

Books

and
who has spent a lifetime among the Indians,
who knows them as well as and perhaps better
of pathan any living man, is to begin a series
pers in the Catholic Review on the red man and
his experiences among that people.
The receipts of the London Religious Tract So-

them a small house of worship, which was so
far completed that we were able to hold the
meeting in it. The Q. M. indorsed the action
as
of the Y. M. in employing Rev. O. E. Baker
missionary to labor within the bounds of the
Yearly Meeting the ensuing year. The follow=
:
ing Resolution, was passed :
Resolved, That this conference indorse the

‘Some real generosity has already

tion, rededication and the
the bedutiful sanctuary.

Morse.

gave

also.
:

York,

The Great Family Medicine of the Age.

Have elapsed since the introduction of the Pain-KilB Mahan—S8 McKeown<R Martin—M0 Nichols—D Osborn
~W A Potter -R Poston—J Pike—P W Perry—T E Pe- ler to the public, and yet at the present time it is
t—
|
more popular, and commands a la er sale than ever
dan—J L Phenix—F N Per
before. Its Poputatity 18 not confined to this counG P Ramsey—J Reynolds—
try alone; all over the world its beneficial effects in
Root—C Reams—J
enbanm—A D Smith—O Stillson—
A A Stetson—S Stanyan—Mrs S A Saul—M:
J Talbot—
curing the * ills that flesh is heir to,” are acknowlJ Tuck—W Verbeek—W Whitacre—G W
Welty—J
A
nd appreciated, and as a PAIN-KILLER its
Woolf—S E Warner—J B Wheaton—C Wheeler—C W
fame is limited
to no country, sect nor race. It needs
Wilcomb—A
E Wilson—H Whitcomb-G
Wallace—J
only to be known to be prized.

$100,000, at the last Commencement gave $200,000 to endow the Scientific School of the College.
Henry G. Marquand, of New
$100,000 to the College.

Mr.

and Miss Lanra M.

|

J Carleton—J W Chase—G H Da-

—~M A Libby—A A Marden—O Meserve—M B Moulton—C

York Mail,
of the same
several shipmerchant

D. Waterman,

Addresses.

mon—4 Dening—J 8 Dinsmore~8 B Dyer—E J Eaton—A
E Evans—J M
Elden—I Emery—J Fullonton—I € Fairfield—J M Farnham—G P Flanders—8 C French—A A
Garrison—N Gammon—G N Gilmore—N Gilkerson—A F
Hutchinson--Mrs L E Hicks—D W Hunt—I Hyatt—R L
Howard—J M Hopkinson—C Ingraham—G 8
Jaquith—H
Ladd P Lathrop—F B Lane—A M Litttlefield—dJ
F Lord

New York, who has already erected the beautia cost
ful library building of Princeton College, at
of
of $120,000, and of Dickinson Hall at a cost

Q. M.—Held its last session with

WATERLOO

and adopted :
3
SABBATH SCHOOLS.

development of the church, the whole Bible,

of

of brother E. E.
lost an excellent

H. H. WITHINGTON,

H. Withington.

and substantial aid to thé&@socicty founded many
of
years since, and managed for the promotion
en- gocial morality and personal religion. Not many
and] weeks henee; se hope to announce the comple-

1. H. Dudley appointed a.committée to

8 Couch—J Cook—W

College, and through his personal influence has
been the means of adding $700,000to its funds.
We indorse the wish of the New
«that we could adopt more citizens
sort. One Dr. McCosh would offset
loads of ignorance.”
Mr. John C. Green, a wealthy

v.

. Crosby, AR
A
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We are confidently informed that Dr. H. A. Lamb,
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Lesher, baptized 8 happy converts, making 26
VARIOUS modes of treatment have been adopted for
Trains for Dover.
added to the church by ‘baptism the past year.
dyspepsia, inactivity of the liver, acidity
of
cure
the
A. S. BARNES & COMPANY,
A.M.
P.M.
Next session with the Oneida church, Sept.
of the stomach, vertigo, depression of spirits, lassiNEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
4.05
10.15
but
13-15.
6.45
debility,
Bay,
nervous
Alton
and
Leave
tnde, disturbed sleep
eow27t22
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Delegates to the Towa Y. M. :(—Rev’s J. Sweat, none prove so effectual as Atwood’s QUININE TONIC
“Alton,
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6.57 10.25
New Durham,
Wilkins,C. Coltrin, J. H. Steward; and
+
1. J.
they
appetizer
and
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BITTERS. As a morning reviver
Farmington,
¢«
Brethren Wm. T. V. Ladd, C. Pratt, Wm. Fow4.42
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Rochester,
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have no rival. Apothecaries have them.
ler, J. Bishop, C. E. Hayes, H. Barnes, and H.
ANE

quest from the Miami Q. M., relative to congolidation with some other Y. M., was
tertained, and J. F., Tufts, A. Kitchen

.

15,

Lesters Received.

departments of the

to all the

en a new impulse

jorengn
A

M D Aunpis—A Ackerman—R W Bryant—-O
Blke—S8
Bateman—J W Bales Blanchard—J 8 Pore Clark
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in

years

MARRIED

In Phillips, July

gor.
ca

last session with
McLEAN Q. M.~Held¥ts

reso-

to

Poss OMce

Including

the four

“=

soa

Rev. R. W, Bryant, Warren,
Ill.
Rev. R, Martin, Sherman, N. La

‘Christians

the

Seminary.

during

McCosh,

Rev... Dr.

Quarterly Meetings.

itself in the com=

structure

ac-

seven

which he has been President of Priuceton College, has raised the standard of scholarship, giv-

promise and eminent usefulness has deriv
gone out, and that we mingle our regrets with
those of his esteemed relatives and many friends,
that one so gifted and so well trained for a noble
life, work could not have been spared.
A. L. GERRISH, President,
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

hitely utidertaken, aud is rapidly going forward, This will require a considerable outlay,
a fair degree of interest, enterprise and genbut

beauty of the improved

some

six months.

Clerk.

and accomplished teacher, that a life

munity, which steadily jncreases as the work
goes on, and as the ‘good taste, neatness and

Ohio Yearly Meeting.
Grove church, May 81—June 2.

5. That in the early death
Wade, of Foxcroft, we have

The work’of remodeling, enlarging and beau-

erosity has already - shown

W. F. EATON.

gret.

On the first Sabbath
pastor, Rev. G.S. Hill.
ed and
in this month, seven persons were baptiz
of a large
added to the church, in the presence
and interested congregation.
tifying the house of worship here has been

numerous

this gift, about $125,000 have been added to the
productive funds of the Seminary within the past

the Maine Central Institute, held in Pittsfield,
July 1, 1872, the following resolutions were
unanimously adopted:
Resolved, 1, That while gathered here in our
emotion,
annual meeting, we realize, with deep
the irreparable loss we have sustained by death
during the past year.
the cordial greeting, the
2. That we miss
words of cheer and the judicious counsels of our
beloved brother, John W. Perkins, of Lewiston,
Maine, heretofore always with us on such occasions, and feel that our pathway has been sadly
darkened by this untimely removal of a brother
whose place, to us, can never be filled.
3. That in the death of brother G. E. S. Bryant,
head,
of Dover, we have lost one whose clear
true heart and jay manly virtues had made
thought,
sad
the
and
beloved;
and
him valued
that we shall meet him no more below, finds a
soothing balm in the assurance that a life of intense suffering has been exchanged for the painJess and celestial communion of the just made
ect.
4. That in the death of the able and successful
Christian financier, brother: Solomon Dunning,
recognize the loss of one
of Charleston, we
whose counsels we could not well spare, and a
and of too much worth
met
character too rarely
for us to remember our loss without deep re-

ministers to break the bread of life. Appointed as corresponding messengers to the
Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting, Rev’s
M. H. Abbey, A. W. Westgate and D. M.
L. Rollin. Chose as delegates to the Free

the blood courses in-our veins with renewed

the
gained

persecuted

had

who

the Rochester Theological

The servchoir; Benediction by the candidate.
ices were solemn and interesting, and full of
hope to the Potter church.

Rev. W..S. Stockbridge. of “Maine, Rev. S.
Bathrick of Michigan, Prof. Morgan of

spondence, all reminded us of a time some

By

Mr. John M. Bruce, of New York, has given
$25,000 as an endowment fund for the library of

Voluntary by the

A. Wildman;

of Fellowship,

cott from the St.Lawrence Yearly Meeting,

and pros-

being’

The examination

Af the last annual meeting of the Trustees

Rev, I. J. Hoag,

State.

churches have

se -

-

dv

n Hampton, N. H,, July
15th. by Rev.F. H.
10WA Y. M,, will be held with the York church, | y, ord, Geo.
E. G
" oe Agim, Me,, and
within the Tama Q. M., Aug. 16-17, 1872. There HN
of Haim
.
will bo teamsat S. Amina on the R id & D. M. In yell, e.,rds June
20 ag
He
. H. Trafton,
. BR,
ay, to conve
hren to the
of Mr.
How.
Charles,of
Lovell,
and Miss Malinda
meeting.
id Mat Ci
hed ay
Harriman, of Fryeburg. Also, in Lovell, June 25,
Dy the same, Mr. Charles
M, Heald and Miss Edna
Notice.
oriliwood; July 17,
John C. Irish,
M. D., of Buck
The next term of the Miami Q. M.
the Providence church, Aug. 3 Bq. will bg held with nie M. Frye, of Lewiston, Me.
In Acton, Me., by Rev, J. 8. Potter, Mr, Frank
J . F. Tu¥rs, Clerk.
Gosh mn and Mises
Margaret Connelly, both of Milton

Congregational

The language is now, for the fist time, reduced
to a written form, and thé missionaries will soon
enter on the work of translating the Scriptures
p
into it.

Westgate,

ing prayer, L.: B. Starr; Charge, J. Wood; Hand

Purchase Yearly Meeting, Rev. C. M. Pres-

pects, when good-byes were spoken by teachers and pupils, and friends gave each other
their addresses and repeated the promises
_ (soon to be forgotten) of continuous corre-

W.

Reading'Seriptures, W. Walker ; Opening prayer,
OrdainA. Wildman; Sermon, W. Walker;

letters and large delegations. The most of
the business of the meeting was harmoniously transacted. We were highly favored
with the presence and labors of Rev’s L. B.
Starr, D. M. Stuart, and H. Perry as corresponding messengers from the Holland

in the evening,

school life, their present business

and

the

im-

was then degraded from his office for this offense.

ing hymn, by Rev. Mr. Hitchcock, (M. E. ch.);

One thousand dol-

ant. .Allthe Q. M's were

where old students met to rehearse the little
episodes, amusing and otherwise, of their

A.

In Memoriam.

as moderator,

sumed by the graduates, yet we could not
but think it was their own fault if they
failed to make their mark upon society.

Bro.

man

head

satisfactory, the ordination services were conducted at 2, P. M., in the following order: Open-

session with the Hamlin church. Organized by making choice of Rev. M. H. Abbey

as-

ordination.

and L. B. Starr, Clerk.

The Genesee Yearly Meeting held its last

:

of

SCHOOL.

Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872.

sion with the church In, Auguste, the first week in
. F, PENNEY, Chairman
.
Locating Cum,
.
Byuta, July 10, 1872.

of the Santal villages in India, it was decided
that the God of the Christians is the only true |
God; that Christianity is friendly to the poor and
oppressed, und that the Santals whe wish to
profess it should do so without molestation. A

‘

Organized by choosing Rey. J. Wood, Chairman,

Genesee Y. M,

The exercises by the ladies and gentlemen
of the graduating classes occurred Thursday
forenoon, and although, as we heard it remarked upon a former occasion, in all probability the world will receive no apprecia-

:
wonderfully

has

THEOLOGICAL

I,
Rev. g Fullonton, D.
Eeelesiastion]
Re [History and Past , Professor SE
Vv, J.J.
Butler.
D. i: Eofessor of New Testament
Ro Greek and Hon

to

THE MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will hold its next

obtained for the new

LOS

M., Profi
A.
Hayes,
B.F.
v.
Moral Phil 0 aophy . lessor of Mental and
Rev. J. A. Howe, A. M., Prof. of Systematic Theolo-

Aug., to Rev. A. Redlon, Dexter, Me.

‘bricks ”

tianity held by about a hundred of the

O. BLAKE,

A. R. CRAFTS,

J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.

Rapids Q. M.

cessions, the

W. Walker, T. S. Roberts and L. B. Starr, being
present, were invited to unite with the council.

A plan was per-

the same way.

churches in that

Ordination.

Thorn for

fected placing the State Home Mission Society under the control of the Y. M. Confer-

sincerely

direction, and

right

Straight

assistant, and Bev. G. H. Howard assistant clerk. The attendance was good, and

reports were encouraging.

:

a”
;

W.

F.

pelled thé
movement

A council, appointed by the Union Q. M., convened with the Potter church, July 10, at 10, A.
M., for the purpose of examining Bro. G. S.

was elected moderator, Rev. C. B. Mills,

else too rusty to follow the recitation. We
were glad to see our Alma Mater taking a
hope it will be followed by

Rev.

81st.

secure

Methodist church on

been

'| mission building.
The revivalin Kansas

not

Rapids, O., July 9, 1872.

sion with the New Haven church,commenc-

studies as Botany, French, &o., upon which
most men are either profoundly ignorant or

step

lage.

Michigan Yearly Meeting held its last ses-

such

especially in

committee,

this

upon

to

The site of the Grace
has

rE

ThomasS. Rich, Prof. of Hebrew.
Penobscot Yearly Meeting.
Two Courses of study are
prescribed;
ing
All persons coming to the next session of this Y bracing and the other om
M., are requested to give notice before the 10th
of guages.

hundred members.
About thirty-five persons
were united with the Silem Street church inWormore ful] council. This little band start off with en- cester,May 5, forty-three with the Union church,
couraging prospects ‘of usefulness and success. and fifty-one with the Plymouth church,
They propose to bitild a house of worship ext |«
At a public discussion on the subject of Chrisseason, There is no church building in the vilhead men

Michigan Y. M.

art Mosher upon thé Examining Committee.
It is a good idea, we think, to have ladies

an exigency

and sectarian

necessary to mention which prevented calling a

social hour will linger until we mingle upon
the other shore. .
E. BUTTERFIELD, Clerk pro. tem.

The examination of classes, taking place
Tuesday and Wednesday, was unusually interesting, and we were glad to see our old
friends Miss Calley and Mrs. Frances Stew-

was

for Europe,

Chicago-avenue

heads of families but one, at the village of
Rapids, Portage Co., Ohio, as a Freewill Baptist
There

if fostered, lead to bigotry

departure

ful.

recognized an association of fourteen persons, all

23.

BATES

Notices and Appointments.

North Side Tabernacle in Chicago, were success-

The undersigned, a self-constituted committee,

church, June

-

¥

at a

The next Term of this School will commence
1672." The F' ‘aculty for the next year is
aAUGUST
DR2, de
,
Rev. (). B. CHENEY, D. B., Presid
,

Constipation

from the Sabbath-school children to rebuild his

Church Organized.

of the

memories

precious

his

of the Free Baptist church in Rockland, Me.

and R. J. Poston, of the Ohio River Y. M.
The preaching was earnest and spiritual,
satisfying the intellect and warming the

The speaker dwelt

in

fa

your tfBrugge for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

{
he
;
The efforts made by Mr. D. L. Moody “before

closed a

pastor

M.,

Y.

O. & Pern.

Higbee, of the

just

beth, and has accepted a call to become

We were favored with the labors of Revs.

E. H.

has

years,

ie,

Eliza-

to exclude it, or vote for those who will,

The sermon was admirably adapted ‘to the
audience and was listened to with close at-

B. F. PRITCHARD

Wael

Cape

it as treasonable

regarding

public schools,

for a man that lie bear the yoke in hisyouth.”

appreciation of the audience. |

‘ Rev.

pleasant, pastorate of five

Dys)

Des eaduet Hilts andA teks,
Bowels.and, all

This mingling of Protestant |

schools, but in the more advanced institutions of |,
learning, can not fail to liberalize the mind, and:
to break down the narrow and bitter prejudices

pect others will go forward soon. Pray for us.
PSHOPKINS.
:

:

IGORATOR

and Romanist young men, not only in our public

church of five, according to the usage of F. Baptists. On the next day baptized five happy converts; four united with the church, and we ex-

That the Bible should be read in our

9.

Roman Catholics.

a

organized

last winter, we chose a council and

does not
country, and while Christianity
promote or sanction the ends of the partisan,
t is an indispensable plank in the platform
of Jopulas government.

ing hy a sermon before the Young Men's
Christian Association, by Rev. 8. G. Kellogg, of Tilton, from the text, "It is good

throughout.

MILTON, ME.

be indifferent to the civil institutions of his

who expressed themselves highly gratified
at the condition of the school and its. prospects. The exercises began Monday even-

One fifth of the students of the graduating class

of

As the result of the revival

Olt Ente8pepsAS

Cathartic and Tonic—For

at Dartmouth College, N. H., or 14 out of 69, are

1. That an enlightened Christian can never

of the old students and friends were present

tention

giving

Union as timely,

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.

:

number

es were well attended, and a good

Baptist

a

ti A

I have looked foi some account of the
New Hampton Anniversaries in the columns
of the Star, and, failing as yet to obserye
;
any, send you the following :

ay
ean, SAN
tar watt ra

a

287

ph

ry gifts as lecturer and preacher.
We hope he
may be heard from in both capacities in Boston.

with Ebenezer Hobbs, chairman of {lie committee. Direct, North Berwick, Me.
T. STEVENS:
al

.

Ran
Y

i

a

rp

to the patronage of the public, and our
brethren ; that we regard the establishment
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THE
ing hosts of the barbarous Saxons than that
of the feeble and degenerate Armoricans
from Brittany.”
;
[9

THE FROG AND THE MOUSE:

>

Nobody's Child.
v

—

.

OE

The frog and the mouse made a league
of alliance together, The frog, with much
majesty, promised to help his friend in all

!

Only a newsboy under the light

seasons

Of the lamp-post, plying his trade in vain;

relied on whenever
wanted. They i

Never since dark a paper sold;
Where shall he sleep, or how be fed?

gether, and

He thinks as he shivers there in the cold,
While happy children are safe a-bed.

‘| accus forrod

With angry words, then comes to blows,

¢ Stop !”=some one looks at him sweet and mild,
And the voice that speaks is a tender one;

““ You should not strike such a little child,
And you should not use such words, my son!”

“ Y wouldn’t care for kicks and blows,
"But nobody ever called me son,
Because I’m nobody’s child, I s’pose.”

If thus on life’s lonely billows tossed ;
And who shall bear the weight of the sin
— Hearth and Home.

Rose.

Tts little life unfurled ;
Life’s crown of sweetness was our wee
‘White Rose of all the world.
From out a gracious bosom

Our bud of beauty grew ;
It fed on smiles for sunshine,
And tears for duintier dew ;

Aye, nestling warm and tenderly,
Our leaves of love were curled
So close, and close, about our wee
‘White Rose of all the world.
.

Our house of life she filléd—
Revealed each hour some fairy tower,

Where wingéd Hopes might build.

We saw—though none like us might see—
Such precious promise pearled
Upon the petals of our wee
:

White Rose of all the world.

Our darling bud up-curled,
And dropped in the grave—God’s lap—our wee
‘White Rose of all the world.
Our Rose was but in blossom,
Our life was but in spring,

When down the solemn midnight
‘We heard the spirits sing :
‘ Another bud of infancy,
‘With holy dews impearled ;”
And in their hands they bore our wee

‘White Rose of all the world.
You scarce could think so small a thing
Could leave a loss so large;
:
Her little light such shadow fling
From dawn to sunset’s marge."

In other springs our life may be

— Selected.

Che Family Girdle.
Fables.

4
TT
3
A curious resemblance has been discovered between the fairy tales, popular stories, and beast-speaking fables of the different European nations and those of India,
—another proof of our common descent
from that far-off (in every sense) ancestor.
The stories vary, with a local coloring peculiar to the particular country in which
they are told,but there is a common groundwork amongst them sufficient to identify
the

story

thé faithful hound

Gelert, which has just saved the life of the
;

Prince’s child from a wolf, is’ paralleled in
an Indian tale, where, however, the foe is a

cobra. Elsewhere it is a
ear. The shot
of William Tell at a mark placed on his
son’s head, and the second arrow which he
has put aside for the tyrant ordering the
deed, in case the boy had been injured,is
repeated in Northern Sagas, in the Rhine Legends, in an old English ballad, ‘‘ Clym of
the Clough,” &c., &c.
The Princess and

the Frog King, and the various transformations of men into beasts, and their restoration to their préper forms, are common to

all countries.

The play of.‘ Paneh”

(a

word which simply means five, as used in
* Punjaub,” five rivers, and the drink
Punch, composed of five ingredients), has
found its way everywhere, the number of

actors the same, though the personages
vary: e. g., the dog in England isa cat in
France,

and

a mongoose

in

India.

The

proverb not to count your chickens before
. they are hatched is illustrated in the ¢“ Arabian Nights” by the man kicking over his
pots and pans, while a milkmaid upsetting
her cans, or a girl with a basket: of eggs,"

serves the purpose in the north.
if
The beast-speaking fables, for the most
part, originated in the
, long before
Zsop and

Phedrus

began

to

tell

their

tales, Three very early British specimens
of the kind, belonging to different dates,are
here given. Equivalents of the first two
* will be recognized immediately. The third
1 confess to having embroidered ; its origi- nal thread; however, belongs to the twelfth
. cemiury,
le
bau
* The first is a sort of parable or homily,
said to have been used by the Druids to
persuade their nation that it was *‘ necessa-

ry to seek for better hélp against the invadoy
4
£3

frog

did

not

therefore

his

back, and carry him across. 'The mouse
gladly consented, he mounted upon the

going

just asI do

man,

now!”

When the evening was come he returned
to his twig, and looked

"back

on

his

day’s

avork with much complacency.
“I gave
my wife a good set-down about the nest!”
thought he. . ** I frightened that worm

well!

As to that most tiresome,

tit, I don’t think
again, And then I
big, awkward thing
prying about where
don’t think he'll be
sure I'am so great,
ful, that even if the

‘he'll trouble me soon
drove away the great,
on two legs ‘that was
our nest is to be,—I
back in a hurry! To be
and strong and powersky itself should fall

down I should not be afraid!”

his wings

stupid

He flapped

majestically as he spoke.

that moment in the gloaming

and tell.us how you fare.”

comments fell upon their ears as they entered.
Within the inner office they found Lord
C— and his steward. The old man laid
his statement and bills upon the table, say-

ing, “These are my debts,my lord.

nothing,

which still hung to a beech twig above

the

however, matters

little if I can

The following incident I had. from my
friend Rev. George J. Mingins,« superintendent of New York city missions, as
something he believed to be true.
Lord Congleton was one of the noble
British laymen, of whom the Earl of Shaftsbury is perhaps best known, at the present
day, on this side of the Atlantic.
He had
thrown himself, like an earnest man that
he was, into evangelistic work, both on his
He

was

would

also

an

among the London poor.
eccentric

character, and

do good in a style all his own.

die deb-

and

believe

your

promise.”

The steward then made
and drew a check, which

master.

up
he

the

account

handed to his

He looked at it, compared it with

the statement, and passed

nature to the old man.

it with

his

sig-

He earnestly thankstarted

for

the

door, saying, “I must tell my neighbors. »

Lord Congleton’s Offer.

andl

This,

free.” ‘Why should I pay your debts?”
asked the gentleman.
‘I can’t tell why,
except that you say you will. I know your

ed his benefactor, and then

estates

I have

but live in the poor-house.

At “ That is enough,” said Lord C—,

leaf

own

“1 don’t

think you are out of the poor-house yet.
Guess he'll be fooled.” * So their neighbors’

signature,

a dead

wren fell down upon his head, and in a perfect agony of fright he flew away and hid
himself.

24,

So

his tenantry had learned to trust his good-

ness of heart, while wondering what he
might do next. As thought went out to-

“No, you shall not,” said Lord C—, ‘they
must trust my word.” Then the old couple
were shown into another room to wait till
twelve; and in the meantime the steward
tqld his master their history. Coming down
from comparative comfort, their poverty
had been misfortune, but not fault. Lord
C——_.was interested in them, and

ordered

the lease of a little place to be made out in
their name, which he added to the heck.
Outside, the time wore away;

and as the

old people did not come forth, all settled
down to the cpinion there ‘was nothing in
it. Twelve drew near.
Men looked at
each other, but did not go. Slowly the
hours rang out, and with the last stroke the

1872.
will wait a minute ; the
on the wall

yonder,

basket’s just over

and if you don’t mind

carrying them home, may be you'd like to
have some for your own supper, Captain

Denslow,”

By the time Bob

had

told out what

he

had to say, Harry was almost at the stone
wall,
Now, it so happened

that ‘Captain Dens-

low was as much of a fisherman in his way
-as-the younger disciple, Bob.
:

‘‘ Now, look here, you Young rascals,” he

sdid, when the basket was at hand, and
his
eyes ran over the mess of fine fish, “do
you

think I am going

to

take

your fish,

then punish you for catching them

and

*¢ No, sir, we hoped you would not,” said

Bob,

“You did, did you?

Well, now

:

we'll

make terms this time. I want a promise
that you will not—you, Harry Bristol, and
you, Bob Burns—run
away again from
school this term,”

Harry promised readily.

As for Bob, he

looked up at the sky, and down at. the
earth, and out at the sea, and turned around
two or three times before he said a word.
When he did speak, he said:
* I don’t know, sir. Pm afraidto promise; the water kind of gets hold on me
sometimes and pulls me away, and I think
how the fishes are swimming around the
pier up by the bridge, and I don't dare
promise. But I'll tell you, if I do go, I'll
take a thundering big punishment.”
* Very well. Now, Bob, I am going to
trust you. You will not promise; but I

will take some of your fish, and you must

remember that Ido it on trust that you will

Eiterary
- Germany Growing Practical,
We

have heard

of German —mistiness,

dreaminess; ete.,—of Germany having the
empire of the air, and leaving the sea
to.
Britain and the earth to France. But Germany is setting a pretty firm foot upon
the:

solid earth, and the contact is heginning to
affect her literature. Saysa correspondent

of the London Atheneum :
We are, as regards our literary as well as
our social relations, in a state o transition;

and if a foreigner does not clearly

under.

stand at what point the present movement
broke off its connection with our past literature, he will form a picture of our present
condition of which
the perspective will be
Sale distorted. The turning-point in our

omestic history must be placed at a date

some twenty qr thirty years back.
Suppose a visitor to” Berlin at this mo-

ment to be anxious to acquaint himself with
the condition of our intellectual interests, .
he will, it is not unlikely, Apply for informa-~
tion to some one in a Fou position, say to

Professor of Philosop! y in the University, a
He desires to learn ‘whether the * Din an
sich *’ is to be understood in a transcendent

or transcendental sense, whether God is to-

be regarded as the ‘‘Subject-Object,”
whether there is a contrary
or cont
ctory
Opposition between Freedom

and

Nature.

Had he put these questions some twenty

years ago, the Professor would

have

been

much interested, and would have given a
careful and well-considered reply. To-day
he would scarcely deign to listen to thera,
and would: astonish the stranger by asking

in his turn, ** Do you not think that almsving must be put under some restraint?
the poor keep pouring into Berlin, and
we have to support them all, we officials,

door openéd, and the old man came out.— not run away again. Iam
glad you think
‘“‘Have you got your money ?» With that a promise so grave a thing.”
:
with our scanty incomes, will
Crows ever prove a croaking train,
Captain Denslow took some of the fine We shall not have bread to give beourruined.
isfied himself that a change of life and he showed the check. ‘Good as a note of
own
The fruit of indolence is pain.”
heart must precede and underlie any solid. the Bank of England.” There was a sush fish from the basket, and walked away with families.” If the strangér try in his asténishmen
t to turn the conversation, and to
One hard winter's morning, when ‘the reformation.
So, with a!l temporal provis- around Lord C—— as he entered his car- them, while Harry and Bob hurried home,
discuss the esoteric meaning of the Republic
hills were covered thick with snow, and
ions and aids to self-help for those who had riage, and men shook at him their state- Bob carrying the-long snake on a stick,
)
‘‘My Lord, will you pay my debts ?”
The boys buried the snake at the sefting of Plato, the Professor
even the birds of the air found it difficult to gone so far down, he pressed earnestly up- ments.
f the sun, then dressed the fish, and dividbear the severity of the cold, or find on their attention the godliness which is “Lord Congleton, there's my account.
“Friends, it is past twelve o'clock,” said ed them into equal portions. Harry Brisany food, a crow sat croaking on a tree, profitabie for time and eternity.
he, as he drove away.
complaining of his hard fate and of the
tol marched away with his share to bis
As he labored, he could not understand
home, and every step of the way he kept
1 bitterness of the season. Presently he saw why men were so slow to believe and ac| thinking how much better it would have
a squirrel, who had prudently put by a cept God's free salvation; ahd in his own
| been, fun or no fun, if he had been at
store of provisions, enjoying himself, and peculiar manner he resolved to work out an
The “ Born Fisherman.”
school that afternoon.
cracking his nuts and his jokes in a hollow old story he had read,and give all his tenants
“Dear me!” thought Bob Bums on a
oak, his home.
The bridge at Milford was a famous place
a practical object-lesson in higher things.
bright
afternoon of that school term. * I
*“ I am almost dying of cold and hunger,”
The session of parliament was over, and for catching fish, and as for Bob Burns, the
said the crow, ‘ will you not favor me with
he started for his countfy-seat. The morn- villagers said he was ‘‘a born fisherman, just wish Captain Denslow hadnt trusted
a few of your kernels?”
ing after his arrival, he had the following and never would be good“for anything me. I wouldn't mind a good flogging a bit
‘ How did you employ yourself during notice posted in various conspicuous places else.” One thing was certain, if anybody to-day, just for the fun of going fishing ;
the summer,” asked the squirrel, * that you
about the village that lay upon his estate, could ““ get a bite” he could. Bob was | but te run away against a good sound trust |
4
are forced to play beggar in Winter?”
and on the great gate of his private certain to. coax the first black-fish of the like that was, when I sort of clinched the
season to his hook. Eels seemed to enjoy bargain, too, by letting him take away the
“I amused myself by cultivating the grounds:
beauties of song, foreboding evils to come,
eating his bait, and woe to the blue-fish fish, that's what I can’t do. Bless me! the
*‘ NOTICE.
and entertaining you and others with the
that dared to “flip” anywhere
within tide’s half flood now ; I know just how it
gurgles and swashes round the old posts
¢¢ Lord Congleton will be preseat, with sight of Bob's boat.
manly melody of my voice,” said the crow.
I am sorry to say that Bob and his com- and things up there.” And the born fish‘ I'know that I have often heard your his steward, at his office in the village, behoarse note, but as to your melody, in tween the hours of 9 a. m. and 12 noon, panion, Harry Bristol, were playing truant
day of —; and will then and there from school on the dayof which I write;
spite of the great practice you have had, I
wouldn't give a nut-shell for the best song pay freely all accounts and debts, to whom- they called it playing ‘ hookey,” and they
you can sing, summer or winter. One of soever owing, of any of his tenants who thought that they were having a very pleasthe chief points in music is to keep time,— can not discharge their obligations. To ant afternoon on the old Milford bridge.
literature that savored of idein which he is wretchedly wanting who avail themselves of this offer, the appliThe tide was just at the right stage for
alism, dreamijuess, and moonshine, is gone.
wastes his precious hours in attempting a cants must present their accounts in the catching fish, the fish were about the pier
Just then he We have become acécustomed to deal better
| than we used to do with realities, and to
rude song before he has stored his nest with form of separate bills, containing the exact
in abundance, and the bridge stretched met the school-master,
describe things as they are.
statement of the amounts and the nature of firmly across a little inlet of the sea that
the necessaries of life.”
*“ Well, my lad,” said Captain Denslow, | I had a conversation the other’ day
with
the
debts
owing
to
each
creditor.
They
“IT
am
glad to see you this afternoon. Nice | one of our best painters, in which
The feathered pretender to melody, findhad wandered up that way many years
he told
must
give,
also,
a
statement
of
their
own
I”
it
isn't
to-day,
fisting
|
me,
in
the
ing he could get nothing out of the genermost animated manner, that he
earlier, to'find out what the salt meadows
“Jolly!” said Bob, with a queer little | had found a splendid subject for a picture,
osity of hi$ neighbor, hoped to make some- means and whatsoever property they may were doing with themselves, and somehow
| that he had now spent twelve months in
CONGLETON.”
thing out of his inexperience or his folly. have.
it had been kept wandering up and down contradiction between the word itself and preparato
ry studies, and that he should give
the
tone
in
which
it was spoken.
‘I am surprised,” said the crow, ** that
Soon around each placard ‘a crowd be- thereabout by the tide ever after.
| the next few years of his Jife exclusively to
‘“ Bob, there's something better than go- | the work.
Curiosity, ‘astonishment,
At last the bait gave out. *‘ Dear me!”
anybody whose storehouse is so full should gan to gather.
Although myself a tolerably
| thorough-going realist, I at once supposed
tire himself and risk his neck by skipping possessed the villagers. ‘What does he said Bob. * Are you sure, Harry? Can't ing fishing,” he said suddenly.
chosen some famous event in
‘What is it, sir ?” asked the boy, look- Lthiv he had
in that way from tree to tree in the cold, mean?” And crowds gathered around the you find just one more clam, or even a bit
| the world’s history. What was my astoning
up
quickly.
:
and not rather lie down at his ease like a office. To one and all, the steward gave of neck ? I've got a rousing big fellow
¢
| ishment when he told me that the subject is
** It is being faithful to a trust. I know an iron foundry !
only one answer: ‘ That is Lord C——'s
around my hook, now ; he bites, for all the
gentleman, and take a refreshing nap!”
how
you
felt,
as you were coming up the
In the German painting of these days much
‘¢ Jumping from tree to tree is good for’ signature: the notice speaks for itself.” Fur- world, like a seven-pounder.
Do find just
my health,” replied the squirrel, ¢ and it ther explanation of his master's motives he a bit more, Harry; look around among the road. I've been over the same ground my- has been done in the way of exact reproissnot only good exercise, but it keeps rob- refused. nor would he answer any ques- shells you've thrown away.” Harry could not self. Now I want you to do something for duction of the actual, but there seenis to be
uot a little caprice in the serupulosity with
bers away from my little home.
And as tions. ‘He was simply ordered to fix up find a fragment. large enough to fasten the me this afternoon.”
which all that tends to the ideal or spiritual
“I'll try, sir,” said Bob, feeling that all | is avoided. For
those placards. That was all he knew.”
hook into ; so. the seven-pound fish escaped
to my want of sleep, if I was busy in sumexample, another German
The day drew on, with an increasing ex- with its life that time, and Bob and the heroism of his nature was about to be f artist, ‘also a man of high reputation, has
mer gathering together my nuts, T mean
made a picture of a huge bed of red cabcalled into service,
Some Harry left the bridge and started for home.
you always to find me alert in winter to citément on the part of thé poor.
bages. When I come, as 1 sometimes do,
“Very
well.
Off
with
you,
‘Haven't
we
had
fun
this
afternoon,
and see if
keep them ; for if I were to be caught nap- looked at the latter clause. It seemed to
| on a work of another tendency, such as the
ping, I should soon find some artful neigh- intimate they must surrender all they had, Harry ?” asked Bob, as the two boys were you can catch a blue-fish. I know, if there | evclus of the beautiful Melusine,by Schwind,
.
is
one
to
be caught, you can find it. I | my first feeling is one of surprise, as at
bor clever enough to find out and plunder to claim the benefit. ‘They were not ‘insol- come to a stone wall that surrounded a field
the
heard on my way here of a poor man who sight of*some strange object belonging to a
my hoard. Andif I ever were to die of vent; and so they congluded not to apply. of tall grass.
ists?
“Well, I don't know
about it,” said has been very ill, and who has eaten noth- past epoch. , . . . Why are we
poverty, I am afraid, in spité of your fine Others had accounts A nature they did
or the same cause that makes a realist of
ing for a number of days. He thinks if he
all right,—
words, you would be cannibal enough to not like to expose to Lis lordship. Others Harry: “it would havebeen
any one on the
pavements of the London
feed upon my carcass.”
had little faith in the whole matter. “Twas the fishing part, you know, if Captain Dens- had a blue-fish he could eat it.”
streets. If one is pressed upon and shoved
‘‘ Hurrah I" shouted Bob.
some new, unaccountable whim of Lord low hadu’t seemed to stand right at the end
‘I wish there from all sides, and must keep a sharp lookTHE WREN.
C—."
But there’s his own signature; of the bridge, with his big black eyes shin- was a fellow sick that hankered after blue- out in order to escape being run over, one
One fine spring evening a very cock- he'll never dishonor Rat,” said a neighbor. ning so, asking all the time, ¢ Harry Bris- fish every day,” and off he started to get 'has no leisure for transcendental Idealism
and the sorrows of a ** beautiful spirit.” ..
tailed wren was sitting on a twig. It was And so discussion ran high.
tol, why were you not at school yesterday his fishing tackle.
;
. The absorbing interest of political and
his birthday ; he was twelve months old;
‘“ Bless the boy!" said the master,
Many gathered up their accounts, and afternoon?” There go the boys this min‘I
economical questions is most. useful in its.
and feeling every inch a wren, he could made out the required statements, resoly- ute.’
saw him escaping. from temptation by a influence on the critical portion of our literanot help being proud both of himself and ing to see how others fared, and if they
ture, although, at all events at present, it
When he said that he had mounted the good run, a while ago.”
his position in the world.
The price of a boy who can be trusted is injures the creative part. Our publicists, .
succeeded, to present their list of hopeless fence, and was standing on it where he
without an exception, write in a_
‘The first thing that morning he had had debts. Some planned how to keep back could overlook the distant highway.
greater than that of rubies.
As for Bob, he sounder, and more thorough mannerbetter,
a set-to with his wife on the subject of their part of their assets, and some again, decaught three blue-fish, and had the happiest they did twenty years ago. Of course, than
* Oh! never you mind,” said Bob. “We'll
the infuture nest, which she had meekly suggest- terred by arguments or ridicule, gave up fix that. Captain Denslow will be along time imaginable.— Hearth & Home.
crease of the number of readers makes it”
ed should be in the box-tree, instead of the all thought of the matter.
incumbent upon the papers to court popujust about the time we get out on the road,
larity, in a way thatis not altogether conthorn-bush on which he insisted,—she was
The day came, and a crowd of tenants and I'll offer him some nice fish for supducive to the cultivation of the highest style
Helping Mother.
afraid that the branches would prick her and lookers-on were gathered near the per; he likes fish as-well as we do. Keep
| of writing. A good example is furnished by
sides, she said. He had carried the day, office. All efforts to gain any further in- still there in the.basket, you,” speaking
the Gartenlaube, a weekly journal that has,
“Mother,” said little Mary Miller, ‘I
but declared that he” was so worn out by formation were fruitless. A little before to a wigglesome eel, just then making one
I believe, about 800,000 subscribers. The
want
to
help
you
stem the currants. May Spirit of this publication is excellent; it is
the discussion that he could not really the hour, Lord Congleton’s carriage drove last effortto regain its native water,
1 m
ably edited, but its critical, scientific, and
begin building that day. As he flew over ‘up, and he stepped hastily into the office, . ‘‘Hello, there! Just see that grass jig“Do you want to work at the currants, artistic articles are pecessarlly such as shall
the grass plat, much content with his victo- and. the door was closed and locked after gle,” cried Harry;
‘there: goesa snake, or do you want to help me ?"—said Mrs. be intelligible to a large b iy of readers.
ry, he saw a large worm lazily lumbering him. Rrecisely at nine, a step came from I know.”
It would be well if it did not
exercise inMiller,
smiling.
In an instant the basket of fish was on the
out of its hole, and fell down upon it direct- the inner room, and they heard the bolt
fluence
on
other
writers.
In
poetry and
1 wall, and the boys in full chase of an enor- |. “Why, mother, isn’t it the same thing ! » science there are thin incomprehensibleto - L
ly; but after a smart tussle and a good thrown back.
“Not
quite.
Once
I knew a little girl the mass of readers,
ere are, of course, .
Men looked at each other. None were mots black snake.
shaking it succeeded in getting back into
His snakeship wis making for the high- who wanted-to help her mother set the ta. times when it seems well to write for “the
willing be to first,fearing, either the confesitshome.
.
=
way. Out he came, having been hit but ble. She put the things on all wrong, be- happy few”; but the present epoch is not
Presently a blue tit, a hair's
breadth sion of poverty, or the ridicule that would
cause she could ndt attend to what she was one of them. We prefer to write for the:
meet. an unsuccessful application. ‘You once or twice by Bob’s fish-pole, right in
smaller than himself, came flying down
three hundred thousand rather than for ¢ the:
told, and then ran away, and left her moth- happy
LJ
few.”
past him on a fat caterpillar upon: which go and try, Jones,” said a man to his the face of Captain -Penslow, the school- er
to
put matters right again, »
:
the wren had just set his eye. . ‘That's neighbor. “I'm not so poor as you think master, who was on his way to his home,
Mary binshed and hung down her head. . Eloquence, except in very rare eases, is
mine!” said he, pouncing angrily upon it, fof,” was the reply, albeit'each had shown He joined chase with the two lads, and
‘‘And
another time, this same little girl only of its own day. It addresses the
and successfully driving away the tomtit. friends their lists, and consulted with them soon the snake was captured, and beaten
wanted
to dust her father’s‘ books; and mind, the feelings; the passions, the interabout the debts they meant to present.
So until it was as ‘dead as a snake can die
As he sat on his prey twittering boastfully,
of its ‘own immediate audience. It
when
she
had got them all strewed about ests
grows out of the circumstances of the times ;
;
an old gardener, half blind, passed by, lei- the minutes wore by, while men looked up- until the sun goes down.”
‘ Well, boys, where did you come from ?” the floor, she sat down, and read a story all with the change in those circumstances it
;
surely eating his bit of dinner, and cutting on each other and waited.
the morning, and then left the books and mostly loses its power and influence. Even
asked
Captain Denslow.
his bread and cheese upon his thumb: He
It was nearing ten o'clock when an old
ulpit eloquence,—though it dwells on sub“From the field over yonder,” replied dust-pan op the library floor, and went off ws of enduring importance, though its = .
hopped angrily after the man’s heels, and couple, who for two or three years had
to
play
with
another
child.
Her
father
had great truths are eternal, unvariable as
pursued him for some distance; the old been inmates of the poor-house, entered Bob Burns, wishing at that minute, with
to put away the books before he could sit Christianity itself,— is hardly an exception.
gardener, however, did not turn, and the group before the office. ‘Is it true,” all his heart, that he had been at school
walked quietiy on, quite unaware of the they said, ‘Lord Congleton has offered to instead of spending the afternoon in fish- down to his sermon. Do you think she The Christianity of one age, of one social
really wanted to help, or only to amuse state, not only of one form of religious
attack of his ferocious assailant.
”s
‘ pay all our debts?” “Don’t know ; he has ing.
creed, but of one phase of religious interest
herself?
»
j
» and emotion, is not entirely and absolutely
‘“
Been
“Well, ve chased away that dreadful paid none here.” ‘ But has any one been
spending the afternbon over there,
*“O
‘mother!
”
said
Mary,
almost crying, the Christianity of another, certainly not of
mongter!” said ithe wren, panting for in? . “Not yet.” - Just then the notice I suppose,” said the school-master,
Bob was tempted for one minute to in- “I know it was mean and selfish ; butif you all ages.— Dean Milman.
breath. + What an ugly beast it is! and hanging outside the office door caught the
when he has all the advantage of two legs old man’s eye. It was faded by sun and vent an excuse, but a better and . truer will letme try now, I really will help; I
:
It is said that the black orang, or chimlike me, why doesn’t he learn to hop pret- rain. ‘ Why, wife,” said he, ‘ this has thought came; so he looked right up in truly will.” «
And she really did; for, when the work
anzee, oa being taught to wear clothes,
tily, even if He can’t fly? And then those
been heré for days, and I know his lord- the teacher's eyes and said ;
’ was done, her mother said
ecomes fond of them. It learns to lie in a
she had been of
two great awkward flapping things that ship's signature; Thank Gol! we can die
“We ran away to go fishing, sir. You
bed
with his head on the
pillow, “and pulls
great
assistance,
for
she
had
done
just as she
hang by his sides, which he fills’ his mouth at least free of debt,” and thoy. started for can punish
the clothes over itself like a man, The
us, I suppose,but we've had real wis told. In what way do
you help your red orang learns to drink coffee and tea,
with, how much better it is to pick up one’s the door.- *‘ Aye, aye; you go first old good luck, 11 show you
the fish, if you father and mother ? "— Child's Paper,
)
and grows fond of wine.

i

But evermore t he halo
Of angel light increased ;
Like the mystery of moonlight
That holds some fairy feast.
Snow-white, snow-soft, snow silently,

4

The

mouse

Winter snows enshroud the plain,

Oh, beautifully, unfathomably,

- For instance,

the

sententious and disagreeable as the Frenchman’s odious ant, .
THE CROW AND THE SQUIRREL,

All in our marriage gardéh
Grew, smiling up to God,
A bonnier flower than ever
Sucked the green warmth of sod.

slaying

to swim;

that of the Ant and the Grasshopper, and
the extremely pragmatical squirrel is as

If one of these * little ones” be lost!

their relationship.

till

A very old Welsh fable is upon the crow

Think what the child at your knee had been

of Llewellyn

prosperously

and the squirrel, where we find the crow
playing the part of the cunning, cajoling
tempter, instead of the dupe, to which we
are accustomed in La Fontaine's ¢ Maitre
Corbeau sur un arbre perche;” his useless
prophetical qualities too are new. The
moral (which comes first) is the same as

O men! as you careless pass along,
Remember the love that has cared for you; And blush for the awful shame and wrong
Of a world where such a thing could be true !

British

op

be
to-

merrily on their way, when a tremendous
water-snake suddenly came up out of the
depths, and greedily devoured the two poor
little allies together.
MoraAL.—*“To ally oneself with the
brave and powerful is wise, but with the
weak is a broken reed.”

|

“. Do you think that I would do you harm”
“It isn’t that,” and the hand drops down;

Ancient

with

assistance should
on a journey

:shouiders of his ally, and they were

Is it his anger or his fears
That have hushed his voice and stopped his
arm?
“ Don’t tremble ;” these are the words he hears,

Three

mouse,

kindly proposed to take his friend upon

Tossing his pennies, past him goes?

In bannered bloom unfurled,
But never, never match our wee
White Rose of all the world.
:

all went

much like the water.

‘When his little neighbor, just sold out,

‘With mystical, faint fragrance,

The

they came to a dangerous torrent which
must somehow be crossed. The frog was

Is it strange if he turns about,

Our Wee White

difficulty.

equal dignity, declared ‘that he might be

_ Men are too busy to stop to-night,
Hurrying home through the sleet and rain.

adh

of

food neatly, with a bill

JULY

wards those whom he would lift up, he sat-

pms

trict. Xou are to teach many whe
You are
or will not learn.
many who have never hgen

through which the powder is sifted; and an
immense ground and laboring-mill, where
it is ground up, while men shovel it in with

men are silent,

great deal of noise, but the

terest in their affairs.

you

In a word,

are

men stay there.

From there it

from

a cotton factory. I have been in many
hard places since that time, have publicly
addressed most distinguished and enlightened audiences, but that first day as teacher
of this district school was the hardest of
all. That this first school was not a failure may be inferred from the fact of its
heing continued by private subscription a
public appropriation was
month after the
different town and in my
expended. In a
third winter's experience of this kind,
took a school that had a bad reputation,
and from which a teacher had recently
been expelled. It was reputed to be disor. «erly and ungovernable in the highest degree. There had been trouble there for
two or three winters, and several of my
friends advised me against going into. such
a district.
This character of the school had led the
committee to think they must employ the
hardest kind of teachers, those

would

who

be most likely to put the great rough boys
under the severest discipline, and inspire
This systhe greatest amount pf terror.
tem of government had reacted on the
character of the

school,

made it still

and

worse, till the last unsuccessful tyrant raised a general insurrection, and he was expelled by being put out of one of the winMy first morning there was a time

dows.

I said and did as little
to be remembered.
as possible. Both parties sat there studying each other, waiting for something to
‘ turn up,” or each for the other to show its
hand. Just before dismissing the scholars
at noon, I had a pleasant, familiar talk
with them, told them as gently as I could
of the bad ways into which they had failen,
of the unenviable reputation they had acquired, and how I supposed it had all come
about. [I told them frankly that I did not
believe in the kind of government to which
they had been subjected, that I had no
faith in tyranny or the kind of fear it inspired, that I had not come there to whip or
beat, but to teach them; and that I should
take it for granted they came there to
learn, till [ was fully convinced to the contrary ; that if they needed any flogging, it
must be given them elsewhere, by their
parents or the committee, who had employed me ounly to teach; that I should do the

best I could for them, and wanted

them to

help me make theirs the best school in
town; that [should treat them with this
confidence and respect as long as rossible,
not

I could

when [ found

and

|

should

them; that for no consideration
leave
would I allow myself to be used as a public
This
scolding or whipping machine.
frankness and pean

so different

from

anything to which they had ever been accustomed, at once had the desired effect.
It

established

the

pleasantest

and

most

us.— Religious
:

profitable relations between
Magazine .

¢
How

Gunpowder
RA

Is Made.

——

to the other

world?

You don’t think it would be very pleas-

ant ?

Well, it isn't, yet

hundreds’ of men

live in just that state—work, receive pay,
and live year after year in the very sight of
death,as it were—all that the woild
may
have gunpowder.
You can easily guess
that these men go about. gnietly, and never
laugh.
ha
;

You know that gunpowder

is very dan-

flerous in a gun, or neara fire, but perhaps

you don’t know that it is equally dangerous
all through the process of making. A powder-mill is a fearful
place to visit, and
strangers are very seldom allowed to go
into one. They are built far from any
‘town in the woods, and each branch of
the workis deme in a separate building.
These houses are quite a distance from each
other, so that if one blows up it won't blow

up the rest. Then the lower parts of the
building are made very strong, while the
. roofs are very lightly set om, so that if it
explodes only the roof will suffer, * But, in
spite of every care, sometimes a whole set-

tlement of the powder-mills will go off almost in an instant, and every vestige of the
toil of years will be swept away in a few
seconds.
But, though you feel like holding your
breath to look at it, it is really.a very inter_ esting process to see. It is made, perhaps
you know, of eharcoal, saltpetre, and brim-

stone,

Each of these articles is prepared

in a house by

good, the

always

at

day's

three

himself by the

baptized by
the F. Baptist

itself, but

the

house

where

they are mixed is the first terrible one. In
this building is an immense millstone, roll-

or

Christian patience.

and Taxation ;”

come

first

brie

and

served

compactly

an

3

leads

some

:

Open to both

thirdly,

persons

to

some

to

RIDGEVILLE

:

The blunder of writing predicate for
redict has become so widely diffused that

big

cisely

the reverse,—to denote,

that it isa

it in a sense

pre-

turning

not

anything out, but bringing it in. They
talk of eliminating some truth, or other
useful result,from a mass of details.

and

Literature
—

Business.

—

The principal early works of John Stuart
Mill were written in the intervals of official

work, while he held the office of pringipal
exantiner in'the Bast India House—in' which

Peacock, the author of
Lamb,
Charles
11,” and Edwin Norris, the
“Heading

philologist,
‘were also clerks. Maeaulay
wrote his “Lays of Ancient Rome’ in the

War Office, while holding the post of Secs
retary of War, - It is well known

that the

thoughtful writings of Mr. Helps are lterally “Essays written in the intervals of

business.” Many of our best living authors
are mén holding important ‘public offices,

such as Sir Henry

Anthony Trollope,

aylor, Sir. John Kaye,’

Tom

Arnold, and Samuel Warren.
Mr. Proctor, the poet, better

“Barry

Cornwall,”

was

Matthew

Taylor,
a

known

barrister

as

and

probably
Most
Commissioner in Lunacy.
for the same
pseudon
he assumed the
Paris published his ¢Phireason that Dr.

f aturoomn |
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any
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Academic
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preparing
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pursuing
Education.

further information

or Cir-

The Trustees take this OppenuniY of publicly acknowledging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemical Apparatus,—awounting in all to about $500,—
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H.
THOMAS TUTTLE, M, D. Pres.
E. S. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N, H., Feb. 19, 1872,

NICHOLS
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LATIN SCHOOL.

SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan. 1, 1872, and
closes Friday, March 22.
!
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Monday, June 24.
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the

11

His house was always a home for
Baptists.
ministers of the gospel, and long- will ‘his memory be cherished in the hearts of those who have

ness in doing their work is'secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done, The
students are faithfully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
goanning, &c.

The

location

the College and Theological
ages of association witli

of the

school so

near

a higher

rank

School, affords

students

ot

-advant.

and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable,
A.M.
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Superintendentsof S. S.
ubCatalogue of New Sunday School Books just
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for

ment.
livery.
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These Books are

now ready for sale and
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JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.
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Series.

Andy
Luttrell,
Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,

$150
150
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May Bell,

150

Day

150
Ts0

TT

150
150

Series.

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

5
75

New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

75
75
ii]

Child’s

Series.

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

Jamie and Jeannie,

, Blessing.

Boy’s

JONES,

Sec.

Heaven,

Bright

A DOMESTIC

Day

Series.

Bright Days,

Necessity.

125

Sunny Skies, -

125

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

1235
1.25

LIFETIME."~

Starlight

Address

Series.

Starlight Stories,

T5

5

Brother and Sister,

Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

3m22
|

- Bloomfield,

:
Sec,

culars address the Principal.

nor

now

500

Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph oger Midian,
When we were Young,

will com-

:
to those

offered

by order

for single

dors are solicited.

SEMINARY.

of an

4 cents

4 cents each for two. or more

A DOMESTIC

Miss L. D. Moore,

BERT SAVAGE, A. B.
All the usual facilities

i

just revised

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.

mende on WEDNESDAY, March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks under the continued charge of ALstudies in

' TREATISE.

Mrs.

Miss Alice I. Libby,

of this Institution

Or

The Christ-Child,

Send for catalogue. to the Principal or to.
E.C. LEWIS,
New Hampton, N. H., March I5, 1872.
SPRING

or more.

of the General Conference, can

«
2.00
given those deeither upon the
large eXperience
teach Thorough

those

Postage,

Special terms giver

The New Treatise,

- 8.00
=

$2,00.

to agents who sell 100
dersare solidited.

and

Course, of two
years
each, which opened for the
admission of students at the commencement of the
fall term.

He continued to love the sound of the old gospel preached with primitive plainness and pows=
er. He deplored svervebing that savored of a
departure from the spirituality, simplicity, and

“that

-

Price

Rainy

pillow-cases and towels.
;
Tuition from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has been very successful.
It is
now proposed to. add a Scientific and Agricultural

The

coples ‘of this the

Light from the Cross,
, Contradictions; or, High Life-in Edgerton,

the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25, Students desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity.
Students will provide their owt sheets,

trump of a fred gospel over these hills and
through these vales, giving it a certain sound.

humity

our hands.

A. M., Principal,

NORTHWOOD

D.,is now

first volume, have already been sold.
This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of

Miss T. A, R. Dow,

A. B,,

D.

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,

H. M. Willward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
EXPENSES, Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3.50 per week. In Welt rogulated clubs,’
of which there are several in successful OperRioH,

Palermo,

great
blew.

Fifteen hundred

Sec.

22,1872,

N~

ready for delivery>to our customers.

INSTITUTION.

The SUMMER TERM
continues ten weeks.

95
the

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. JohnJ. Butler,

M. K. MABRY, Principal.
Board and Tuition at the same rates as formerly.
. wal the friends send us some students for this
erm
M. E. SWEAT,

861

Minutes of General Con20
.75
single,
ence.
Ba There is no discount on the Minutes by
dozen.

$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
wishing to board themselves.

f

8
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14%

pr hoy 720
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20

.75

single,

Choralist

24
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Now Ready.

BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families
:

single,

do

do
do
Communionist,
do

172

144 © 28

inv

Book) single,
( Ques. ,
the Year

College.

:

Fred

sale this whole Edition will soon be off

Penmanship

to

29

2.24

ud

Maine, May 11, aged 86 years and 10° months.
Tuition $25.00 a. year.
+
He was the last original member of the first
LG JORDAN,A. B., Principal,with three AdsistFreewill Baptist church in Palermo, of which he
member
ants.
valued
much
continued a faithful and
The special work of this school is to fit students for
until his Master called him home. He had been
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
identified with the denomination of his choice
being
composed of only one department, a thoroughfrom its feeble but very hopeful commencement |
in this region. ‘He remembered
fection the pioneer ministers

Music,

2.76
29

do do

May 14th, and continue ten weeks.

‘W..C. HULSE.

died

Vocal

Work formed, if desired.
Special attention given

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Tuesday,

the same religion which Clara. possessed, and
prepare to meet their loved one where * there
crying.”

in

36
04

do

TUITION :
Primary Course, - -~ «$400 °
Common English,
aw
4.50 *
Higher English,
«
e500
Languages, ==+
+
4
=600

Classes

2.40
25

1.72

120
.00
38

24

ACADEMY.

(10 1lessons)

dozen,
single,

28

20
2.40
08
60
04

2.00

Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
of Instrumental Music.
Miss K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and Draws
ing.

&

1.44

29
2.88
J11

Vol. 2 The Acts, Romans,
do - do
& Corinthians,
Lessons for every Sunday in

is

Use of Instrument,An excellent opportunity will be
siring a complete course of music,
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of
from Massachusetts, qualified to
Bass. Secular or Sacred Music.

dozen,

single,1.00
dozen, 9.60
single, - .30
dozen, 2.88
single,
25

Butler’s Commentary,
doVol.1 TheGospels,

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.

religious in-

10.92

K
48
.02

19
1.72

Sec. § Treas.

-

2

.25
2.40
.15

9.14

04
28

Commencement.

(12 lessons)

1152
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.15
1.44
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Instrumental Music (20Nessons)
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WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,
ozen,
do
do

Instructor in Penmanship.
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1.88
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Board of Trustees.

L. P. REYNOLDS,

SEMINARY.

28
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“board of competent

For College Catalogue apply to

CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,—
_&, closin, Nov. 22.
WINTER
TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
- closing Feb. 28.
For porticulars, address
REV. G.S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

through

sorrow,

and

information,

16

dozen, - 2.10
single, 1.00
dozen, 380
.1°
single,

A. M., Prin. Ladies’ Departient.

LEBANON
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do

A

and

1.16
11.52

single, 1.60
dozen, 15.36
single, 1.20

do

do

16
182

ozen, 10.56
single,
.85

Life of Marks,
0
®
d0
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
5
:
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
«do.10
TheBook of Worship,
do Bodi
Ques. Book)
StoryofJesus,(

September 4—Fall Term begins.
December 4—Winter Term begins.

ment.

May the
the ¢ valley and shadow of death.”
afflicted parents and brothers find consolation in
neither

June

same

dozen,

do

do

D. D., President.

CALENDAR,

the

1.10

Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
do
0
dozen,
do PaperCov.single,
do’

March 20—Spring Term begins.

Expenses are reasonable.
prot JACOBS will have charge of the Music Depart-

ly obeyed the summons, for her trust was in the
she had given her young
Saviour to whom

death,

students important

particular

do

B, GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
ainting.
MELVILLE . CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental
anid VocaljMusic.
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.

WEST

West surpasses it in point of moral and
fluences.

E, A. G. PHILBRICK.

more

W. A. DRAKE,

F980.

on

Morocco,single,

Butler’s Theology,
do
do
History,

ALEX. C. RIDEOUXT, Prin. Com. Department.

romises more enlarged usefulness. The village of
vansville is finely located, and few places m the

Master called, “ Come up hither,” she cheerful

no

Prin.

do
82mo.

COLLEGE.

M. GRAHAM,

H. LAURA ROWE,

This institution is under the control of the Wisconsin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful operation for three years.
The coming year

CLARA A., only daughter of Samuel A. and
Maine,
died in Garland,
Harriet Hamilton,
years,
April 16, of quick consumption, aged 15
Possessing a quick and intelligent
5 months.
she
disposition,
mind, and remarkably amiable
was not only the light of the home circle, but a
favorite with all who knew her. Though the
future seemed bright and joyous, yet when the

be

Monday,

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

Mrs.
BETSEY PHILBRICK, widow of Rey.
Peter Philbrick, died in South Deerfield, 21st
ult., of heart disease, aged 83 years, 9 months.
In calm trust she serenely passed away.

shall

For

EVANSVILLE

she huving lost both her parents at an early age.
She experienced religion, was baptized, and
united with the shafchip this place when quite
young, since which time’she has lived a devoted,
consistent, Christian life. Death had no terrors
for her, and for years she has seemed to have no
choice whether {o live or die. She was a worthy
ornament to the church and society.
After suffering
years of affliction, she fell asleep
in
Christ, having gained, the Fidos many years
since over the last fot.
I.
B. COLEMAN.

even

6w30

send for a Circular to

family, since a small girl, or at least, till married,

support,

Treas.

2, 1872.

offers to

advantages.

brick

Emboss’d

do
do

RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib, Theology.
SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathe4
;
matics and Nat. Philosophy.
M., Prof. Ancient Lan.
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.
guages.
:
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Belles Lettres.
:

Send for Circular.
)
J. S. GARDINER, Principal,”

N. Y., July

do

“
«

:
WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR C0., WEST VIRGINIA

grave, where now Slesp together, side by side,
the husband, wife, and infant daughter,
leaving
with us an orphan daughter to care for. The
subject of this notice has been a member of m

her

REV. DANIEL

seven or eight new rooms, new instruments and experienced teachers.
The School is one of the largest
and best in the State.

was

a fine

Books.

Postage

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single, 1.00
do
do
dozen, ‘9.60

FACULTY:

19, 1872.

Terms moderate.

:

also

Price. Postage, Total.

Seminary, N. Y., will

Pres.

HILLSDALE

of

‘WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of this institution will open
August 26. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are prepared for college, for
teaching and for business.
The
Music Department has just been enlarged with

Smith, of Ea. Dixfield, Me., aged "14 years, was

heart, and he was

close

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
5
G. H, RICKER;
North Scituate, R. I., July 12, 1872.

fever, aged five
B. S. GERRY.
Dea.

For Catalogue apply to
Ww.
REED, Sec. &

TERM of Pike

M. E.SHEPARD,

1.50

LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
FALL TERM will commence on

August

building is

commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a
instruction.
grder,
Per

4.00

Ridgeville, Md., July 10, 1872.

The

Prices of Freewill Baptist

PIKE SEMINAKY,
WINTER

THE

$10.00

paying from such time to the
the regular rates.

during the term.
:

drowned while bathing, July 4th. Thus suddenly passed away a very promising and much beloved youth from our Sabbath-sehool, casting
gloom over all our community, and leaving
parents and sisters in deep affliction.
.
G.W.G.

.

4.00
3.00

2.00

t
bi
Ladies,
1.00
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self boadring may be had at reason
able rates. Students may enter school at an
time
of the term,
the term at

Institution

!

Single and by the dozen;

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT,

The new

close

to

i
clubs,
EXTRA CHARGES.

Vocal Music for uentlemen,

.AppIso¥, son of Mr. and Mrs, Hiram Austin,
H.,

iv

Sample copies will be sent ‘free on application.

87.00

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

ABBIE SANDERS died in Dover, Me., in the
79th year of her age. She was a member of the
F. Baptist church in Garland for many
years.
A large number were present al her funeral,
all seeming to feel that a true Christian had gone
to her reward.
Services by the writer.

WALTER

20 and

$1.60 to

granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
ample accommodations; and
is located on an eminence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
Treas.and Sec,
:
I. W. SANBORN®
al
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871,

A course of Lecturs on teaching will be delivered

which

died in Dexter, Me., of scarlet
years. »

Aug.

The volume begins with the first number in
April. Orders are solicited.
_ No percentage is allowed on money sen
us for the Myrile.

Ladies’clubs as well as gentlemen’s

and liberal education.

COLLEGE.

Use of Instrument for practice,

CHARLES T. LOUGEE died in ‘Gilmanton, Feb.
of logic 26,-wgert 52 years. His obituary lately Appeared
terms in the scientific vocabulary
+ Sanof Charles
unintelligible. The mathematical and log- under the name (by mistake)
#
‘
ical term to eliminate is undergoing a simi- ger.
lar destruction. All who are acquainted
Mgrs. F. C. McGLL died in Whitestown |
either with the proper use of the word or QVhithes she had gone to educate her little
aughter), June 5, of inflammation of the brain,
with its etymology, know that to eliminate
40
years. On the 6th her remains were
a thingis to thrustit out; but those who aged
brought
home,and on the 7th, were borne to the
fine looking phrase, use

TERM

varies from

ne address, than on a single one. The
postage is payable at the office of delivery.

confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough

address the

Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
Board, per week, in
private families,

i bids fair to render one of the most useful

nothing

FALL

PosrAacE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents
a year; and no more on 10 copies or any
number between one and - 10, when sent to

Faculty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. R., Principal, Latin and Greek.
A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science.
Miss Mary
C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
’
and Rhetoric.
Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.
Mrs. J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.
‘Calendar :
:
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term. French;
Music and Penmanship extea.
EXPENSES.—Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families, In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
The Institution will afford
ta hoth sexes a complete
course of study; and ng pams will be spared by the
Trustees to make the
Eohool eminently worthy the

full courses of study:

"EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

warmly attached till death; and while she is
dismissed from the church on earth for that in
heaven, she will be missed’ by
a large circle of
Christian friends, a husband, parents, brother
and sister. She was faithful till death, and in
the enjoyment of a calm trust she passed from
her sufferings on earth.
Her voice, melodious
in praise, sweet in exhortation and earnest in
prayer, will linger in the memories of the
circleof devotion she loved on earth, while she
joins in those above.
H. BREWER.

sole person

LYNDON

&c.

For Catalogue or further information,

SISTER FRANCES E., wife of Samuel Wingate
of Rochester, died of consumption, July 5, aged
40 years and 20 days.
Sister W. gave her heart
to the Saviour about nine
years ago.
She was
called to pass under the rod
of affliction in the
loss of all her children, a promising son and
daughter, in one short week, and soon after of
a dear brother, at whose death bed she promised the Lord to give him her heart. The prom.
ise was kept, and soon a precious revival followed, resulting in the formation of the Walnut
Grove,chureh.
Sister W, was one of the band

responsible ; but if He'now used such an
expression, the reader would be confused
between that and two other meanings,—
that he is not only responsible but something more; or that he is responsible not
only for this but for somethirg besides.
Tennyson's
The time is coming when
(Enone could not say *‘I will not die alone,,
lest she should be supposed: to mean that
she would not only die but do something

know

Three

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

are formed.
:
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

President. Rev. J. CALDER, D.D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. HOYTT, A. M.,, Agricultural
College
P. O,, Center Co., Pa.
1y48

daughter of Isaac and
Comfort
Bickford, of
Rochester, N. H,, died in this city May 29, aged
63 years, © months,
She was devoted and beloved
in her family, was
eminently
useful
among her neighbors, and was one of those good
women whose loss is deplored by all.

other person being bound with him.
Fornerly, if any one said, “I am not alone responsible for this,” he was understoodto
mean what (alone his words mean in cor

about it except

sexes.

and middle of the term.

e price of board, in clubs,

$2.00 per week.

and
CLASSICAL.
Ten pdbtessors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
thoroughly Christian,
;
Location cannot be surpassed in healthfulness,
beauty and freedom from corrupting influences.
~ Expenses only $175 for College
year of 40 weeks,
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fuel
and use of heayier Furniture.

instead of cor-

MRS. SARAH HaM, wife of Daniel

church

“beginning

A,

Jay

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

Verses areinadmissible.

that

M.

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

that formed

and

. I.D. ADKINSON.

Academies,

The

obituary.

C.

near Salem,

She died in sweet assurance,

not quickened except 1t die.”

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion

losophy in Sport made Science in Earnest,”
under the stone are put the three tearful anonymously— because he apprehended
ingredients of gunpowder.
There they are that, if known, it might compromise his
For it is : by no
i thoroughly mixed and ground together. professional position.
This is a very dangerous operation, be- means an uncommon prejudice, still precause if the stone comes in contact with valent among city men, that a person who
its iron bedit ig very apt to strike fire, and has written a book, and still more one who
the merest suspicion of a spark would set off has written a poem, is good for nothing in
Yet Sharon Turner,
the whole.
d thaterials ate spréad three the way of business.
orjfour inches thick in: the bed; the wheel, though an excellent Listorian, was no worse
which goes by water-power, is. started, and a solicitor on that account; while the brothevery man leaves the place, The door is ers Horace and: James Smith, authors of
shut, and the machinery left to do its terri- the ‘Rejected Addresses,” were men of such
ble work alone. When it has run long eminence in their profession that they were
enough,’the mill is stopped, and the men selected to fill the important and lucrative
come back.
This operation leaves the powpost of solicitors to the admiralty, and they
filled it admirably.
'
der in hard-Jumps or cakes.
.
I'he next house is where the cakes are
Tt was’ while the late Mr. Broderip, the

ing round and round in an. jron bed, and

Ignorance

E.

“triumphant in the Christian faith, Her life was
of the quiet ype and full of the
gentler virtues.
Funeral services by the undersigned. Sermon
from 1 Cor. 15: 36,—*‘ That which thou sowest is

PARTICULAR NOTIGE! Persons wishing obitnaries published in fhe Morning Star, who do

to convay

rect English) that he is not the

F. Baptist church.

Obituaries,

Those

bound,

Secondly,

of

Ind., at 1 o’clock, A. M., June 18, in the 24th

Nov.8, 1872, «ys sm

unambiguous

alone

used.

who

of

Terms. —Single copy, 80 cents a year
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep’t.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS. Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
MS.
J. ¥. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. ie WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepng.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the

year of her age. She had been muhy years a
consistent Christian and a membér of the Salem

accept.

enough for the rhetoric of ambitious ignorance. A man will say, ‘to which I am
not alone bound by honor but also by law,”
unaware that what he has unintentionally
not

Co.,

rect spelling. The word whisky has no e
in it, and its plural is whiskies, not whiskeys. Don’t write except when you mean

duced during the last few years,of the word
“alone” as an adverb,*‘only” not being fine

he is

be

daughter

Clough, died-of consumption

—

write attornies and monies,

meaning. It would hardly be believed
how often a writer is compelled to a circumlocution by the single vulgarism, intro-

said is, that

should

eys.

{rom its purpose some form

once

Reynolds and

journeys ; attorney, attorneys ; money, mon-

have be-

who are struggling with the difficulty (and
who know by experience how great it already is)of expressing one's self clearly and
with precision, find their resources continually narrowed by illiterate writers, who
which

the

etc., are correct. The use of the word
most, instead of almost, is a vulgarism of
New England origin. Nouns ending
in ey
form their plural regularly by adding s;
as key, keys; monkey, monkeys; journey,

writers by profession, that written

of speech

of

expression. ‘Firstly is nol an English word ;

language may almost be said to be principally wielded by persons ignorant of
the proper use of the instrument, and who
are spoiling it more and mere for those
who understand it,
Vulgarisms, which
creep in nobody knows how, are daily depriving the English language of valuable
modes of expressing
thought,
To take a
present instance:
The verb transpire formerly conveyed very expressively its correct meaning,
viz.: to become known
through unnoticed channels,—to exhale, as
it were, into publicity through invisible
pores, like a ¥apor of gas disengaging itself. But of late a practice has commenced
of employing this word, for the sake of
finery, as a mere synonym to happen; ‘the
events which have transpired in the Crimea” meaning the incidents of the war.
This vile’ specimen of bad English is already seen by the dispatches of noblemen
and viceroy; and the time is apparently
not far distant when nobody will understand the word if used in its proper sense.
It is a great error to think that these cor-

seize and%wist

author

She was beloved by all

ver, N. H.

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

Sister

were
acquainted with her for her kindness of
heart and gentleness of spirit. She leaves an
zed husband and four children who deeply feel
their loss,
N. Young.
MRS LoTTA J. C. REYNOLDS, wife of F. A.

Bouquet is a French word ; boquet is vot.
Sobriquet is a French word ; soubriquet is
not. Hors de combat is a correct Proc
expression; hors du combat is not. Illy is
not an English word. To say that person
is illy adapted to any employment is as incorrect as it would be to say that be is welly adapted to it. 111 adapted is the proper

© Gu.

ruptions of language do no harm,

the

—

o'clock.

of education

Grote,

of her

intended fdr publici-

tion should be addressed to ¢‘ THE MYRTLE,"
Dover, N. H.
i
:
All orders and remittances for the paper
| should be sent to L. R. BURLINGAME, Do-

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladigp’~Full course of study. Terms, 10
Poy,
weeks,
. ©
*
Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873. *
GEORGE B. FILES, A, B., Preceptor..

V. has suffered ' much in consequence of ill
health for many years, yet she has borne it with

find the

Hints to Young Writers.

So mafif persons without anything dethe name

we

“History of Greece;” Sir John Lubock,
the scientific antiquarian ; and Samuel Bailey,
of Sheffield, the author of ‘‘Essays on the
Formation and Publication of Opinions,”
besides various important works on ethics,
political economy, and philosophy.

Corruption of Language.
serving

bankers

Four

children passed over the river before her.

ol, the biographer of Lorenzo de Médici ;
Ricardo, the author of “Political Economy

>>

Stl

literary

death,

All communications

MAINE

. Rufus Cheney and united with
church, and remained a worthy

names of’ Rogers,the poet; Roscoe,of Liver-

Among

one think every moment of the danger, and
glad to get away.—dmerican Sportsman.

.

photography an

the study of iheraatis, hh both, of which
he was thoroughly proficient.
8

is short,

four

practice of

member until removed by

goes to the

work

with the real business of hix life, nor

‘his leisure to natural science, re-creatin

But the men have a serious look, that makes

else,

v
A HOUSE WHERE MEN NEVER LAUGH.
How do you think you would like to live
fearing every moment to be blown up?
none daring to speak loud, to jar anything,
for fear of starting an’ explosion that would
send you in an instant

wages are

ending

During a sickness of great severity,

ed upon his decisions, . And while Mr.
Broderip devoted himself to natural history,
the late Lord Chief Baron Pollock devoted

acking-house, and it is put up in barrels,
to be ** all things to all men,” women and
gs. and canisters.
:
children ; and while all this was required
afely through all these houses, it goes at
of me, the compensation was only twenty
dollars per month for three months of the last to the storehouse. One feels like drawing a long breath to see the fearful stuff
‘
year.
hands of
I remember as if it were but yesterday safely packed away, out of the
,
my first winter's school of sixty scholars. men, in this curious house.
You've heard of things being as
dry as a
Neither pay had known anything of the
owder-house, but you wouldn't think this
voices
other. I heard the noise of many
ouse very dry. It is almost imbeddéd in
before 1 got in sight of the little red
school-house ; butas I approached it, all water. The roof is one big tank, kept full
went in, and in silence took their seats: of water. Did you ever hear of a waterInstead of steps to go in
But how those youn A ener eyes stared at roof before?
1 those youthful there are shallow tanks of water, through
me as I entered ! Ew
minds seemed to weigh, measure, and de- which every one must walk to the door.
In none of these powder-houses is any
against me in a moment; and I
cide for or
a modest, inexperienced youth of only light ever allowed except sunlight. The
eighteen years, and only nine months

upright.

which continued three months, and in the last
great struggle, she gave evidence of the - possession of grace
to support and give the soul triumphant rest in God.
‘Com.
ELIZABETH VOSE died in Poland, N. Y., May
30, aged 70 years. More than forty years ago
Sister Vose five her heart to Christ and was

fered

as in the other houses. The reckless crashing of the machinery even seems to give
You
ss.
progré
their
greater horror, and one is very glad to get
of
stages
all
in
minds
!
are to divide your efforts about equally, in" out of that house.
The Sioving hohse is the next on the list,
all directions, between the alphabet and
the stars.. Like the clergyman, you: are and there the gunpowder is heated on
to visit all the families, and take an in- wooden trays. It is very hot, and no work-

heme. You are supposed’ to bel able to
instruct, interest, anc guide all these young

the church.

is it known thata single question was rais-

makes a

machinery

The

wooden shovels.

and

he loved and delighted in the Sabbath-school,
and the pact of religious worship in which it
‘was her special office to participate, the music of
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ICE-PITCHERS,

the whole system, acts upon the secretive organs, al-
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replenish old
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orders which will'be immediately filled with pur own
pnblications,or will be filled with the books of other
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at wholesale prices.
L.R. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.

TINE has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
Kidney Complaints,
FOR PAINS IN THE BACK,
Dropsy, Female Weakness, Leucorrhoea, arising from
and uterine diseases and General
internal ulceration,
Debility, VEGE PINE acts directly uponjthe causes
of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens
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Parties designing to’ get new
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Regeued from Egypt,

herbs, and

the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from imand Chronic
ure blood. Sciatica, Inflammat
heumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, and Spinal Complaints,
e blood.
can only be effectually cured ou

tration of thu Nervous

Sc
Bes Taps
6 as

Whole dis-

of 4

ness, ugliness, and ssRpihy

dust of the gunpowder. It contains a set
of sieves, each one smaller than the last.

er life was conscientiously pure

much of his time to the
produc:
work, us well as to the oologs
and their admirable establishRegent's Park, of which he was
founders, his studies never inter-

It is printed on paper of a very supe-

Ts es

Bergh dongf or “left

best
undone. You are to manage, ,i A
way you can, the congregate Paes chfovous-

Itis recorded of him that, though he

1869.

rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any'6ther paper of its class.

eh
a

are

ist.”

devoted so
tion of his
cal Society
ment in
one of the

Calendar:
' SPRING TERM, opens Feb, 18, 1872.
SUMMER TERM opens April 30, 1872,
Board may be obtained in private families. at $3.50
par week, or rooms may be obtained for self-boardat reasonable rates.
:
iy
mplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
coursé in
Music.
For further particulars, address the Principal. 2

daugh-

ter of Mrs. H. M. Redlon, and step-daughter of
Rev. A. Redlon, died in - Dexter,
Me., July 9,
of quick consumption, aged 19 years, 8 months.

pants

You

you survey.”

are

RHODES,

use of Sunday School scholars,
was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,

Miss

?

SS

responsible for A

You

like it.

Miss J. ELLA GERTRUDE

Lizzie Maxfield, L. Hy Butterfield,

PE

As a test of char-

acter I know of nothing

«¢ monarch of all

with-

years, was not

children and friends the priceless legacy of a good
life in Christ,
J. D. COUILLARD,

ie,

.out high cost to myself.

©
Faculty:
C. A. Movers, A, B., Principal.
E. C. Smith,
Mrs, E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell,

weeping

MYRTLE.

This semi-monthly, published by the Free-'
will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

on ter

' my seniors by several

is ever heard

or joke

no laugh

within its walls. Every one who goes in
has to take off: his boots and put on rubbers, because one grain of the dangerous
powder, crushed by the boot, would explode
the whole in an instant.
The floor of this house is covered with
leather, and is made perfectly black by the

THE

WATERBURY CENTER, VT,

CERI

experience in these New England district
schools, where mahy of the sclfolars were

be sure

leaving to his sorrowful widow and

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.

a

but

of these .sketches;

interest the reader

as dangerous as the last one. * Bat the men
can't go away from this; they are obliged
to attend to it every moment, and you may

=

i

In these last three years of learning and
\teaching there was little that would: now

.
LY
found rest and shelter beneath his hospitable
roof. He served the church many
years-.as
Deacon, His faith in Christ was
to the
end, and thus the good man went to his rest,

barrister, was acting as a London police
magistrate, that he was attracted to the
study of. natural history, in which he occupied the greater Jat of his leisure. He
wrote the principal articles on the subject
for the *‘Penny Cyclopaidia,” besides several
separate works of great merit, more particularly the oF onjopial Recreations,” and
“Leaves from the Noté-hook of a Natural

broken into grains, and, of course, is quite

Old-time District School.

An

STAR, JULY 24, 1872.
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Seven New York police captains [were
raigned before Commissioner Manierre for

aral- |.

TRI
Bag
0
a

music.
Tweed

and

Con-

nolly at Albany has adjourned until September,
when a decision will be rendered. *

It is said that during

the

month

of May

Ee

The practice of wearing eye-glasses on the
bridgegdf the nose is causing an alarming ‘increase of cancer in the nasal organs of New

York.
Eight freight cars were thrown from the track
and badly smashed by a=mispluced switch at
the point where the Medford branch connects
with the main
track of the Boston & Maine
Railroad.

The New York seventh regiment spent one
hundred thousand dollars during its six days’ encampment.
Committee

Peace Jubilee have under

of

the

World’s

consideration

a plan

fora grand combined display in the Colisedfm
this fall of agriculture, horticulture, fruit culture, the mechanic arts and the general products
»f manufacture.

a

Reports from Iowa state that the present
season promises to be the most abundant for
grain ever known in the State.
A party of Boston speculators are said to be
in San Francisco in destitute circumstances, having been decoyed to Oregon by a,will-o-the-wisp

in the shape of a deserted gold mine.
A detailed statement of all the divorces granted by the different county courts in Indiana last
year, lately made, gives a total of six hundred
and forty-three.
The government has directed that

“ard proceed at once to Arizona and
effort

to secure

Gen.

How-

New

Mexi-

peace

with

Newark is to have a new Roman
Catholic
Cathedral that will cost $1,000,000, and an Episcopal residence that will cost £520,000 more.

Stokes states that he has

evefy

lieve that he will be let out on
to go to Europe.

reason

bail.

to be-

He

The loss by the fire in Pictou,
‘Wednesday, is estimated at $150,000.

desires

N.

S.,

on

The steamer Hibernia from Liverpool for Quebec takes a party of English settlers
of a colony in Mississippi,

as pioneers

Oregon papers inform us that the Flathead Indians are to be conducted to a new reservation
on the Jocko River.

The Rev. Robert Collyer is to have

a sixteen

thousand dollar residence in Chicago.
The national woman suffrage association has
issued an appeal to the women
of the United
States to co-operate with the republican party in
the present campaign.

The mother of the boy Schick, shot and

killed

on suspicion of trespass by Rev. Samuel Browne
of Cincinnati, has begun a civil suit against him

for $10,000.
Colonel John T. Pickett, formerly Confederate
States diplomatic agent for the government of
Mexico, publishes a statement
showing
his
agency in the sale of rebel archives to this government, the price obtained being $75,000.

Secretary Harlan

has been

interviewed, and

said that all the negroes were for Grant, as he
knew from personal
observation.
Grant was
gaining,he said,in North Carolina, and would
carry that State by a larger majority in August
than though the election was held to-morrow.
A city paper here having intimated that

Fred.

Douglass was leaning toward Greeley, Mr.
Douglass prints a card and says it Js is groundless. «
-. The Yemains of three men have been

discover-

ed in a cave in Indiana, and upon one of them
was found a few lines written upon an old news-

paper, signed Antonio Harfe, and stating that
he was the murderer of Benjamin Nathan in
New York.
There was a collision Friday moming at Pittsford, on the New York Central Railroad, between the Baltimore express and a coal train.
_Three persons were killed and twelve wounded,

" two or three of whom
juries.

can not survive

their in-

Prince

and

of silks

and

Eugenie’s jewels

in

paid

The total number of deaths in London, a city
of 8,600,000 population, for the week ending June

20th, was 1207. In New York, a city of 1,000,000
population, for the week ending July 6th, the
total of deaths was 1569.
8 pamphlet

in

Paris

in justification ofhis course while representing
the Russian government in the United States,
The board of arbitration at Geneva has arranged all preliminary matters and decided to

take up the case of each ship singly and in the
" order presented. It is reported that the British
agent has presented to the board of arbitration at Geneva a demurrer, praying

for the

clusion of Hie’ cases of the Tallahassee
i

band ve

arg

eleven

letters.

und

the

the

art of petrifying the

human

body is

to have reached a high state of perfection

gad

ex-

ten

arrived bm

Heir To ainthere. §

This

‘the use of Horns

only imagine

women

and

children,

the

on
+ our
for
up,

and goring in-

dangerous,

ugly

excrescence

has Jong

ance.

Bishop Heber wrote his world-encircling hymn,
“ From Greenland’s Icy Mountains,” at the age |
body.
We recollect them well as long ago as
of thirty-two, before he went to Calcutta, and
the year 1825, grazing, within a radius of tw enty
without the least premeditation.
Sitting in the
miles or more around the city of New York.
study of his father-in-law, the latter clergyman
Soon after this, their owners commenced crossasked for some verses for an occasional service
ing them with
short-horned bulls of a milknext day, and Reginald Heber retired to a desk
ing family, imported by the late Mr. Charles
in the corner of the room, where conversation
Henry Hall of Harlem, and others.
This cross
continued,and wrote currente calamo, the words
rapidly changed in color from pare red to red
which made him famous.
and white, a rich strawberry roan, and occasionJohan Strauss has not derived unalloyed hap- ally almost entirely white, with a slight flecking
piness from his triumphs at the Jubilee. He says
of red. They grew up to nearly the size of
that one serious thought mars his ** joyful expemoderate short-horns, matured early, and were
rience in this extraordinary affair,” which is, almost
universally . good milkers, and more
‘ that in Europe, where exists every musical adeasily and quickly fattened when dried off and
vantage, and where such an artistic undertaking
fed for the butcher.
If we had the sagacity to
ought to be much easier, there is no one with
keep up this cross-breed thus accidentally made,
the enterprise to perfect such a grand internaand exhibited them for prizes as a distinct class,
tional gathering.”
If, as a nation, we have pro(for example, as the Ayrshire cattle are,) at our
duced no great musical works, we have sur- cattle shows and fairs, and
made their great
passed all others in the original and extensive
merits known to the public through the ggriculmanner in which we have rendered those of the tural press, as the English would have done,
old world composers.
we should ere this have possessed a well established combined dairy and beef race of cattle,
A German poet has recently written a touchwhich no other save the pure short-horn could
ing poem, in which the hero is represented as
have excelled.
devoured by alligators under a palm-tree on the
1 can also say the same,—excepting horns,—of the cross made with shortshore of lake Erie, in America.
The heroine
hears of the dreadful fate of her lover down in horns on the large black and white Dutch Dairy
cows, imported many years since into the neighthe everglades of Florida, near the banks of Lake
Superior, where she is living, and rushes down
borhood of New York city.
South to Lake Erie and lays wait for that crocodile, captures him, cuts him open, extracts the

Heated Term and Sun-strokes.

bones of-her dead lover, purchases a rich coffin,
and has him interred in magnificent style in
Greenwood Cemetery, in New York, in the State
of St. Louis. The poem is too affecting.

———o—

© |

Tt was Madame De Stael who said: “If T was
mistress of fifty languages; I would think in the
deep German, converse in the gay French; write
in the copious English, sing in the majestic Spanish, deliver in the noble Greek, and make love in
the soft Italian.

which

true farmer,

underlies the

must

be

practice

understood

of

well,

the

and

chosen the rotation most

- The late Mr. Merram’s pet phrase * heated
term ” caused a great many poor jokes at the

beasts sink in their tracks

and

suitable, and the stock

air is wholly

undefiled,~are

oft-

en victims of consumption,
How is this explained? Look
into their bed-rooms; examine into their daily habits of life; and the cause
is made
plain, Old-fashioned
fire-places are
boarded up; rubber window-strips, and stoves
have found their way into the most
retired
nooks and corners of the land; and the imprisoned mountain air in country dweilings is heated to. a high point, and breathed over and over
:
during the days and nights of the long winter |

months.

less rheumatism than now,
t ion,— Fireside Science.

die; when the

and

no

consump-

criticises me

and heavy

showers breaking up the parching heat makes
the differénce between our climate and that-of
the treeless wastes of Africa and Asia. Know-

of art, however “ high and trafiscendental.” It is
a good thing to know how to speak one’s native

itors are all

in the car,

and the

news and

tele-

the time of his death.
The collection is said to
be one of the most valuable that bus ever.ex*
isted.
4
'
baldh CLAD

je Taranaki wa sand, which is found abund-

on the beachesof New Zealand, has been
po. Sok
‘excellent steel by a simple and
economical pfocess. ' It is mixed with an equal
quantity of clay and of the ordinary -ses-sand,
which contains a large admixture of shells.
mixture is worked up into bricks which
hurdened in a kiln, then broken and smelted in
an ordinary cmpola furnace.

The Crater of Vésuvius has become sdeietbile,
although the greater number of vent holes

ren-

der respiration difficult for explorers. Professor
Palmieri: made, on the: 21st of May, another ascent of the cong. He wag enabled | to observe
that the interior presented a gulf nearly 200 meters in depth, at the bottom of which a deep hole
is seen.

The

difflenlty of penetrating

into

the

ace, but fortunately

killed by an attendant and two others were captured. ‘There hi
b excitement in Madrid
for
a time.

Tt has transpired that the rodent attempt to asof Spain

was

a

The people are

delicious

rains,

we

can

endure

ft with

others

some

disgusting them

of ice

water;

both

either with

wearying or

ourselves

or with

our subjects of conversation. But it is a better
thing to have good ideas and a kind heart. A
few simple words from an honest heart, or looks
of brotherly or sisterly sympathy are far pref

scorching ‘temperature may be avoided. The
greatest dangers are from sun-strokes and the
needless drinking

without

of which

perils, unlike many others to which human life | © rable, I think, to any amount of artistic disis exposed, can be absolutely guarded against. course by one who is chiefly concerned about
The wearing of a cabbage leaf or a wet hand- the manner of his conversation rather thay
kerchief in the hat is the popular and almost | 8 bout its matter.
I have no particular right to give advice upon
certain preventive of sunsstroke, used by those
who are of necessity working in the sun. This the subject, but if any one should ask me how
expedient and abstinence from ice water and to go to work to learn to converse well, T should
other chilling drinks saves the lives of the thou- say, get as good an education as you can, not
sands of men who toil all day in the streets and | 0 nly at school, but by general reading, and by

fields under the full solar rays..- The proportion | keeping your eyes and ears open, Above all,
of workingmen out of doors who die: from sun- [ keep your heart open, and remember the goldstroke is not larger than that of men who are |enrule. That will make you a good listener

sheltered in offices, and but occasionally exposed
to the sun, and then only.to walk about on business, The latter being less cautious are more

apt to be smitten down than the open-air laborers, The cases of many deatlis in hot weather
are somewhat ohscure, and in hasty newspaper
reports it is convenient: to classify - them as sunstrokes,

But the majority of them are

by physicians

believed

not to be true cases ‘of * ¢oup de

when

others

are

speaking.

To

write

your

thoughts carefully will help you to express your-

self clearly. But try not to worry about yourself
and the impression’ you are making.
‘Young people but, slightly acquainted with
each other sometimes have difficulty in finding
anythingto talk about, and silence seems very
awkward to them, It is well enough for Miss
Amanda,

when

i

ited to

ride

with

Mr.

Ar-

crater from the unsolid state'of the sides, pre- soleil,” but congestions “caused by the excessiye
vended the professor from getting himself let drinking of ice water-or other cold liguids,—
more often ice water, for that can be had everydown with ropes.

thur for the first ti
, to. think beforehand what
she will talk about, and to prepare herself some-

where and for nothing.- Ice water should never
be taken when the system is héated up, and

especial preparation is mever of the best kind.
Out of it may grow, however, something fresh
and worthy of, the name. Wher among one’s

Gustave Dord ‘now paints 08 muchas benirans,

were

neither was injured. . One of the assassins was

tongue correctly, and a good thing to have learned to listen well to our partners in conversation.

ing that this term of sweltering weather now
upon us is to be but short-lived, and will wind

nation, and facility * as a drawer, have

made

one thing, is faulty, and often violent and

monious.

inhar-

All this is pointed out to him by the

critics, but he determinedly persists in aiming to
become distinguished as a “painter. His enormous painting, ‘‘ The Massacer of the Innocents,”

for the “ Salon” of 1872, has been most
criticised, and denounced in some cases,

sharply

at all times shonld be used sparingly.
It isa
luxury whose excess is death. ‘Light wines and
beers of a less chilling temperature are less
injurious; but neither should those be drank
copiously. ‘Moderation or total abstinence from
even the mildest stimulants shold be the rule

what,

But

conversation

friends there is usually

about,

You

may

most fiery weeks ofiid and

needs

no lack of things

have to jot down

much

to talk

beforehand

the few very particular things that you must
talk about, or they will get crowded out by the
innumerable minor Iopiee of mutual interest.—

of life in “ heated terms.” With. these precau-| Am, Ag,
tions and the avoidance of unrip» fruits, and of
all over-eating, a man meyrpa<: through ‘the

ty.
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Conversation under the head of Accomplish:
ments.
Iknew there is a good deal said about
t he art of conversation, but I have mot much
relish myself for conversation that is the result

in the American Summer.
It 1s our only salvation against roasting. The oft and
regularly
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five to twelve degrees, and the
heated term »
is over. This process is continually going on

Refined
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Low Middling,

It is certainly true that girls in the [ WHITNEY BROS, 227 South Front St., Philadelphia.
12w23

country take less exercise in the open air than
those
residing in cities.
They appear to be
more afraid of pure cold air than city girls.
Consumption is not less rare among females

23

Print Clothes, we ‘0

on the investment.

hours of study, the same

tions of grandmothers and old physigians go to
show that, fifty years ago, consumption. was
hardly known in the rural districts. The winds
whistled through the dwellings then, and the
fire blazed and roared upon the hearth.
Half
the time, in the cold winters, * the backs of the
inmates were freezing, while the front parts of
the person were roasting;” and yet there was

wind changes and brings in a cool breath from
the sea, or violent thunder storms burst upon
the oven in which we. live, the thirsty ground
is satisfied with rain, the mercury sinks from

recurring phenomenon of cool winds

pure

eevee serene20 8.0

COTTON.

County.

To meetvy. demands of those who desire to aid
school discipline, and all breathe the same delin the reform of the National Administration by the
election of Greeley and Brown, THE WEEKLY SUN
eterious air. The hardy and the strong, may be
.will be sent to all subscribers, for the next six
able to resist the influence of the poison; the| months for 50 Cemnts.
THE WEEKLY SUN will contain full and interest.
weak and tender ones grow pale and haggard
ing accounts of all important events that mark the
and, struggling on through
their school-days,
PIosTes 8 of the Presidential campaign,
en nion of independent voters
of all parties to
live perbaps to the age of puberty, and then
break down Grantism and SaTuption; and resc ue
drop into the consumptive’s grave.
Will paithe Government and the countryi
realized.
ents never awake to the enormity of this evi #
Such a combination must swee! the field,
Push on
the movement by circulating the
EEKLY SUN,
Small; ill-ventilated sleeping-rooms, in which
THE WEEKLY SON is the cheapest journal in jhe
rebreathed air is ever present, are nurseries of world.
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ht Jagee of reading matte
and is in every re:
as a ane and
ltl:
consumption,
These
are not found alone in
cal
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ful
BO
to any other pubis ed in
cities and large towns, or among
the poor
the coun
, not worely in interest and ability, but in
the quant
of useful information and pleasant enand lowly.
Well-to-do farmers’ daughters and
tertainment which its cclumns furnish.
sons in the country,~those who live among the
Address. THIE SUN, NEW YORK CITY.
mountains of the New England States, where
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God’s
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The undersigned offer for sale the remainder (less than $100,000) of these desirable bonds. Greene is ong-of the richest counties in the State.
The total debt,

which is liable for
rate of taxation is
1 65-100 per cent.
the price offered
over ELEVEN AND

to be most profitably-kept upon it, he does not
swerve from his chosen course,
but in good
markets and bad raises his regular crops, and
keeps his land in regular, increasing fertility,
No special ery tempts or frightens him. He does
not talk dairy this season and crops the next;
but doubtless: if any particular produet. be in

subjected to the same

St. Domingo... 19 @.. 21

value, is upwards of $8,000,000, all of

a

steady, cousistent course of opemations must be
followed.
Having thoroughly learned the nature and capacity of the soil he possesses, and

in the country than in’cities, in the present
age. . It, wus not so formerly. The declara-

Sir Edwin Landseer, the great English painter expense of that most laborious of weather prophets, but the expression was a useful contribution
of animals, is said to have become insane.
to meteorological science. For in this country we
Berthold Auerbach is ‘ on” another ¢ nght,” do have well-defined “ heated terms.”
The earth
in these latitudes becomes gradually warmed
being engaged upon a philosophical work.
No
up,
the
average
temperature. rising day by day
works of fiction more replete with original and
various philosophy than his.
until the torrid climax js reached, and men and

the late exuption of Vesuvius,

most

horns of the Ovis montana (Rocky mountain
sheep)? Or: who would exchange eur smooth,
fut swine for the long, upright-tusked babyrous™
sa (horned hog of Java)? or his huge savage demand, and brings a' good price, he has some
cousin, the big-horned rhinoceros? Yet horns| of it to sell, and reaps
his share of the adHe saves as much
on South-Downs, Cotswolds, and pigs, would be "vantage.
money as some
men make, by care’and economy in purchasing
just as appropriate as on cattle.
Polled, or what are provincially called muley, and preserving tools, seeds; manure, and mahabits and constant
dodded, humbled, and no-horned cattle, were chines; and his business
early imported into North America, but; unfor- readiness, for all occasions, give him reasona.
tunately,so far asI can ascertain, have never ble security against the effects of adverse sea
been kept distinctin any considerable numbers,
sons and bad weather.
Always prepared,
he is
except among the Scotch settlers of Upper Can- never too late, always calm he is never too soon,
ada. They are consequently now found promis. and thus, * taking time by the forelock,” he has
cuously mixed up With their horned congeners the stern old tyrant at his command, and turns
over the whole country, and, like them, are of him at hie will. He has no losses, and his gains
all sizes, shapes und colors. As a general rule, are steady.
those of the smaller size will pick up,a living
along the
roadside
and on poverty
pasture,
Rebreathed Air.
where an oxdinary horned beast would starve.
To this hardy character they add that of quick
——
The crowded,
badly-ventilated
school-room
feeders, and will thrive more rapidly on good
feed than horned cattle usually do. The cows is oftenthe place where, early in life, rebreathNot' oné
often excel in the dairy; the oxen work well ed air commences its deadly work.
when broken to the yoke, and make the choicest school-room in a hundred in this country is a
fit place in which to confine children six or eight
of beef when turned off to fatten.
The best polled cattle I have yet seen in our hours of the day. The little ones are herded
country were of a bright, Devon-red color, and together in a promiscuous crowd; those of tenthe feeble
much like this beautiful race in style and form, der years and those more advanced,
though rather more compact and heavier in the and the strong, the sickly and the well, are all

hands of Italian professors. They can render the
body like stone, or by immersion in ce rtain liguids it seems only to be asleep.
Gozini, of
Genoa, has a curious museum of humanity petrified, well worth seeing. The ancients mummified but that changed the appearance, while
this process leaves the subject 1ife-like in appear-

Mrs. Somerville, the well-known authoress of
the Condection of the Physical Sciences, now
in her ninety-second year, was present and saw

pocket by practicing the

Java ¥ b..... 23 g.. 2 (American...

Shootin

stringent economy. If he is otherwise than industrious and sober, he is on the down grade with
loose "brakes, and the end is not reached. But
farming in its true sense,is a profession equal
in dignity to that of \aw or medicine, and needs
equal study, mental capacity, and intelligently
directed labor to command success in it. The
principle

the sarcas

off our cattle? ‘Who wants'a fine South: Down
or a superb Cotswold with the great, coarse

at the

the acknowledged prince of illustrators and designers, while in his paintings the coloring, for

Thursday, by firing into their ‘arriage as they

sassinate
the King and Queen

over

since been bred off our best and ‘most popular
mutton sheep; why then should it not be bred

said

buit with fir less success. His wonderful im

part of an organized conspiracy.

polled cat
us

nocent people in general unto death!”

let-

Five assasding attempted to take the lives of
the. King and Queen of Spain at widnighit, on
returning, to the p

terrifying

ters, contains but
one vowel.
There are no
words in the English language of more than
eight syllables, and of those containing that number we may mention Incomprehensibility.
The

among

tic. answer of,—‘‘ Oh, they are admirable
tearing: down
fences, ripping each other

, nine.

eight

years hence

prevail

domestic cattle? I can

Elocu-

other

largely

‘Will any one tell me

and Tenpessee dre each spelled with only four
different letters of the alphabet, although one
Schnapps, a word of one syllable and

may

horned.

tionary and Unquestionably.
The word Indivisibility maybe noted. as a peculiar word, for
it contains the letter ¢ i” six times.
Mississippi

contains

dollars in his

measure of philosophy.
\
With reasonable care the perils incident to this’

Among the prices

published

Revolutionary,

There
country-

" Dr. Lowenfield, the biographer of ‘Alexander
von Humboldt,
has succeeded in purchasing for
the university of Strasburg the whole scientific
apparatus and all the instruments which belongedto the great scholar and philosopher at

for single articles were £1660 for a watch, £2150
for a pair of brooches, £3525 for another brooch,
£2625 for a tiara, and £3255 for a pair of ear‘rings.
.

Catacazy has

of this, and that in a few

tle

The following may be given as examples:
Education, Reputation,
Regulation,
Emulation,
Perturbation,
Mensuration, Repudiation.
Besides these there are several words each containing all the vowels, including the “y.)?
Of

mention

our

their best interests, will ultimately get the better

to think of more than one or two at short notice.

may

among

men which to me is unaccountable; T trust,
however, that their good sense, and Hoove all,

There are a number of words in the English
language each of which contains all the five regular vowels, but it would puzzle almost any one

we

thing

is not farm.
no money is
himself and
have a few

his consort

laces at a single shop in the French capital.
London netted £50,000.

is a prejudice inthis

—
St
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Much labor is done on farms that
ing in its true sense. By such labor
ever made. A man may support
his family, keep out of debt, and

been almost uni-

versally ‘preferred to the polled, by the stockraisers of America.
Itis notso in Europe, but

singing of * Auld Lang Syne,” ut the impromptu
reception given by
the press to the foreign
artists, the French and German band-masters
sprang forwa rd and warmly clasped hands, with
glistening eyes.
It was looked upon as an effecting and significant scene.
!

these

should have.
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the hedd and to recurrences of sun-stroke.

up in a few days with the most abundant and | I Short, it is a good thing to be able to communicate our ideas to

Miss Nellie Grant is reported by a Paris paper

The sale of the Empress

that horned cattle

physical powers. " We

stored he carries a. reminder—ofit ipto all his
after life, being peculiarly liable to troubles in

reflect upon this subject,

Good

pleasant, and your'stuy one that will recruit your

proves fatal, whatever
After the patient is re-

grams received on the road, so that the edition
for the provinces is worked off en route.

his

will visit London next month,
to have bought 40,000 francs worth

ing, when we seriously

in many districts there quite the reverse.

During

1 arge proportion of cases
remedies are employed.

ii
mdtter, and in a

Juan

law officers to prepare a report on the San
boundary question.

Crown

musicians.

In river or sea bathing he should quit the water

t he moment he feels chilled.
Sun-stroke is a very serious

of a

este

Any one having a little leisure time for recreation, during these hot days, can not do better than’ |
call on our young friend, Mr. E. J. Locke, at his
BosTON WHOLESALE PRICES,
neat, clean, and newly- farnished cottage on Wells
For the week endingduiy ih
17 1872,
CANDLES,
Beach. There you can have all that an obliging
host, a good cook, clean, new beds, pufe sea air, MoOldS:vuuanss J2.@.
15 |Cuba, Clayed.. 25 8.
and a beach ‘unparalleled both for bathing :and Sperm..........35 @.. 36 | do. Sweet.
of
COAL.
do. Muscovaded0
+ 50
carriage-riding can afford, to make your sojourn

reports

There 48 a newspaper in Scotland which is
printed in a gar, on the road from Edinburgh to
Glasgow. The press, cases of type and’ compos.

FOREIGN.
Emperor Wilhelm of Prussia has directed

The Russian

German

Cattle,

es

In Want

d from different parts of the country. Thére
is no risk if the bather ‘will but wait a few minutes after preparing himself for the bath, and
t hen step into ft gradually, so as to avoid a shock.

handle, so hardy and thrifty, and finally, so
profitable to breed and rear. It seems surpris-

At length we have some * peace indications at
the Jubilee, after the mutual snubbing of the

and

I

tle, especially when we find them so kind and
peaceful in disposition, so quiet and safe to

It may be laid down, as a general principle,
that a larger proportion of white flowers are fragrant than those of any other color;
yellow
come next, then red, and lastly blue; after
which, and in the same order, may be reckoned

French

orCE

Several deaths froth this eause have been

Chass

I have often wondered why they should not also
be the same with all lovers of choice; useful cat-

Some person says that 1,500 acres belonging
to the site of Pittsburg were sold in former times
for a fiddle, and so, of course, were ** fiddled
away.”

from the facts thus presented.

10 less than 25,000 bisons were killed south of
the Kansas Pacific railroad for their hides alone.

fic

From childhood up, these gentle dome istic an-|
imals have been’ great favorites with me, and

Prof. Agassiz has made a full report to the
Superintendent of the Coast Survey, giving the
results of the geological researches of the Hassler
expedition, and making interesting deductions

last

i] om

The following, from the [pen of Mr. A. B.
Allen of New York, appeared in the columns
of the Country Gentleman:

violet, green, orange, brown, and black.

Two commissioners have
been appointed to
visit hostile Indian tribes in Texas and the Indian country and negotiate for peace.

ny
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less than 25,000 bison were killed south of the
Kunsas Pacific railroad for their hides alone.

lowing a procgssion to march through the
streets on Sunday accompanied by a band of
The court trying the cases of

Naey

It is said that during the month of May last no

is terribly

vil

Sei

Paragraphs.

Eleven millions bushels offpeanuts are coming
to market from middle Tennessee this year.
this§year

A

The cholera epidemic in Russia is increasing
at a fearful rate, and in Moseotv it has assumed
a most malignant form.
The disease is terribly
fatal and thousands Bre fleeing into western
Europe.

The rains have injured the wheat crop in Tennessee;

Society at Long (Branch
promiscuous,

Another incidental risk of the. season, but not
so serious,ds thut of bathing when highly heated;

3

Stmmary.

resem

ons

of joy at their ese ape from harm,

MISCELLANEOUS.

co and make every
the Indians.
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repr cedures as. excessive: inn thelr demon

Mr, Greeley has taken the w hole of the second
floor of the Lincoln clubhouse in New York.and
will reside there until after election.
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Let every pastor

and chturch-mem-

ber havea copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cta.; in paper covers,
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latter, 2 cents,
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